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Also special thanks to Bob Politzer and Shirley Johnson of the
Bureau of Health Professions, and to Dr. Mark Rivo of the Division
of Medicine.

I urge all of you to play an active role in this workshop today. As
you see we have microphones in the aisle, and we do encourage you
to use them to make comments and ask questions of the panelist&
We want to make this a very interactive forum.

Before I turn this over to our moderator, I would like to recog-
nize Jennifer McCarthy who has been the driving farce behind
today's forum Thomas Mitchell, who assisted Jennifer, also de-
serves special mention.

Now I would like to turn the hearing over to Jeff Human, who
will be giving an introduction, and also serving as moderator. As
rm sure you all know, Mr. Human is the Director d the Office of
Rural Health Policy within the Depirtment of Health and Human
Services, and plays a key role in efforts to improve rural health
Cale.

Jeff.

STATEMENT OF JEFFREY HUMAN, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF RURAL
HEALTH POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES
Mr. Humiug. It is a pleasure to be moderating this important

workshop on health professions education in rural America. I
would like to begin by noting the people who are sitting up here at
the head table, and I will introduce them in more detail later Dr.
Fitzhugh Mullen to my right; Dr. Tom Bruce and Dr. Mike Whit-
comb.

Bruce Behringer, who is listed on your program, is driving up
from southern Virginia, and I'm told the weather is very bad. We
expect he will be here before his turn to speak come& We certainly
hope

Special Committee on Aging has a well-deserved rep-
utation for advancing the interests of America's older citizens. But
it also has an equally strong reputation of advocacy for America's
rural citizens. These two groups are more than compatible, since
the percentage of older Amencans who reside in rural areas is
about 25 percent higher than for urban areas. Older Americans are
more likely to have trouble securing the care that they need, and
more likely to need care than other Amerk.ana.

Senator David Pryor of Arkansas, the Chairman of this Commit-
tee, has throughout his career championed the cause of older
Americans and rural Americans. I am sure all of us here this
=milt regret veq much that Senator Pryor could not be with us
today. t the gtvd news is, as Portia indicated, that his recovery
is prwressing very well, and is expected to be complete in the near
future.

We are all well aware that in rural communities we have severe
shortages of health professionals of all types. Inherent in this bad
news is the good news: there are opportunities for solutions to our
problems at the very origins of the problems themselves. Today we
will examine one of these sources, lwalth care education. We will
look at the extent to which our approach to education contributes
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These students are local, rural residents who tend to stay local
after they pWuate from Kirksville, and tend to much of
the medical care to rural residents to northwest ', We like
this program so well in our office that we are currently working
with the Tuskegee University on a similar program for rural mi-
nority students. Right now we are also

devel
with Tuaioagee a

videotape for minority dui:karts in the junior schools to inter-
est them in health care careers.

Two, we can do a better job of admitting rural residents to medi-
cal schools. Between 178 and 1988, the number of matriculants to
American medical sclwols from rural areas decreased 81 percent,
However, there schools that have done well
during this period in Ling students who now serve in rural
areas. They use a verity of strategies to attract more rural
students.

For example, the University of Georgia Medical School has ex-
tended the princi* of affirmative action to include all rural appli-
cants for inedicil school, rowdies; of rase. The University of
Washington includes rural family physicians on its admissions
committee to ensure consideration of rural applicants.

Three, we can reshape medical curriculums to emphasize com-
munity practice equally with hospital practice. One of our speakers
this morning, Dr. T= Bruce, co-authorixed a book on curriculum
reform at the Umversity of Arkansas Medical School. Under the
program, each medical professor was to reorient each course to=he proper emphasis on community practice. Have the Ar-

reform; helped? It is difficult to attribute success to a single
cause, but only three medical schools in the country place a higher
percentage of graduates in rural arms than Arkansas.

Four, we need to offer preceptored clerkships to medical students
to serve under board-certified rural physicians in rural areas as a
part of their undergraduate medical education. This kind of pro-
gram offers the first introduction many medical students have to
rural practice and to living in rural areas.

It makes it possible for urban and suburban students to imagine
for the first time what it would be like to undertake a rural prac-
tice. It also provides an excellent educational experience for all
medical students to practice a more cognitive and less procedure
medicine, and leads to sounder medical Ailk.

Probably the best example of rural preceptorship is the Rural
Physician Associate Program at the University of Minnesota. Stu-
dents there may elect to spend their entire third year in a rural
preceptored internship. The program is educationally sound. Stu-
dents who have taken it since 1971 have done just as well in fourth
year medical school performance as those who remained in the
classroom.

But the really exciting statistic is the 57 percent of the students
who have participated in the program have gone on to practice in
rural Minnescta. Many much shorter programs such as those of-
fered at the University of New Mexico, the University of Nebraska,
and Marshall University, also are valuable to mediml students.

Five, we need and can have medical schools without walls. By
this I mean medical schools that extend their training and develop-
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meat activities outward to supprat rural physicians throughout the
State, gnd help keep rural . 'tt tt in

One such ogram is the V Chnwiai Program at the Uni-
versity of West Virginia Medical " This . brims 60
board-certified family physicians to the Uni J. times a year.
While there. they do many thinp. They teach undergraduates, see

to with residmits, make grand rounds at the Health Sciences
ter, seek consultation from speoialists about their own patients,

and arrange for le " " clerkships with their practices.
This iniogram is "1 .1, " to reduce the isolation of rural physi-

cians, to prevent burnout and to provide the support that will en-
courage medical students and residents to serve rural areas as
well.

Telecommunications increasingly augment this effort. For exam-
ple, the West Virginia Medical School also offers an 800 number to
rural . . for 24-hour consultation. The message to rural

from programs like this is, "You are not alone. Support
available." We expect telemedicine a.id what is called interactive

down the traditional walls around medical schools and othebrruthekailnl
distance education to became increasingly important in

profession schools.
Six, we need to follow medical students throught their residen-

cies and match them to rural communities in need. The University
of Iowa Medical School historically has been very successful in this
matchmaker role of interestiag communities and medical residents
in each other, and brokering concrete agreement& Many area
health education centers do similar work with Federal support
from the Bureau of Health Professions of the Health Resources and
Services Administration. Our first speaker, Fitzhugh Mullen, di-
rects that Bureau.

Seven, we need more interdisciplinary trainin programs, such
as the one that Dr. Sandral Hullett will describe for- us-later today.
We cannot solve America's rural problems with physicians alone.
We need training prpgrams that bring together physicians, nurse
practitioners, physician assistants, psychologists, social workers,
and other health professionals in multidisciplinary teams to serve
rural areas. Medical school education should lay the foundation for
this process by teaching physicians to extend their services through
such teams.

East Tennessee State University's Medical School in Johnson
City is one of the pioneers in this area. There the training of physi-
cians and nurse practitioners are linked at many points so +%ey
know how to work together upon their graduation.

Eight, we can solve other health professions shortages in rural
areas as well, with similar strategies. For example, we need to
train nurses at all levels in niral settings, and begin by selecting
nurse students who have strong ties to rural communities. On the
Pine Ridge and Rosebud Indian Reservations in Smith Dakota, the
Oglal.a Lakota College offers an associate degree nursing program
that is linked with a nmirby baccalaureate program.

Thus, associate degree nurses can go on to complete the bacca-
laureate program from South Dakota State University. Local
people for the most part comprise the student body, both Native
Americans and others from the local ranching and farming corn-

-st

1 0
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munities. Upon graduation, almost all the nurses remain in the
local area.

we are preparing to tackle our rural health
medical education reforms. Is this all we can do? course

not. 4 more possibilities await us. Let me in closing briefly
mention

First, we need a much stronger emphasis on rural economic de-
velopment. As health professionals we notice the hosOtals closing
and the doctors leaving rural towns. We also need to mace that

of all sorts are leaving the U towns and communitVeCriBeed
the schools and manufact, g.plants are closing and

to tevitalim rural America
Second, we need to think rural as we contemplate health

reform. If we were suddenly to reform the system and grant th
insurance cards to everyone tomorrow, it would help very little in
many rural areas because there would be no doctors to hand the
card to. Rural capacity building needs to be a part of any reform of
the health care system we undertake during this decade.

And third, we can and must compensate rural physicians more
fairly. We will never attract the numbers of physicians we need to
rural America unless we offer competitive compensation. There Ire
many ways to increase the compensation of physicians in rural
areas. Senator has introduced legislation to give taz credits
to& bsifiars4onal s.in undeserved rural area

Committee on Rural Health has proposed
that the Medicare . " pot be redistributed so that
each rural eo 144.1 for exam " - would get at least
PO for any an urban Ph gets $100. We also
all hope that the Medicare Resource Based Relative Value Scale
will be another step dowa the road to fair compensation. It is a des-
tination we simply must achieve.

Throighout thi day, many of our speakers will be elaborating cei
these kleas. I hope many new approaches to adapting medical edu-
cation to meet rural needs also will be I think I
on behalf of all of WI in thanking Senator , Senator
and all the other members of the committee giving us the op-
portunity to put these possibilities before the American people. We
thank the committee staff as well.

Now let's turn to our speakers. Our first speaker this morning is
Dr. Fit& :4, Mullen. Dr. Mullen is Director of the Bureau of
Health ". ons of the Health Resources and Services Adminis-
tration. In this position, he administers a national program of as-
sistance to medical and health profeseional schools, as well as to

" to support area health education centers. And he sup-
a rural interdieciplinary training program. I am sure he wffi

mention that as well.
Dr. Mullen is a pediatrician, an historian of public health in the

United States, an author whose first book was subtitled "The Polit-
ical Education of an American Medical Student" He is a founder
of a national cancer action support group for cancer victims, and
he is a health pivfessional whose commitment to securing accem to
health care for all American citizens has been the hallmark of his

career. He is also a good friend and neighbor.
Dr. ullan.

#
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STATEMENT OF FITZHUGH MULLAH, M.D., DIRECFOR, BUREAU
OF HEALTH PROFIIMSIONS, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES
Dr. MULLAN. Thank you, Jeff. We both live in rural Garrett

Park, MD, which does have trees and fields. I am glad to be here
and have the optunity to comment briefly and contribute to
what I hope will be a rich dkiogue on these perplexing and erst-
while WOOS.

I think the questions before us on rural health, rural health &-
lively, and rural health adequacy are longstanding, and ones that I
don't think we have found the precise key to unlock. And I think
having to rural residents over a period at months, they
remain ted to trying to rind answers. The problems are not
getting distinctly better.

In the Bureau, we have a number of programs that the
has enacted, and that we manage that deal with the
What are the problems? There are many statistics we are all famil-
iar with. I wanted to pick just a few to frame it a little bit.

While roughly a quarter, 23 percent, of the U.S. population is
rural, only 13 percent of patient care physicians and 6.7 percent of
" "tal based physioians work, in rural areas. So we are running
at t half of what should IA the weighted national distribution
of physicians. Fifteen percent of rwistered nurses are rural, and 13
mu.nt of physician assistant& So again, they are running at about
half of what they ought to be in order to provide adequacy, at least
on a par with the rest of the population.

By 1988, there were 98 primary care physicians per 100,000 popu-
lation in the United States across the board. In rural areas, howev-
er, the res were only 56 per 100,000, and dipping as low as 45
per 100011 in areas such as Alabama, Tennessee, and Louisiana.

In the nursing area in 1990, it was estimated that the nursing
was 46,000 and it is projected to be as high

Ps°'rit51,1e
in rural er0
by the year 2000. As Jeff referenced, between 1981 and

ne
1988, 1 rural hospitals closed. That represented almost half the
hospital closings in this country. The situation 'villains, as I men-
tioned, problematic.

The programs in the Bureau which I think people are familiar
with emanate (ran some old authorities, the Area Health Educa-
tion Centers, in particuhr, that have been with us since the early
1970's, a very effective family of programs, distributed across the
country, many of which have strong rural ties.

In addition, there are several new programs, the New Generation
Health Education and Training Centers, which are an adaptation
of the Area Health Education Centers, legislated in our last reau-
thorization of Title VII, and in addition, the Rural Interdiscipli-
mry Authority, which was added to Title VII in our 1 t'' reauthor-
ization. Under that authority, we can fund interdisciplinary train-
ing_programs focused on rural areas and rural problems.

Under that program, the first year of grants was actually the
1990 cycle. Eleven grants were made, for a total of $2.1 million.
That's an interesting flora, and I leave it to you as to whether it's
adequate or not. Only 26 applications were received, of which I be-
lieve 13 made the cut line, and 11 were funded.

12
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service &livery; and that affects all sec'ors of health delivery in
tbis country.

There are those who are becoming apologists for that perspec-
tive, saying that it is fine to have our primFy or generalized care
&livered by part-time cardidogists, part-time gynecological Bur,

partAime en. . 6 and that's iimt fine. And when

don't have ' i 111- for the Ihoned,
or ty, they will deliver some priatric care or

s alre or some prevention services elfin the way.
Many of us in the business of health policy analysis would dis-

agree with that as a way to ran our system Yet without that being
a national policT, we are drifting toward that. And it ta not hard to
&mei .. why it vi happening. If one looks at the systems of reim-
bursement in practice or the systems of recompense and incentives
within graduate medical education, certainly if mie looks at the
culture of medical training, all the incentives, as well as much of
the prestige, have developed over time 4n favor of specialization.

are not pernicious factors. We all are entertained by the
teclmology that our country has been good at producing. And it is

no accident that for medical students, the lure of high-tech is there,
too.

In addition, there is wbst I would call the reductionist lure; that
is, as a physician, the notion of trying to master science and
human biology in all its aspects is daunting, and more daunting as
the_ years go by w.th amasrang information. The idea that you
could be a competent specialist who was familiar with literature
and was at the peak of your craft in a limited -specific ap-
proach to human biology is something that ap to many as
well.

You put the reimbursement systems, the cultural aspects that I
have described of medical training, the high-tech lure and the re-
ductionist draw all together, and you get a system that is marching
inexorably toward the Balkans of health care.

That affects rural health very appreciably. Because as we look at
the figures relating to what our students tell us, and then as we
look as they move into residency rars at what the match is now
telling us, more and more are opting away from family medicine,
general internal medicine, and general pediatrics. That augers
worse things for the future, since that of course is the future.

Now what can be done about this primary care quandary? We
have talked about an eight-plan in the Bureau which we have cir-
=dated in a number of gamic* which represents in large part mar-
sharing and refocusing idt- a and instruments that are available

currently.
Just to tick them off, it's the National Health Service Corps; Pri-

mary Care Residency Training; Minority Health, and f
minority_ _health; it's a service-linked component which is
Health Education Centers, Geriatric Education Centers; it is non-
physiFian providers, a very rigortant role; and it's public health
practice, linking traditional lic health systems to mimary care
servIve systems, and not having two separate parallel and non-com-
municative systems out there as we do m many communities; and
it is primary care research, rural health care research, a very im-

portant aspect

14
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Finally, and the point I really want to elm en, is something that
we have entertained a discussion within the Department on, and
that is the link to HCFA. Health care financing is key to where we

rmdone
both practice and education. For those not aware of this, the
that the Bureau of Health Professions has in the whole area

of health professions, particularly dealing with primary care, are
about $150 million. HCFA this year will spend $4.7 billion on grad-
uate medical education, with a little bit of that going to nursing
and allied health.

focus of primary care, and the large engine of fun in IICFA,
Until w .t build a bridge between those two policy

we will ave a hard time changing the culture in country
which impacts rural health very badly in terms of how we move

*les' minds and bodies into rural areas for the provision of
th services.

Thank you, and apologies for going red.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Mullen followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF FITZHUGH MULIAN, M.D., ON PRTMARY CARE AND THE
Pullin or HEALTH CARR IN AMERICA

The views expressed in this paper are strictly those of the author. No official sup-
port or endorsement by the Department of Health and Human Services or any of its
components is intended or should be inferred.

The term primary care is :wed in two important but distinct ways. The first is to
describe the provision of generalist services in health care usually provided by
family physickm, general internists, general pediatricians, nurse practitioners, or
nurse midwives. There have been many definitions of the term, but most center on
the generalist nature of health and medical care services and their applicability to
the vast majority of problems with which patients present.

The second uae of the term primary care centers around a set of programs de-
signed to provide health care for traditionally poor, isolated, or underserved popula-
tions. The Federal Community Health Center Program, the National Health Service
Ccrps, the Indian Health Service, a variety of rural health programs, and a number
of slate or locally financed access projects tend to focus on prunary caremeaning
access a; basic health and medical care for populations who have difficulty in ob-
taining such care.

Both of the uses of the term primary care and, indeed, the two sets of clinical
acthities that they describe, derive from common training programs, common clini-
cal skills, and a common set of practitioners. Put simply, the infrastructure of train-
ing programs and the clinicians that deliver general primary care in the United
States as a whole are interrelated with the subset of programs and practitioners
whose work focuses principally on serving the disadvantaged. Therefore, any analy-
sis of the potentials or problems inherent in these primary care paradigms must
take into account both aspects of primary care as we know it_

THE DIAGNOSIS

In the period following World War II. the U.S. medical care system was still
cipally one of generalists with almost two-thirds the practitioners counting
selves as GPs. Today that statistic is reversed with roughly two-third of currently
practicing physicians counting themselves as vwialists or subspecialists. Two coun-
tries similar to ours in culture and general hftlth status, Canada and Great Britain,
have generalist physician cases today of 50 and 70 percent reepectively.

Moreover, we can anticipate an erosion in the primary care infrastruture of this
country as evidenced by the declining numbers of etudents indicating an interest in
primary care 135 percent in is,,49 compared to nearly 40 percent in 1991)I and subse-
quent dram: in the National Resident Matching Prwram match rate in primary
^are discipiines. In family medicine, the match rate has declined from 85 percent in

Asseciatior of American Medical Colleges. AAMC Data Book. Washington, D.C., January
1990.
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A final area in which the primary care :community as a whole could be more ef-
fective is that of self-representation and problem articulatiim. Primary care needs
an organizational apparatus that will enable fiunily medicine, pineral internal med-
icine, general pediatrics, nurse practitimers and nurse midwives to talk to one an-
other and speak to the world as a whole on certain key, common issues. Absent a
potent and unified voite from the primmy care educational and practice communi-
ties, efforts to improve :mess or rebuild the infrastructure will be Dar less effective
than they might be otherwise. A common forum for discusedng ideas and making

Znimand preference known would be an enormous step ahead for family medc
and primary care as a whole. One might hope that a forum of this sort would

be developed in the near 'Inure.

STEAM= FOR PROMOTING PRIMARY CARR TRAINING AND PRACTICE IN RURAL ARRAS

The continuing shortage and ongoing erosion ci primary care Firofianionals hits
rural areas particulariy hard. Data from the AMA suggest that while the number of
physicians practicing in metropolitan areas will increase 24 percent between 1987
and 2000, their numbers will increase by only 17 percent in rural areas during this
same time period. Historically, rural practice has held little attraction to
trained in faoilities and with tec .1 that are separated from rural practice bY
more than just miles. Theteliroft.,, isolation and limited for con-
thming education associa with rural areas practice is another dieedvantage to
rural practice. These attitudes can change, however, with educational experiences
for health professionals which include such elements as primary care-oriented un-
dergraduate curricula, rural preceptorships and residency rotations and other types
of decentralized educational models.

mented through a numbin of
The overall strategy outlined in the eight described earlier are imple-

sponsored by the Health Resources and
Services Administration which aPri7e:itsVirng a very positive impact on health person-
nel resources in rural areas by addressing the disincentivee to rural practice. Nota-
ble among these _programs am

The National Health Service Corps (NHSCi, through service obligation related to
its scholarships and loan ta, has served as a resource for the placement af

=fly physicians, but nurse practitioners and physician assistants, in the
priority shortage areas, many of them in rural areas. Since 1971, the NHSC

has places more than 16,500 health professionals in shortage areas. About 7rom
cent of the MSC assignments to shortage areas have been to rural areas.
surveys indicate that about half of assignees remain in their designated areas
during the year after their obl*tion is completed.

The Area Health Education nters (A/1Mo establish networks of health-related
institutions to provide educational services to students, faculty, and practitioners.
The purpose of this program is to attract and retain primary care professionals in
shortage areas by iinzing academic health sciences centers WWI clinical sites in un-
derserved urban and rural communities. Many AHECs also provide a vehicle for
continuing education for health professionals in remote comniunities An evaluation
of AHECs has shown that the professional environment is improved because of im-
proved access of physicians in rural practice with professional resources.

Health Education and Training Centers t HETCs), like the AHECS, are designed to
improve the supply, distribution, quality and efficiency of personnel providing
health services in areas of particuWiy serious need, for example in the border areas
between the United States and Mexico, as well as urixin and rural areas, including
frontier areas.

Rural Interdieciplintuy Training Grants fund programs. to train health care prac-
titioners in a variety of disciplines, to Ffrovide services to rural areas, and to im-
rose access to health care services. Unlike the AHECs, an administrative structure
for this linkage is not specified. The key elements of innovation and the inclusion of
multiple disciplines are also departures from the AHEC model. Another important
difference is that physician training is de-emphasized. these programs limit training
of physicians to fewer than 10 percent of all trainees. A number of the programs
funded under these grants offer educational opportunities, which among other bene-
fits, addresses the problem of_professional isolation.

In addition. the Bureau of Health Professions supports training programs for phy-
sician assistants, nurse practitioners, nurse midwives, and nurse anesthetist, all
vital to increasing primary care services in rural areas.

Also, a number of training grant programs have incorporated service-linked edu-
cational opportunities, though, regrettably, so far none have included service in
rural areas.

I 7
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WEAL HEALTH CARM-HIGHLSOPITS

Sixty-five million people, about one-quarter of the U.S. population live in rural
areas.

Whibi 23% of the U.S. population reside in nonmetropolitan areas, only 13_2% of
the patient-care physicians, 8.7% of hospital-based physicians, 15% of registered
nurses, and 13% of phyeician assistants practice in these areas.

Of the more than- 3,000 counties in the U.S.. 114 had no active patient-care physi-
cian. All of these counties were in nonmetropolitan areas.

As of March 1990, 70% of Health Profemional Shortage Area chnignations for pri-
mary medical care wen in nonmetropolitan. Fees (1,364 of 1,956).

In 1f48, there were 98 primary care physicians per 100,000-datm in tbe U.S.,
compared to only 56 per-100.000 in rtiral areas. In the District of Columbia, there
were 192 primary care physicians per 100,000, while in the rural portions of Ala-
bama, Tenneseee, and I.oudana there were fewer than 45 per 100,00).

Between 1987 and 2000, a 24 percent increase in physicians in metrimolitan areas
is projected, compared to only a percent increase in nonmetropolitan areas.

In 1985, 30% of all Physician Assistants were practicing in rural areas. In 1990,
only 13% were doing so.

The shortage_of registered nurses in 1990 in rural areas is estimated to be 45,382.
In the year 2000, it is expected to be 76,703.

Between 1981 and 1988, 1:s: rural hospitals closed, 48% of all hospital closures.

Mr. Hurdwitr. Thanks, Fitz. We are using the timer this morning,
because we want to protect the time for audience comments. So we
are going to try to keep relatively close to 10-minute presentations.

Let me now introduce Dr. Tom Bruce. Dr. Bruce is a Senior Pro-

EDirector
for the W.K. Kellogg Foundation of Battle Creek,

.mDr. Bruce helps the Foundation develop and administer its
health programs. He is the former Dean of the College of Medicine
a the University of Arkansas. While he was there, his principal
emphasis was on expanding the family medicine program and
other primary care programs. His major cdreer interests have been
to improve the distnbution of physicians and the quality of medical
education.

Dr. Bruce co-authored an excellent book called "Improving Rural
Health: Initiatives of an Academic Medical Center." I notice he has
it with him this morning. Maybe he will show it to you.

But since he might not, I willit's the first book I read when I
assumed the position of Director of the Office of Rural Health
Policy. I thought it was terrific, and I still feel that way. I recom-
mend that any of you who are interested in this general area read
it as well.

While Dr. Bruce was trained as a cardiologist, I think anyone in
rural health or anyone who has read the book will tell you that he
has the soul of a primary care physician. Dr. Bruce?

STATEMENT OF THOMAS A. BRUCE, M.D., PROGRAM DIREMOR,
W.K. KELLOGG FOUNDATION

Dr. BRUCE. Thank you, Jeff. I am going to dert from my pre-
pared remarks. They are available at the back table. I will give you
a "chalk talk" on my personal thoughts about rural hftlth care
and in ;articular, the role of universities and academic health cen-
ters in promoting rural health.

I think it's very clear that those people who come out of heilth
professions training want to be good clinicians and caregivers. And
they do everything they min to move in that direction.

If they move into an environment where there are not resources
for them to use their professional talents, and to link with other

18
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caregivers, to control their lives a little bit in terms of carir4 for
the people to wham they are committed, they are going to move

and find another place where they can invest their talents in
with people in need. That's the very naturc. of health pro-

fessions and why people igo into it in the first place.
The problem of rural health in our time is that the system is out

of sync and is distorted. Mau_people who go into rural health care
have to go as missionaries. They go at tremendous personal cost,
family cost, and professional cost.

In fact, if you look at professional attractions, all the weight
tends to fall into more metropolitan settings, where one can pm
colleaguesother professionals who can round out group practices,
be available for referrals, for discussion about complex issues,
where one can get various kinds of technological support services
for diagnosis and treatment, and access to the sophisticated sup-
port systems we have set up in this country for delivering health
care.

In addition to the treatment of illness, health ...otion is very
heavily concentrated in metropolitan areas. reasons why
pwple choose to go into rural areas, therefore, tend not to be pro-
fessional, but personal. They want to find a town in which their
children can grow up, or the lifestyle is one that is consistent with
one they have known before, in their own childhood or in an earli-
er experience.

Many times that decision to move into a rural community or
health practice is disappointing because t.he system is not in Once
to su ..rt the professional needs they encounter, their desire to
pron. s e care and qtality care to the people who live there.

And t ugh I am talking primarily today about the role of the
university and what it can do to improve rural health services in
this country I think it's very clear that this is but one piece of a
mosaic, and that there are many pieces outside the control of uni-
versities and academic health centers which also need to be ad-
dressed.

I think Fitz Mullan's discussion of the powerful importance of re-
imbursement for care delivered, and the capacity of rural commu-
nities to develop other kinds of economic support systems, trans-
portation, education, and communicationsall these are terribly
important parts of the whole.

If one, then, focuses on the role of the university or of academic
health centers, I think it's fair to say that not much has been done
to marshal the resources that are available to support the needs for
rural citizens in this country. And there is a very clear reason far
that, several pawns. One is that there is very little incentive for
academic heilth centers to move in that direction.

The resource-5 that come from public funds to support health pro-
fessions education tend to be only a small fraction of what it costs
to run an academic health center-10, 15, or maybe 20 percent of
these funds come from the public coffers. In today's world the larg-
est source to funds of run a program come from earned income
through care of patients, or through research grants or other kinds

iof special program support. There s yen, little incentive to moti-
vate an academic hmith center toward more responsiveness to
rural issues.
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If there is movement in that direction, it is sociopolitical forces
outside the institution that causes it to respond. There are, in due
fact, people knocking on the door sewing "I want a nurse, a doctor,
or pharmacist in my town." And the institution tries to be respon-
sive. But the big system tends to push it in the other direction, to-
wards the fragmentation and specialization of that Dr. Mullen de-

scribed so very well.
In fact, we have had enormous success in this country since

World War II in addressing some of the very difficult medical prob.
lams we faced, and we've made enormous headway in our under-
standing of disease, the mechanisms of better health, aaid of pro-
moting health. Much of that progress, however, is technol
based. This once :1s tends to push the system towards the hig
.pecialized and ologically sophisticated systems that are most

to metropolitan areas.
iuw is one to change the system? I think there are four areas

that are the key to mobilizing academic health centers to address
rural health issues. One clearly lies in recruitment, choosing the
kinds of people that come into the educational system who have
hig,h likelihood of future rural practice,

"Rural," of course, is an extraordinarily broad category. If one is
trying to respond to a rural area that is heavily populated by mi-
norities, that is heavily agricultural, that has a h* h concentration
of people who are elderly, or that is a very sparsely populated area.
There are many ltinds of rural responses that are needed.

If a local institution tries to respond to its own kind of rural com-
munities, then it needs to pull those people in who have those
kinds of sensitivities from the very beginning, making them a solid
core of the student body. The institution will be far beUer able to
meet its societal expectations by developing some probability of
success in the kinds of students who come into the system.

Therefore, careful selection and early, aggressive recruitment
become very important indices of the eventual outcomes, and one
can genemlly predict whether there is probability that the gradu-
ates will go into rural practice at one time or another.

The second major area in which academic health centers can
make significant headway is what I call the early socialization of
learning to be a professional caregiver. That first professional iden-
tity is very much key to how one thinks of self as a practitioner.

If the whole environment is that of intensive, highly specialized
care, then in fact that is going to be the outcome, even though you
bring in people who are interested and sensitive to rural needs. If
the whole environment is absorbed with a high-tech approach, then
the rural mission is going to fail.

This profffsional socialization is keyed on the kinds of faculty
one has, the sites where programs are delivered, the extracurric-
ular activities that are available, and the way in which one brings
in family, spouse, and others into the educational are.ga. I believe
that if armic health centers are given the challenge to put to-
gether a package of things that will promote rural emphases and
outcomes, they are capable of doing that. But it requires a very sys-
tematic approach.

The t.W.rd major area of endeavor is th° curriculum itself. This is
probably the least important of all, but we always put it in, be-

1:1
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cause that's what makes an academic health center. If I wanted to
be an espert in cardiac intensive care, I would not take most of my
training in a rural primary care center. That would be dumb.

I can tell you also that if I were interested in rural primary care,
I would not take most of my training in a university hospital and
ita series of intensive care units. That also is dumb, because there
is no major relevance there to rural israes, and the faculty don't
have the skills, knowledge, and know-how to practice in rural set-
tingsto network with other provieers, to harness; the resources
that a rural community brings, and its unique kinds of characteris-
tics.

All those things should be learned as a part of professional train-
ing, and the curriculum allows you an wmtunity to do that.
Rural medical education is not a prp at the end of train-
ing; it's not an elective in community health!

And the last piece that acatkimic health centers can do is provide
technical assistance. Rural communities are not uncommonly areas
of trouble, and academic health centers often have major resources
for consultation and advice, technical advice to improve the sys-
tems. We don't utilize those university sources nearly as well as we
have in the past.

One final word imrticularly relates to the discipline of medicine.
That is that the post-doctoral years, so-called residency training,
often are the real key. Many people can come through basic profes-
sional training in medicine or nursing, and then go into the clinical
years or practical training and get totall! lost, parficularly when
that system is overwhelmingly dealing with intensive, tertiary hos-
pital-based care. The financial support for primary care residency
education needs to be tied to where that training is to occur.

Perhaps one of the best programs of ccenmunity-based learning
thof medicine in e world is in Israel, in the Beersheba Medical

School in the Negev Desert. They do a superb job of teaching the
skills, attitudes, and knowledge needed to practice community pri-
mary Graduates leave there, however, and go into traditional
residency programs that are hospital Eased (there are few other op-
tions), and virtually none of them wind up doing what they were
trained to do in medical school. That last post doctoral medical
training is critically important if one is to develop a systems ap-
proach toward change.

The last thing I would say is that interdisciplinary teamwork is
so impertant when we look to the future. Nurse practitioners,
nurse midwives, and physician associates/assistants must be al-
lowed to become a part of the team in a first-rate way if rural
needs are to be met. This has to be quality care and they have to
be reimbursed and treated as genuine professitmals in the total
sense of that word. We must take a systems approach to dealing
with rural health care and to the educational parts of that whole.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Bruce followsl

HKALTH CARR roa m RURAL ELDERLY

Ladies and Gentlemen: I am Thomas Allen Bruce, a physician in the employ of
the W.K. Kellogg Foundation in Battle Creek, Michigan. Prior to joining the Foun-
dation in WM. I was Dean of the College of Medicine at the University of Arkansas
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far Medical Sciences (Little Rock), where I directed a statewide rural recruitment/

retention initiative. It was during this time that I became concerned about the poor

which health professionals often receive for practice in a rural wetting.

CP:VI:of that 10-year effort were published in a book. lourvetag Rural Health:

Initiatives of an Academic Matas, (nder. W.R. Norton and T.A. Bruce, Rom Pub.

,.. ,. *. ..0 . Little Rock, 1984. Please know that in providing teatimes*, before

the 11, .{,, .1 4 . members of this Subcommittee, the thoughts which I &are are
entirely my own, and not those of the Kelksm noundation or the University of Ar-

The United States of America has made enormous progreas since World War II inhenna
biomedical researchboth in our understanding of the causes ofdisease aml disabil-

ity, and of the factors which pronioteod health. In many Instances a considerable
bed training and practics has re-

on technology and on
=entelnice these efforts. In keeping wi custom in rewarding

whom we moat appreciate, the advanced medical specialties have been ac-

corded considerable esteem, as well as professional and financial recegnition

and rower& Over this emphasis on " tech medicine" has had an enor-

mous impact on the career choices of most new medical and nursing graduates.

diatrics (the so-called primary care disci ) have beams increasingly uncommonCamers in general and family practic:riLetieral internal medicine, and general pe-

ovee timefrom over 97 pesvent in 1 1 to around 20 percent this year. And yet

these are the Factitious's' which are of greatest need in rural and innercity areas

where out most needy citizens tesicka. Although health professions schools am not

the prime cause of this malady, in my view tiury can play a much more effective

role in turning it around. Insofar as it is possible, public institutions should attempt

to reflect society's needs in their graduates. It is quite common today ibr institutions

of higher education to be more resmnisive to the interests and aspirations of their

students than to the needs of the communities which surround them. Saying sa,

however, does not make this an easy task. and quite a number of universities are
with what approaches should be taken to address the maidistribution.

stirrei:gy conclusion that health professions schools that wish to address societal

needs should direct their educational and training programs to meet those needs.

Schools which provide far underserved rural and inner-city arPas should target a

substantial partite of their admissions from those area, and should build into the

curriculum a significant amount of orientation and learning that is pertinent. Like-

wise, schools that serve large minority populations should make increased efforts to

recruit and educate their students for tiiich service. And those inaitutions that have

sizable eltbrly populations in their catchment areas should attempt to build the ca-

pacity of their graduates in priatrw care.
In medicine, getting it rW only in the basic predoctoral educational programs is

not enough, since all graduates must complete an additional three or more years a
clinical (residettcy) bra.: before ordering practice. This is where the lure of high-

tech medicine ss most appealim, for it becomes obvious to the new graduates tMt
with specialization comes the diarwe for in-depth diagnosis and therapy of difficult

problems, and those practitioners who choose to remain generalists will not have

tire ability or the opportunity to resolve complex illnesses. We need a value system

that says it is OK, perhaps better, to provide primary, gereral cam at the communi-

What can the Congress do about the cnaklistribution of health professions gradu-ty level.

ates? Above all, stand firm in readjusting the financial systems for medical reim-

bursement. Physicians, dentists, nurses, and other health professionals who provide

care in highly needy areas and to underserved populations should be rewarded with

higher pay. not less. Nurse pr,ctitioners, nurse midwives, and physician assistants

should be reimbursed appropriately for being members of the primary care team.

That will provide the carrot.
The Congress can encoumsm health pralesakeis schools to readjust their approach-

es to the selection of students, and to provide a siignificant fraction of the curricu-

lum outside the tertiary. intensive-care settings of the hospitalparticularly in the

earliest, most impressionable s=sdof professional development. The nation's Medi-

care and Medicaid move to support a level of postdoctoral residen-

cy education/trainingPmCt Is in proportion to the needs of the impoverished and el-

derly citizens that are served by those governmental p
Quite obviously there are many other fine tunings orga:17sterns which will accel-

erate the directional changes that are the subject of this hearing. Nonetheless. I be-

lieve that these are likely to be the most powerfill and effective initiatives that can

be undertaken. Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to share some personal

opinions in this increasingly important realm.
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Mr. HUMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Bruce. We turn now to
well, Bruce . :r has joined us. We will come to Bruce's pres-
entation here y. But now, Mike Whitcemb.

Mike Whitcomb is a Professor of Medicine at the University of
Washington Medical School, and formerly Dean of the Medical
School Milre also currently is a senior researcher for the Rural
Health Research Center at the University Center, for which our
Office 1:Provides some support

He has formerly served on a State of Washington rural health
munmitsion, appointed by the legislature, that reported back a
number of recommendations that were accepted and passed into
law. And he has served as a member nationally of the Council on
Graduate Medical Education.

Dr. Whitcomb is here today to report on his most recent re-
search, a monograph that proposes some significant changes in
Federal policy toward medical schools, and that ranks America's
medical schools comparatively on graduating physicians who then
go out and serve rural America.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL E. WiirrCOME, M.D., PROFESSOR OF
MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON. SEATTLE. WA

Dr. Wrariaotze. Thank you very much Jeff. It is very nice to be
here. In the interest of tune I will have to limit my aimments. I
have been asked by staff if I would not only make a couple of com-
meats about the study we did, but also talk more specifically about
the program in place at the University of Washington, the so-called
WAJLL program.

Let me say that I think one of the most important things that
one needs to focus on if you want to devil with the problems of the
supply of physicians and other health professionals, but particular-
ly physicians, in rural communities is to recognize the order of
battle that Fitz Mullen has laid out. And that is, unless we do
something to change the trend in medical student specialty choices,
and do something to increase the percentage of medical school
graduates choosing careers in primary care medicine, we simply
will not be able to address effectively the problems of health care
delivery in rural America.

One statistic you might keep in mind is that in the last 6 years,
the number of U.S. medical school graduates that have chosen to
go into specialties that might lead to careers in primary care
family medicine, internal medicine and pediatricsIms declined by
20 percent. That's in the last 6 years. As Fitz said, we are Iming
the battle right on the front.

So my annments will really focus on how to engage the enemy, if
you will, and what to do to try to change the kinds of selections
medical students make.

I will comment about the importance of graduate medical educa-
tion from several different vantage points in influencing student
choices, but I want to make the important point that if we simply
reorganize graduate medical education, look at ways of changing fi-
nancing, we will not win the battle.

At the present time there are funded but unfilled positions in
primary care residencies in all the primary care fields in this coun-
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try. The problem is not that there are not residency positions avail-
able for graduates of our medical schools, the real problem is that
our grafittates do not choose those residencies.

The message, you might gather, therefore, that I would like to
you is that we really need to .; to diroct more attention

on medical responst 'ties of the medical schools
to attempt to influence the career choices students make and to de-
termine how to do that in an effective way.

With that as backgrotmd, my collestgues and I at the University
of Washington decided we would study the impact that the Health
Profession; Educational Assistance Act of 1976 had on medical stu-
dents' specialty choices. We undertook that study, not because we
were out to criticise the proFmm, but because we wanted to under-
stand whether or not the Title VII granta in existence were likely
to represent an effective policy lever to change the environment of
the medical school, and thus imput on medical students' specialty
choices.

The conclusim we reachedand I will not bore you with the de-
tails of the studywas a resounding "no." The fact of the matter is
that if you look at the way the Title VII funds have been allocated
and try to assess their impact on the specialty choices and practice
locations of U.S. medical students, they have had a marginal, if
arkjia,nimpact

during the period of at least 1976 to 1985.
our concern was not what kind of residencies do students

enter, our concern was what kind of practice they entered. Our
measurememt was of physicians going into primary care practices.

There are a number of technical problems with trying to do stud-
ies like this, but be that as it may, I think the facts stand for them-
selves. Between 1976 and 1985 the percentage of U.S. medical grad-
uates who chose a career path that led them into practice in pri-
mary care remained virtually constant despite a large infusion of
Federal dollars. From 1986 until the present, we have no way ofknowing what students' career choices will be in terms of their
practim, because they are still in the training pipeline. But I have
already indicated the percentage that have entered the traininig
pi e that might lead to careers in primary care practice has de-

20 percent.
So I think the fact of the matter is that we are losing the battleat that point
That being the casewhy is that? What is the explanation for

why the infusion of Fedeml funds through the Title Vll programs
has not luul a bigger impact? We think there are two primary rea-
sons for that One of them is that the Federal Government itself
has had a conflictin.g approach to dealin,g with the problems of edu-
- physicians. Ms is something that Fitz has already men-

6'1 a

Let me narrow the data that he gave you, and simply take one
particular year as an example. I will use fiscal year 1985 because it
was the last year of our study.

If you take fiscal year 1985, the Federal Government provided to
the major affiliated hospitals of the Nation's medical schools $335
million to support graduate medical education. Most of that moneywas used to support graduate medical education to nonprimarycare specialties.
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During that same year, approximatel iCa million MN Provided
through Title VII funds to support specifically primary care educe-
tion, graduate medical education, in programs affiliated with the
Nation's medical schools. That is a tremendous discrepancy in the
amount of money and that's only Federal fund& And that's only
tima Medicare part.

Recognize also that the Veterans Administration is a very impor-
tant source of funding for graduate medical education in this coun-
try. The VA spcmsors awaft-ly 10 percent of all OMB physi-
cians in this country, aM there are virtually no GME potAtions in
the Veterans Administration funded in pediatrics and family medi-
cine, and a very small number funded in primary care.

So if you look at Federal policy as stated in 1 6 by the
it is that we should increase the percentage of U.S. _ .

chants going into primary care. If you then look at what the Federal
Government has done, the Federal Government has
proximately a factor of 15 in terms of the amount of
used to support non-primary care graduate medical education in re-
lationship to that supporting primary care.

So we have an inconsistency in Federal funding. It ought not to
be very surprising then that the Title VII funds per se have not
been a very effective policy lever. The reality is they have been
competing with much, much larger sources of Government funds
that were having an effect directly opposite of what the Congress
intended in 1976. That's number mae.

Number two, however, relates to the environment of the medkal
school, and what I will call the focusing and targeting of the Feder-
al funds that are available through the Title VU grants. When we
looked at the distribution of Title VII moneys and tried to deter-
mine whether on an individual medical school basis they were
having an effect, we also could not demonstrate that.

There is a scatter graph. The amount of money given to medical
schools that had the greatest increase in percentage of graduates
going into primary care was less than the amount of money that
went to schools that had the greatest decrease in the percentage of
students going into primary care.

As one of my colleagues said, "That shouldn't surprise you, be-
cause there are some medical schools that are very good at writing
grants and getting money. The real issue is, what's the commit-
ment to the use of the funds for the purpose they were given."
There one has to talk about the total environment of the Mditu-
tion, not the enthusiasm of the principal investigator that wrote
the grant. I think the medical school environment is extraordinari-
ly important.

As a second order analysia of our data, we simply took the top 25
medical schools and the bottom 25, ranked in terms of the percent-
age of their graduates going into primary care careers. There hap-
pened to be 25 schools in each group, and we simply did some
simple analysis of information that was readily available to try to
get some measure of the educational environment provid .W by
those institutions.

What I will tell you I don't think will surprise many of you. The
institutions that were successful in having graductes go into pri-
mary care were characterized by the following. First, they were
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predominantly state medical schools, almost overwlw :ly State
medical schools. Second, they tended to be State , schools
that were located in other than the Northeast.

Third, they tended to be schools that had emphasis in the devel-

Zit of departments of family medicine and the development of
atntional programs, community based educational

both at the undergraduate and graduate level predominantly in
famity medicine.

tended not to be research-intensive medical schools. They
to be schools that were smaller in size and schools that had

basic clerkship experiences for students outside the large tertiary
care institutions that we associate with most of our medical
schools.

Those that did not produce primary care physicians were private
schools, Northeast, research-intensive, no departments of family
medicine, no community based educational programs, students edu-
cated in large tertiary care hospitals that did not even have resi-
dencies in family medicine. If you look at that Lind of simple anal-
ysis, it should not surprise you that the outputs of those schools
would be fundamentally different.

this;,; thWe think that's an extraordinarii!iv important obse
about how to deal wiervation,

and
ought to inform the thinking peo
problem, at least in terms of attacking the medical school environ-
ment

Does that mean that all medical schools in the United States
should suddenly change their spots and become community based
schools? Obviously not. Does it also mean there is some inherent
conflict between a school being a research-intensive school, which
many, if not most medical schools seem to aspire to, and success in
producing primary care physicians? The answer to that is also no.

There are four very research-intensive medical schools in this
country that have an extraordinary, exemplary success story in
having graduates go into primary care. The reason is because they
have made the effort and commitment to develop p to
expose their students early in the curriculum and thro ut the
curriculum in community based primary care. You have heard Jeff
mention the program at the University of Minnesota. I will men-
tion just briefly the program at the University of Washington, and
the University of North Carolina and Colorado also.

We don't think that schools necessarily have to change. We
think they simply have to refocus some of their effort and recog-
nize primary care as important, the ambulatory medicine training
is important, make a commitment to that, and provide students the
kinds of experiences that will give students a role, if you will that
they can see and may then aspire to. So the medical school envi-
ronment is very, very important.

Let me just quickly mention the program at the University of
Washington, the WAMI program. The University of Washington is
a unique medical school. It serves as the medical school for the
States of Washington, Alaska, Montana, and Idaho. That's one-
fourth of the land mass of the United States.

The University of Washington is one of the n.ost research-inten-
sive medical schools in this country. It is consistently ranked in the
top five among all medical schools in the receipt of NIH research
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funds. Yet it also ranks in the top 10 among all medical schools in
having graduates go into primary care.

Why? Well, part ci that has to do with the area that is served
and where students come from But it is also because the school
has made a commitment to impress upon all students that primary
care is important. And that has been done through the WAMS pro-
gram.

Can you educate students in a research-intensive environment
and convince them of that? Well, the answer to that, I think, is no.
But can you develop educational programs that somehow blunt the
impact of the tertiary care center and research environment on
students so that thet do get_ a positive impression of primal), care?
The answer to that is yes. Wts at the University of Washing-
ton are educated at places like Whitefish, Montana, Juneau,
Alaska, and I could go on and an, and they are educated very well.

It simply is an example that there is no inherent conflict in the
research mistake of an institution and in the mission that would
say we think we ought to do something to contribute to solving the
problem of societal needs, and therefme create educational wo-

Lamsetulinaitawill
be important to- providing appropriate role models

So I think the answer is that we really need to have a strategy
for dealing with this problem which addresses the issue from a
number of different vantage points. Graduate medical education
has to be reformed in ways that are more supportive of the effort.,
but before we becin to deal with that problem, or maybe while we
are dealing with it, we must recognize the importance of the medi-
cal school environment, and all the factors that relate to that.

I think in the interest of time I will stop there. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Whitcomb follows]

Tstiniaosy or Mom= E. Mamma, M.D.
Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee: I am Dr. Michael Whitcomb, Protestor

of Medicine at the University of Washington in Seattle. In order to place my com-
meats in context, I should also mention that I have served as Dean ofthe &hook; of
Medicine at both the University of Washington and the University of Missouri in
Columbia. I was also a founding member and served for three years on the Council
on Graduate Medical Education, the body which advises the Congress and the Ad-
ministration on physician manpower isms. I arpreciate the opportunity to partici-
pate in Wday's

I have been asked by st:aff to comment on two different sub*ts, both related to
my own work and experience in dealing with primary care medicine manpower
issues. First, during the past year, worklng with colleagues associated with the
Rural Health Research Center at the University of Waahington, I conducted a study
of the impact of federal ftubtng for primary care medical education (Thde VII funds)
on medical students' specialty choices and practice locations. I will summarize tome
of the conclusions we reached as a result of our study that are relevant to today's
workshop Second. I will then describe briefly some aspects of the University of
Washington's Regtenal Medical Education Programthe 'WAMI Progra_m. _My com-
ments about the WAMI Program should give you some insight into the kinds of pro-
grams that medical schools can sponsor to promote student interest in careers in

Zrcare medicine. My comments will focus prhnarily on ways to promote stu-
ir7terest in careers in primary care medicine, not specifically careers in rural

communities. I think it is im,portant to recognize that unless we can increase the
number of medical studente careers in primary care medicine, we will not
be able to deal effectively with the problems of rural communities. Aty comments,
therefore, are quite relevant to the topic being discussed in this

My colleagues and I became interested in studying the impawcsfokriale VU Pri-
mary Care Medical Education Funds on the specialty choices and practice locations
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Bruce?

STATEMENT OF BRUCE BEHRINGER, M.P.H.. EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, VIRGINIA PRIMARY CARE ASSOCIATION. RICHMOND, VA

Mr. Bzitairlaza. I wish I could tell you that I could solve the
problem of the railroad train between Richmond and Washington. I
apt!logize to you, Mr. Human, for being late. We spent an hour

wa
for a new engine to arrive, we were stuck in the forests of

r igintrginia.
I found it rather fascinating to be stuck in rural Virginia on a

railroad train. I thought about the parallels between this meeting
and the railroad ride. There is a tremendous amount of parallel in
terms of being told we are making no progress and are in fact
headed backwards in our attempts to get docWrs to the station. The
train ride is of course the piction of physicians, primary care
physicians who are willing to dedicate their service in rural areas
of the country.

From the perception of somebody who tries to work with rural
areas, I think that small communities and small towns across the
country are beginning to perceive that there is scsnething wrong
with this railroad train, something wrong with the system. There
seems to be fewer doctors arriving at the terminal. And they are
not really quite sure who's driving tile engine

alI speak today on behalf of the National Ruiralywadisalth Associa-
tion, an organization of diversified membership that works with a
tarp number of constituents in rural health, and the National As-
sociation of Community Health Centers, which represents about
SOO community and migrant health centers across the country.

Both of these organizations' memberships are finding it far more
difficult to recruit and retain health professionals in rural areas. It
is become far more evident that the problem used to be "Well, it's
just the people in poor areas, it's just undeserved areas, and it's
just those frontier areas where we can't get anybody interested."
And in fact, nowadays that's not so. It's becoming far more rural
areas generically, rather than just the undeserved areas.

I have to thank Mr. Human for the opportunity to serve on the
National Advisory Council of the National Health Service Corps
Program a few years ago. In 1 ,:t: I was Chairperson of the council,
and a number of people who are sitting in today's audience were
very kind, very considerate and gave me their tutelage on how to
understand the issues of rural health care and the production of
primary care physicians in the country.

We found a number of things as we traversed the country and
visitec: where National Health Service Corps physicians were serv-
ing. I think the predominant theme we learned during those 2
years was that many of the young physicians who were behig
placed to practice in rural areas did not feel comfortable there.
They simply did not feel that their training provided them the
types or opportunities that were necessary for them to begin to un-
derstand that rural medicine does not equate necessarily to second
claw medicine.

Just because a doctor is a number of miles from the nearest hos-
pital and the multitude of multi-specialty physician practices who
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were involved in training them in medical schools, they did not
need to feel so isolated in the rural areas. In fact, if they had had
some experience during medical school, many did not feel as isolat-
ed.

The Council found a number of different concerns, which I'm
quite mire the other speakers have mentioned. First, there was a
geographic maldistribution of physicians with too few physicians in
rural areas. Second, there was a greater dependency on primary
care physicians in rural areae. Third, 25 percent of the rural physi-
cians in the country niitOit retire in the next 5 years. They are of
age to retiro in the next 5 years.

Fairth, there is an undersupply of physicians in family medicine,
In genewal internal medicine and perhapsdepending on what Con-
gress continues to do in terms of insuring children in this coun-

future supply of pediatricians could ra become only
te. Mtn, as has been noted by the other . - there has

been a decline in the preferred choice of primary care graduate
training by medical students.

Perhaps the thim that amazed the Council the most as we went
through our &liberations was the revelation of the massive finan-
dal role that the Federal Government p in funding medical
education. Any number that I would cite y would be disput-
ed a dozen different pe vie in the au a ce saying "No, that's
too ..'41 or that's too low." But the issue is that the Pedeml Gov-
ernment does spend a great deal of money on educating every med-
ical student and resident in this country.

I suggest that if health prefeadons manpower, particularly more
primary care physicians, is what we need in rural areas in the
countxj, and the reliance by those institutions and organizations
that train health manpower is so grftt on Government assistance,
it would seem a relatively easy tmk to identify a plan which could
reward thew institutions which meet rural America's needs by re-
aligning the Government's current investments. This would recog-
nize and require sorting out the multitude of studies and recozn-
mendations the Congress has received every year, and basically
doing two things.

First, set policy goals, and strategically shift dollars, based upon
some sort of a matter health profession needs assessment which
recognizes rural problems. And second, coordinate the Govern-
ment's current investments being made through the Health Care

Administration, the Health Services and Resources Ad-
11 a ,01 111 and the Naticeial Institutes of Health.

I will make four basic recommendations. I am not a physician,
nor I have never been to medical school. If these appear rather
naive, I apologize. However I think we are at the point where we
need to start thinking from some of the basic principle; again.

I. Re- rganize Federal fmancial investments in Graduate Medical
Education. Most residency training in this country takes place in
urban hospital settinfs. It is fmanced through third-party pay-
ments to hospitals which recognizes both the direct mete of gradu-
ate medical education as well as the indirect adjustment incurred
by the hospitals for sponsoring training programs.

HCFA pays billions of dollars through Part A Medicare pay-
ments for thwe costs. Since reimbursement is tied to hospital
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charges, and primarT care training must rely less on hospital based
time. Support for prapary care ambulatory training is much lower
than for specialty uning.

The n
th

et effect of all these HCFA formulas is to support more
education and training a physicians in tertiary care, hospital
based rather than primary care, community based experiences.

In order to address the rural manpower issues through OMR,
two basic principles must be adopted. First, we must want more
residency training to take t3lace in rural areas, and second, we
must assure that rural ambulatory training programs get sufficient
training dollars for their direct use.

Therefore two recommendations are suggested. The first is that
graduate medical education reimbursement should be extended in
order to underwrite the cost of training programs for medical resi-
dents and other health professionals at designated Federally Quali-
fied Health Centers. These include rural community and migrant
health centers. We recommend that Congress provide clear policy
direction to HCFA through appropriate legislative history and oth-
erwise that it views the current regulations as providing Federally
Qualified Health Centers and Rural Health Clinics the authority to
incur expenses for conducting and participating in approved teach-

.

19fIrsecgraonnTI approach is to increase the direct and indirect reim-
bursement of small and rural hospitals in the training of physi-
cians. The reimbursement needs to be dramatically improved in
order for those small and rural hospitals to train care physicians to
take care of the unique needs of rural residents. Moreover, these
programs, particularly the Rural Hospital Demonstration Pro-
grams, should be open to rural ambulatory training sites.

2. Rethink the current lack of Federal investment in primary
care research. Federal dollars have obviously not been quite as
available for primary care medical faculty members; they have
fewer opportunities to apply for and receive Federal grants because
the amount of grt Its for primary care research is very small.

As an example, in 1989, the National Institutes of Health award-
ed $5.5 billion in research grants of which only $15.4 million or less
than 1 percent could be classified as primary care research. Pri-
mary care based, community based research will provide much of
the data needed on the avaability and distribution of health pro-
fessionals in rural areas, and the conditions and effectiveness of
treating these conditions which are most indigenous to rural Amer-
icans.

The Congress should encourage the National Institutes of Health
and the Agency for Health Policy and Research to give priority in
awarding research grants to individuals and institutions who wish
to conduct research in rural primary care based, community based
settings.

3. Provide incentives to medical and other health professions
schools that link with rural America. There is a paucity of health
professionals who come from and return to rural underserved
area. Moreover, there is a lack of rural minority persons who are
becoming health professional& Medical schools which find it within
their mission should be encouraged to adopt selective admission
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policies to encourage those most likely to return to rural areas to
enter their schools.

Federal financial incentives should be offered to make sure that
au of medicine have strong family medicine and _primary
care program, with strong rural componests. Priority fm.
Federal grants should be given to those medical colleges and uni-
versities and residencies that train and place primary care Orysi-
clans in rural community based health institutions.

Interdisciplinary training programs are also key in rural areas.
Reauthorization of the Title VII and Title VIII Public Health Sem
ice programs is scheduled for this maim These are programs di-
rected at developing or revamping health professions schools to
support interdisciry training and primaty care oriented ef-
forts. Consideration slwuld also be given to Senator McCain's pro-
posal to expand and revitalize the area health education centers
program in this country to help targeted rural communities.

4. Provide incentives for health professionals to practice in rural
areas. Congress .has had, I think, a remarkable record of achieve-
ment in pm.m. programs to help those who whit& to practice in
rural and undeserved areasthe National Health Service Corps
program was reauthorized in 1990 with various financial incentives
provided. This year, Senators Pryor and Packwood have introduced
S. 1125, the Rural Primary Care Act of 1990, which would (Afar tax
incentives to help rural communities attract and keep primary
care providers.

rsement for primary care services is also a major issue
with regard to incentives. All current Medicare pa =, t differen-
dale which cause lees reimbursement to rural yrficiang than
urban physicians for the same services should be in all
current Medicare reimbursement Much of the hope that
was generated by the passage of , Is resource-based relative
value system has been discounted by many practitioners by the
pediction that it is just becoming another cost savings effort
rather than the promised fundamental shift in the increased valu-
ation of the primary care services.

In conclusion, the National Rural Health Association and the
Natimml Association of Community Health Centers thanks goy for
tlea oortunit to express our ideas. It is in everyone's best inter.
setsthe rural areas, their health care providers, medical schools,
health professions training programs, and the Congressthat we
understand the solutions to this problem are known and attainable.
It will call for cooperation and a sense of public accountability for
allocating and using Federal finances.

Thank. you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Behringer followsl

13TATZMBST PRIUGIBITED BY DUMB BZEIBINGSli, M.P.H.

The trends are clear In the future, small towns and rural areas with a high per-
centage of !Ilefleanlrernenretsidents that already have too few physicians, many of
whom are age, will be .g fbr new and replacement pity-
sicians. They*7;iiir7W a declining pool of primary care specialists and will have to
compete in a reimbursement environment which rewards the choice of urban and
speciality practice. This manpower issue is one key to the vexing debate over access
to care throughout America. This is no simple problem nor there can be a simple
solution.
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medical education and rural area partnerships. Because or thne limitations I will
fires my recvmmendations on a few general areas.

1. Reorganise Fedeeal financial investments in Graduate Medical Education.
Mod training traditionally takes place in urban hospital settings. It is

financed third party payments to the hospitals which recognises both the
Direct costs of Graduate Bledical Education as well as an Indirect adlustment in-
marred hy the _hospital fix sponsoring the training program. HCFA paye billions of
dollars U~ Part A medicare payments for these costs. E3nce this reimburse-
ment is tied to haspital and resindoeeraTecialty training programs traditionally
generate grade eonsizrablatient suPPort for primary care training pro-
grams is less . .=, , ambulatory training site costs, those more
typically used by primary care residencies, are not considered in the Indirect adjust-
ment.

The net effect of these HCFA actions is to support more education and training of
In tertlary.care, hospital based rather than primary' care, community

=siciaa:eriences. In order to address the rural manpower issue through OM two
basic principles should be adopted. We must want more residency training to take
place in rural areas and we mud assure that rural ambulatory training programs
get ancient training dollars for their direct use.

Two recommendations are suggested. First, Graduate Medical Expenses (GM re-
imbursement should be extendd in order to underwrite the cost of training pre-

fer medical residents and other health professions at Federally Qualified
Centers. These include rural Community and Migrant Health Centers. Costs

would include the salaries of residents and other health professionalg salaries of su-
pervivieg physicians, nurses and center staff, overhead costs of both teaching staff
and residents, as well as many other direct and indirect costs incurred by the center

°
involvement in a teaching program.

maks reasonable cast reimbursement regulations, 42 C.F.R. 413, provide that
the cost of educational activities are treated as allowable costs for purposes of deter-
mining reasonable cost. HCFA applies the 42 C.F.R. 413 cost principle to rural
health clinics (Rira) and is expected to apply these same rules to FQH0s both for
purposes of Medicare and Medicare reimbursement.

We recommend that Congress provide clear policy direction-through appropriate
and otherwketo HCFA that it views 42 C.F.R. 413 as providing

andhi2Ra the authority to incur expenses for conducting and participating
in approved teaching programs. Congress should make clear that the agency's test
of remonableness must contain incentives for these centers and clinics to participate
in teaching programs, and that these incentives include (but need not be limited to)
adjustments of various productivity screens. Conversely, we recommend that Con-

direct HCFA not to construct or apply tests of reasonableness that contain die-
,. ves for FQHCs or RHIN to carry out teaching prwrams.

The second approach is increasing the Direct and Indirect reimbursement of small
and rural hospitals in the training of physicians. The reimbursement needs to be

improved in order for those small and rural hospitals to train primary
to take care of the unique needs of rural residents. Moreover, these

programs tparticularly the Rural Hospital Demonstration Program) should be
opened to rural ambulatory training sites.

2. Rethink the current lack of Federal investments in primary care research.
Federal research dollars have spawned untold numbers of emerging subspecialty

departments within medical education. Academic prestige for medical school faculty
and extra dollars for activities for subspecialty departments comes
from research grants and research. Primary care medical faculty mem-
bers have fewer opportunit ee to apOy for and receive federal grants as the amount
of grants for primary care reeftrch is extremely small. As an example, in 19 , the
National Institutes of Health awarded $5.5 billion in research rants, of which only
$15.4 million or less than one percent could be classified as prunary care research.

Primary care-based, community-based research will surely provide the much
needed data on both the availability and distribution of health professionals in rural
areas, and the conditions and the effectiveness in treating the conditions which are
indigenous to rural Americans. The Congress should encourage the National Insti-
tutes of Health and the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research to give p-iority
in awarding research grants to individuals and inetitutioas who wish to =duct re-
search in miznary care-based, community-based settings.

3. Prm-W incentives to medical and other health professions schools that link
with rural America

There is a paucity of health professionals who come from and return to rural. un-
derserved areas. Moreover, there is a lack of rural minority persons who become

:.::..:
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STRATEGIC THINKING
Steps To Improve Rural Manpower Distribution

Premedical Preptration

Admission and Retention
in Medical School

Preclinical and Clinical
Medical Education

1

Graduate Medical Education

I
Recruitment to Rural Area

Retention in Rural Practice

(WPCA 7,11
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STRATEG/ES

To identify potential
eligible applicants

I

STRATEGIES

To initiate preferential
admissions criteria

Premedical Preparation

GOAL

lb eneouragel
applications
from under-
represented
rural and mi-
nority resi-
dents to medi-
cal schools

3:i

To foster experiences and
exposures to the health
professions

To sponsor supplemen-
tary education and train-
ing programs

Admission and Retention
in Medical School

GOAL

To increase
medical
school en-
rollment of
rural resi-
dents and
underrepie-
sented mi-
norities

Support supplementary
educational assistance and
mentoring programs

Increase availability of fi-
nancial aid and assistance
programs



STRATEGIES

I 0

STRATEGIES

0 0

Recruitment to Rural Areas

GOAL

lb provide
incentives to
practice in
rural areas

41

lb continue service con-
tingent financial assis-
tance programs

Target high need areas for
participation in federally
assisted recruitment assis-
tance programs

Retention ira a Rural Practice

GOAL

lb stabilize
health serv-
ice delivery
systems and
practices in
rural areas

Eliminate all financial
disincentives to practice
in rural areas existing in
reimbursement system

Provide a wide financial
support for systems and
providers which serve dis-
proportionate share of the
poor and publicly insured

Promote development and
organizing of community
supported health partner-
ships

4
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I

Pre-Clinical and Clinical
Medical Education

GOAL

lb promote
exposure
and training
experiences
in rural
practice

4 3

STRATEGIES

Enhance primary care
faculty status and train-
ing

Curriculum revision to em-
phasize primary care

Institutionalize rural dec-
fives and rotations in cur-
riculum

iGraduate Medical Education

GOAL

lb promote
the develop-
me n t and
maintenance
of more rural
based pri-
mary care
residency
programs

STRATEIE.

I

Ir

Reorient federal financing
of GME to prioritize pri-
mary care training pro-
grams

[Continue financial assis-
tance for primary care
residency programs with

thpreferences for ose with
rural experiences

Reorient research dollars
to promote involvement
of primary care depart-
ments
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Mr. HUMAN. Thank you, Bruce.
I want to thank all of our speakers this morning for the chal-

recommendations they have offered and the excellent back-
informatitm they have to inform our understand-

& these issues. They have prepared well and careihl-
What happens next is not a question and answer period, al-though questions from the audience are welcome and with luck,some d us will hove answins. Or importantiy, now that you haveheard our speakers, I hope that will help us and help theSenate Special Committee on with your reflections, yourideas on medical education, on how policy and other policyought to be changed in order to bring about changes in the way wetrain Oysicians that will lead to more physicians ending up inniral areas.
My plan is to close this discussion at around 11:45, and to recon-vene for our afternalm panel somewhere between 1 and 1:15. wouldexpect to ask Charlie Cranford to :1 to speak at 1:15 promptly.So once we do break for the lunch, I everybody will try to getback on time. I understand there is a cafeteria close by here, andthere are other restaurants around, if the rain isn't tto bad.So at this time we are open to discuesion. If you could, go to oneof the microphones and introduce yourself prior to m %king yourannment or asking your question. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF BOB WALDMAN, UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA
Mr. WALoatAN. I'm Bob Waldman, University of Nebraska Ihave a couple of comments, First, Mike Whitcomb talked about

Sometimes I think we discount marginal effect& Id like to describe briefly a marginal effect we have measured.We studied the fact that we have been giving preferential accept-ance to rural applicants for about 10 years.
We studied tim first 5 years of that and it turns out that it h,..shad a marginal impact It has increasedif we had assumed thatinstead of giving preference we would have given our usual accept-ances, the difference has been two to five rural practitioners ayear. Now, that seems like it's fairly disappointing.
Yet we have also calculated that that is about 25 pt-srcent of whatwe would need to correct the rural deficit in Nebraska over about a10- to 15-year period. So it seems marginal, an increase of two ayear doesn't seem like much. Yet if you add up four or five margin-al effects, you can have a real impact.
* point is, don't discount marginal effects.
The second comment is with regard to what Mr. Behringer said.I think we must be careful about robbing Peter to pay Paul. If weassume that Federal funding is a zero sum game, which I think wehave to assume, if we take money away from urban medical cen-ters for the training of residents then we have postaly an unwant-ed effect, which would be that we would have elderly and indigentpmple in the cities who would not be getting health care. Becausewe blow that medical centers provide a disproportionate share ofthe care for the elderly and the poor.
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Similarly, if we take money away from the NM to MID-
port primary care research, while that might be la - tha
you would find a tremendous ou"..y in battle in the academic med-
ical community, which I think s ould reflect badly in the halls of
Congress. I think we might end up hurting ourselves, because I
doubt if we could present a united front from all of academic medi-
cine for such a proposal. I think if we don't prennt a united front,
we end up burtiig ourselves in the long run.

Mr. Humor. Thank you very much, Dr. Waldman. Mike?
Dr. Wurivohts. I just want to mete a comment to Bob's first

point. I didn't mean to suggest that one should discount marginal
efforts within individual institutions, The University of Nebraska
is an institution which already has a background of producing phy-
sicians that go into primary care medicine.

I would suggest that if the same change had been made at Har-
vard, it would have had no impact whatsoever. I think it's a ques-
tion of the environment in which the marginal changes occur. My
reference was really system wide in that respect.

STATEMENT OF TOM SCHONGALLA

Mr. SCHONGAL1A. Tom Schongalla, speaking fir- myself. I have
watched this area for 20 years and I have one specific suggestion,
knowing it is probably not politically acceptable.

With computer software today, you can really develoO geOgraphic

center even *clam by zip code. I would submit to you that if
information that show where everything is now. You can

ymi actually ook the situation may not be as bad as you think. In
fact, a question I would like to get you to answer is, if dollars were
no object, what would you want and what would you do with it and
what would you produce?

I think somebody needs to put together a document that says for
rural health, that for the 257 Congressional districts that are pri-
marily rural, which is why you have a lot of clout, we can do this
for you.

But I would like to give you a quick sample of the problem. I
have looked at South Dakota. South Dakota has 57 hospitals. Nine
of those hospitals are Federal or State, Indian Health Service, VA,
or whatever. There are only three hospitals with more than 200
beds. Two of those are more than 400 bed. And they really take the
bulk of South Dakota's resources. And they are providers.
You could divide the money from the two 400-bed hospitals and
provide a lot of services.

But the real problem is more than t.hat. Fifty hospitals are under
100 beds and 35 are under 50 beds. You could cover that State well
with 19 hospitals. You would have less than 40 miles to travel I..?
get to any 1 of the 19 hospitals. You could cover the State with
seven tertiary care medical centers, where you travel less than 100
miles, And I think the real problem is, how do you tell the other
ones you don't need that they ought to be gone?

I have not looked in Mail at thm57 hospitals with 50 beds, but
if they are like my father's hospital in Idaho, I'll bet you a batch of
them have one, two, or three physicians, and they really are not
hospitals. I hope that's provocative.
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care hospitals or medical assistant facilities with larger essential
access community hospital& If this kind of succeeds, it is
the kind of thing that could well be to create a greater
emphasis both on downsizing hospitals that are no longer needed
and in providing the kind of networkingoycouatingare arguing for, the
kind of system connectiveness rxi are

I think it is too early to know if it is going ti) work, and what
kind of price we will pay.

The other thing I would caution everyone about is, let's not make
an inexorable connection between the idea that a big hospital is a
good hospital, and a small hospital is a second-rate hospital. I don't
think that's true. We have ,, good research that shows the

of care in aman , . in America as being for the
that they logically , . be providing. I feel . s an in-

dictment we have to be careful we don't make.
Yes, sir?

STATEMENT OF DEAN PATFON, EAST CAROLINA UNIVERSITY
Dr. PATTON. My name is Dean Patton. I'm from East Carolina

University in Greenville, NC. I direct the residency program there
in family medicine. We are fortunate in our school to have about
20 percent of our graduates who enter primary care specialitim
from our school. Even with that, we are barely able to keep up
with the attribution of primary care physicians in rural eastern
North Carolina, even with those kinds of numbers.

Before moving to East Carolina 5 years ago, I was in private
practice in sout rn West Virginia in a small town of about 7,000
people. I practiced there for 9 years before going to East Carolina.

It does take some missionary zeal to stay in that kind of practice,
where the demands are constant and where when you comRare the
style of living you are able to have as a primary care physician in a
community lik.e that with those of the surgeons, the radiologists
and other practitioners in that same town who work no more hours
than you do, it is very discouraging. And people are leaving pri-
mary care specialities for those reasons.

As I moved to East Carolina and began to focus on training
family physicians, we have experienced in the last 5 years that due
to decreased interest in our specialty it has been very discouraging
to try to conduct the family medicine training program in that
kind of environment. Although as we look at ways of encouraging
students to develop interest in primary care, I think we have done
many of the things that have been suggested at East Carolina We
have enjoyed some success with that.

But our residents are now looking at lifestyle issues. Our resi-
dents are looking at what they are goang to do when they get out of
their residency training programs, ami are they willing to make
that sacrificeand it's a real sacrificeto go into rural America
and practice in rural America.

Recently the Senate voted themselves a hefty pay raise. One of
the arguments I read in our paper was "Well, the House had al-
ready done it, and why should they be making any less money than
the people in the House were making." I think primary care physi-
cians are saying "Just treat us like other specialists, reimburse US
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like other specialists, and that will go a long way toward making
us feel we have been recognized, go a long way toward making us
feel like we are of some worth to the society we serve."

Mr. Htach.N. Thank you very much, Dean Patton. One other
thing that might be said by your presence is that those few medical
schools we have in rural areas such as yours in eastern North
Carolina, the one in eastem Virginia, and the at
Duluth, historically have a much better record of graduating stu-
dents who go into rural care. We are glad to have somebody from
one of those institutions here.

Yes, air?

STATEMENT OF ROD PERRY, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTII DAKOTA
Dr. PERRY. I'm Rod Perry from the University of South Dakota

School of Medicine. I wanted to comment, after our neighbor's com-
ments, that I think there is a necessity for our primary and terti-
ary hospitals to work together. Our large institutions in South
Dakota actually provide administrative support, fmancial support,
and support of specialities to our rural areas in order to make
these areas more attractive.

By doing this, it allows our medical students and residents to go
to those rural areas and have contact with the primary care areas
there as well as the tertiary care areas at the same time. We also
have nursing programs and OT and PT programs in these rural
areas that are also partially housed in the tertiary, or greater than
400-bed haspitals. So it is a combination of approaches to the large
and small hospital, I think, in these rural states, that enable us to
do this. I think Dr. Loren Amundson will be addressing that later
this afternoon.

Mr. HUMAN. Dr. Perry, you should also have mentioned, if you
took a look at Mike Whitcomb's research, that the University of
South Dakota has the best record in the entire country of any med-
ical school of graduating students who go into rural areas, with
about 25 percent of your students who graduated between 1976 and
1985 now practicing in rural areas. So congratulations

Dr. PERRY. Thank you for bragging for us.

STATEMENT OF BOB BOWMAN. EAST TENNESSEE STATE
Dr. BOWMAN. I'm Bob Bowman, from East Tennessee State,

Johnson City, TN. First, I would like to again highlight what the
panelists have said very well, that unless there is resource-based
relative value scale changes in emphasis in the order of a major
impact, at least a 30 percent impact toward primary and rural
care, then you can fomet about a lot of the things we are talking
about today. I would addrees both retention and recruitment.

Retention is something that has not been mentioned. I think
there are a lot of people out there that you would very much want
to reward as staying in practice and work with. A lot of them have
kind of been counting over the past 5 years of RBRVS debate,
watching the primary care numbers drop, and all the things that
look bad, but they have been kind of counting on the RBRVS to
come through for them and improve things. They see that piece-
mealed away.
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Dr. Balms. I think there is a mitor opportunity in this country
to look to rural arms for some solutions to all our health systems
maims. If we are concerned about the cost of care, and cost effec-
tiveness of care, and if we are concerned about the tremendous
numbers of people outside the health system, people who have no
insurance or no other mechanism for pay, and if we are concerned
about marshaling resources to network and put pieces together
that are relevant and needed, rural America offers us that opportu-
nity. One could later on perhaps apply the lessons that have been
leariezd to inner-cities and to the second- and third-generation pov-
erty that's seen there.

I think it will require a number of the things you are
about. I am sometimes unsure about the numbers that are
For every 100,000 people in rural communities, an optimum
number of caregivers can be calculated, and I include not just phy-
sicians in that, but many othersdentists, nurses, and other non-
physician providers.

I'm sure the same numbers are not needed in rural areas, be-
cause the concentration of the tertiary specialists tends to be in
more metropolitan areas, and one doesn't need all thoseindeed
one does not want all those out in rural areas providing care. One
needs access to some of them, of course, for highly specialized kinds
of -.Isms.

we should not try to equate numbers in the usual way. I don't
think that good studies on the adequacy of care have been done,
and more research is needed. It's my understanding, however, that
about 5,000 physicians are needed just to provide "adequate" care
in this country (that number may be loose).

My real point is that if one is geing to use the opportunity of
rurW health in this country to ad&m, some of our systems prob.
lems, it will mean that some hospitals need to change, probably
into primary health centers, to move their in-patients to regional
centers where one can get CAT scans and ultrasound t.hat is
needed.

But at the system approach, the emergency systems and the con-
centration of long-term care is really appropriate and becomes the
model that we may then later apply to first-rate care in our urban
or metropolitan areas as well.

I believe that the big thing we should avoid is trying to make
rural care a second class care. It's a real danger, and should not
become that.

Mr. HUBW4. I'd like to ade one additional thing to what you
said, Tom, in reference to those comments. We should all be watch-
ing what's happening in 20 to 25 States that are beginning to take
a look at the question of redefinin* health facilities. Traditionally
we are used to the idea that there is a hospital on the one hand, a
group medical practice on the other hand.

But starting in Montana, where they invented the concept of
medical assistants facilities, and in California and Colorado, in a
lot of areas, there is experimentation going on now to create a new
kind of hybrid facility which is more than a medical practice but
less than a hospital, a facility in which you can get emergency care
or ambulatory care, but a facility at which people can only be hos-
pitalized for up to 4 days under the standaH definition.
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It may be that these hybrid kinds of facilities will provkle access
paints throughout maw rural Sates and yet at the same time not
attempt to be what they really cannot be any more in areas of de-
clining population, which is full-service hospitals. This may be one
et' the ways out

I think it's also important, though, as we look at rural hospitals
and look at the data whkh shows an excess of hospital beds in
rural areas, that we recognize the same phenomenon is true in
urban areas as well. If we are going to look at the one, we need to
Ica at the other as well.

&nee.
Mr. BEHRINGER. If I could turn that question around, I think we

are hare to talk about linking medical education with rural areas.
And if I can speak to both questions, there are tremendous oppor-
tunities for 4' right now in the health care organization envi-
=meat in areas. They are either going to be im . from
ths outside or they are going to grow from the comm - them-
selves. The Feckral Government has rsovided a number of differs
ent opportunities for menmunities to plan strategically for them-
selves and to become what they want to be 5 years from now.

At the same time, I think we want to return to this questial of a
united front among the academic health centers, and do we want
to question the effectiveness of the Federal sources ci revenue
which those academic health centers and hospitals depend upon.

I would propose that the answer is yes, that if in fact academic
health centers fail to respond to some of the changes that are
taking place in the organization of care in rural areas the Federal
investment should be questioned. Those are Federal dollars de-
signed to help the entire conntry including rural America. It is in-
cumbent upon the academic health centers to learn to help those
small communities and to learn the rural ethic viewpoint hm to
do it, how to neetiate and most importantly_ how to assist in a
fashion that is going to be perceived as a helpful one.

I think the opportunity is here, and the opportunity is now. We
know what the answers are, it's a matter of putting our heads to-
gether and making the whole worL

Mr. SCHONCIALIA. That's the . t I was trying to make. South
Dakota would be more attractive with 19 first-class facilities where
you can do training than with 57 second or third grade. I also
think you have to remember that 80 percent go to specialities or
.1x3peSalties so you only have 20 percent of the resilient popula-

tion to play with.
And I think it would be interesting to map out where they are

geographically now. It could be done. It may not be popular, but it
may be done. Then you could logically and rationally- decide where
you want the next ones.

Mr. litmum. In a way, the first steps in that direction have al-
ready been taken, with the so-called "EACH/Par program that
was passed by the Congress last year. EACH stands for essential
access communiV hospitals or larger hospitals. Pars are primary
care hospitals. They are like these hybrids between hospitals and
clinics that we talked about earlier.

In seven States this year, the Wealth Care Financing Administra-
tion will be making grants to link up a network of smaller primary
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Actually,' think there is a lot of m

what RBEVS will truly mean to them,

and if we lose those .. 11,t _

next 3 years of Na 14 1 . .

sevrram
Also/ there ari many, nian mall pogs, eral of which

ventlon we could oossih/Y
y

have.

have been talked aboutt but they are aU tenall, on the order of sev-

eral million dollars, and I think you have adesuately addressed the

need to get intojhe billion doUar categories. But the sbeer number

of crograms--wy
instance, I know Je if , your Office with 50 differ-

entg-Sittes, sometimes your woven._ Is gpst divided into 50 different

pieces- That sometime affects- Ulle effectiveness of those programs.

Another area is grants themselves. We have some very unpre-

dictable grant cycles, obviously, the part that was not mentioned is

that we get zeroed out by the 4Arninistration
every year. We never

know if those program fundsa-att-iigoing
to come through. AU our

ts say "By the way, if you don't get any money approPriated

again this year, you are doing this all for naught. I

concraffects the di ':We. and wherewithal that we devote to

those types of grants, that and the money dollars involved.

Also, when you particularly ask about the funding for hospitals

through }LTA, if you are trying to fund resident stipends in rur81

areas, fund the residents or itt least their program% not the hospi-

tals. I think that was brought up at a previous meeting, Auld the

people who need the money and die encourapment.

Montana has a very successful profram with no family Factice

residents
trained in tne State other tnan those they bruit in from

other States, they get about 21 percent of the people or lv percent

of the people they bring in for just a month or two end up practic-

ing in Montana. So basically, they are stealing other States' tax

So you have to fund the people. They fund the residents, they get

the residents. You fund the residents in these programs, you willdollars.

Finally, sveakin4 as a faculty member at East Tennesme State,
get the residents.into rural position&

we are in a-real diiemm& As you have seen, several . -.pie speak-

ing here have been former rural practitioner. I .. am a former

rural practitioner.
Where do we make the best ' ort? Do we make

our best efforts being rural practitioners,
or do we try to go into

What happem here and at other places will either reward us or
medical schools and fix the system?

make us extremely frustrated Yes, we might go out into rural

areas, but we are not going to pull the 5 or 10 or a) students or

residents with us that we hoped to by working through medical

Then when you look at these grants, myw.lf included, where do

we spend our efforts? Do we work duediy with students? Do weeducation.

get the students to work out in rural areas with other students? Do

we work on grants? Do we support residency training?

Oftentimes we get into so many different pieces there are not

enough of us. Kellqg now has a program that we have been fortu-

nate to get funded in. But it has taken about half of our rural fac-

ulty base into that program, and it may actually jeopardize our

going around as to
by the year 1996,

y outnumber any of the

Corps or any other inter-
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other rural woarams because it makes us actually short in other
positions. Where are we going to get these ?

do we_get them from rural practice 11' " or where do
werisktetem? They are not being trained. Do we get them out ci`

? Well, then they are again cut out of the pool. So we
are competing, just like urban HMOs are competing, just like other
rural practices. There is only a certain limited n -umber in the pool
of these Mks.

Yee, we need to address medical schools, so that they will
more of these peolde, but I think science is not the answer.

may be more than science to consider for these people. They

One other azta of fundingaPr teats of faculty, that might be a
have to have a broad-based

14 4 not to be a critic, but there waa a Public Health Smice
- w which involved mainly just some presentations.

Why not friZrtatise faculties, so it's a group of rural fimulty that
work in WO-family practice programs in general medicine or
al pediatric programs? Then you can ball the shots andiii7...
you_ are the faculty nmenber we are funding, either
half-time," and you can do the thinp you want with that facult7;
member to interact with the students and residents and actually
influence people into public health service or rural careers.

Mr. Humor. Thanks, Bob.
Dr. MULIAN. We are develo many good points. Lat_just pl_ck

up on two, both having to do the question of the HCFA
connection. The point you raised, and Dr. Whitcoznb raised, is a
very im_ wnt one as we consider ways that the GME dollar,
either or indirect, might be rerouted to be more effective, to
be policy-positive in regard to primary care, we need to think of
creative solutions.

The proposal that has been made actually by the Health Care Fi-
nancing Administration several year, ..-inning now to change the
weights and reimburse primly mire LA a differential fashion has a
certain face a On the other hand, it does not address the

Dr tcomb pointed out, that even if you entice hospi-
into offering more primary care residencies, when you don't

have to coming available who want them, you have
not fixed L problem at all. This relates to Dr. Bowman's point,
putting the money on the residents in a way that they can appreci-
ate it in a primary sense. Anyway, it offers a new way of consider-

inigheowhaweve tied titrnaled. Health Service Corps scholarships for
le in training. There is now loan repayment available once

for people out of Usining. We don't d anything in a primary
sense that the resident feels during the residency years in terms
either of loan repayment strategies or premiums, bonuses, cash dif-
ferentials, and there is fertile field for policy creation in that
regard, whether it's using GME dollars or other dollars, we really
have been kind of blind to what we might do to entice residents
into primary care.

A final point attached to that, which is one that I think is apt to
raise in a Umimial forum such as this, I think as soon as one pts
very far into these domains, one encounters very quickly a political
reality, and that is that the committees who have juzisdki over

I)
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OMR dollars in terms of Medicare, and those that have jurisdiction
over most health policies in the domain in which we are used to
dealing are different committees. And that has a whole life and
history of its own.

I have no kb* how to address that problem, other than to have
been a minor player in it, and encountered ft almost immediately.
There needs to be some avenue, if these &bathe are really to move
ahead, thins needs to be scene wa to pull all those together. If you
want to throw in the Veterans Admin, you have yet an-
othar set of jurisdictions.

So if one wanth to get one's arms around medical education
policy, you have at least three different juriediceonal issues, or
three dIrent jurisdictions. There must be ways Ifr* * 4 deals
with this or ham dealt with this before. I don't know . but I
think it is a reality factor that we should early on begin to consid-
er.

Mr. HutifAN. I would like to add one . to respond to a differ-
ent part of Bob Bowman's presentation, . that is the issue of the
choices that people in rural arms have to make. Do you go out
there and practice, do you work for medical school reform, or do
you come to Washingtal and advocate?

Rural populations are only IS percent of the Nation's population.
They are scattered nature. It is ihirly difficult to organise and
represent rural in State capitols and in Washington.
The National Rural Health Association does this nationally and
same other organisations play important roles as well. There are
State rural health associations in some States. Our office this year
will be funding State cakes of rural health with Federal grants to
hal thorn . . or to help _new State offices get . We are

those z te offices will be effective voiats for rural constitu-
encies within the States.

I guess what I am really wm here is that it's important that
number one, rural constituencies around these issues, involve
the medical schools, and try to advocate changes. And number
it's important to come up with imposed programs that work and
that are affbrdable.

Congressman Roy Roland, the only physician in the Qmgrees,
told me once that the problem with the rural health WNW was that

knew what the problems were, but nobody knew what
the affordable solutions were, and called upon rural constituencies
to do a better job of Uyi.nt to achieve consensus and to bring con-
crete recommendations to Cwpmfor enactment.

Yes, sir?

STATEMENT OF JIM BOULGER, DULUTH, MN

Mr. Boman. Jim Boulger from Duluth. I would like to thank
Dr. Whitcomb for presenting some vutcome results, finall,y. There
are programs that are doing well, and others that aren't doing so
well. I agree that it's very important to ftand programs to get
things going even fUrther than they are now. I think it's also
portant to continue to fund programs that have been successful.

I would like to underscore also Dr. Whitcomb's remarks about
the importance of the educational environment at the medical
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school level. If ypu bring the wrong people in, you don't get the
right people corning out If you bring the right wwle in and turn
them cif, you also &ill get the right results at the other end. I
think the results at Duluth certainly show that you can do both.

Mr. &maw. Thank you. Yes, sir?

STATEMENT OF DAVID YENS. NEW YORK COLLEGE OF
OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

Dr. Yams. I'm David Yens from the New York College of Osteo-
pathic Medicine. This is an issue I have been interested in for 12 or
15 years, Finally, I am in a position to try to do something in the
State of New York, along with some other schools that are in the
process of doing it. I guess I have to speak up for the Northeast,
that didn't show up too well in your survey.

One of the aituations we are facing is a State that is likely to cut
capitation, which will reduce the funds available for medical educa-
tion, and at the same time try to deal with a State where approxi-
mately one-third of the area is considered a physician shortage
area, which surprised me. You think of New York, a massive State,
massive number of physicians, all of them in New York City, of
COW*.

So we have a serious physician shortage area. Several of the up-
state medical schools are doing quite a bit about this. We are locat-
ed on Long Island. but there really isn't anybody else in the New
York City al.e.0 except for Stony Brook that is trying to do too
much about it.

Corning from the osteopathic physician, I certainly appreciate
the comments about Kirksville that led off the discussion. We, as
you know, are very much involved and have historically been in-
volved with preparing primary care physicians. At New York Os-
teopathic, we have something over 50 percent of our graduates who
go into primary care medicine.

What we have noticed, however, is a decrease in that number. It
was substantially more than that several years ago. And we are
facing the same problem as everybody elsehow do we encourage
people to go into primary care medicine?

In addition to that, we are a new medical school, we are now rec-
ognizing that we do have a responsibility for trying to improve
rural medical education. To do that, we have just started a rural
preceptorship for pre.clinical students.

We have found a chicken and egg problem. We are trying to find
people in the rural areas who are willing to help out, rural precep-
tors, at the same time, we don't have an active program, so how do
we find students who are interested? At the same time, we don't
have an active program, so how do we get rural students to recog-
nize we exist and apply to us? So we have some really difficult
problems here.

Now, we have been every pleased with the support we have
gotten from the Bureau of Health Professions over the last several

-ywrs, which has provided funding for the development of our
family practice program. However, in trying to develop this rural
outreach activity, we found some problems there, and that is, the
grant RFPs are written somewhat restrictively.
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So il's difficult to say "Look, we want to put trgether a student
preceptorship program, but as a part of that, we would like to in-

=perste some outreach programs to the physicians, and provide
services to these rural physicians in some way." You have to pick

money from different programs to do different things.
One of the questions I would have is, is there a possibility of de-

veloping some sort of omnibus grant that will permit several func-
tions to take plare under one funding umbrella*? That might simpli-
fy the sort of problem we are defiling with.

A second area I think is mb.remely important is providing se;v-
ices to the rural physicians, not just by going there and working
with them, but through the development of a computer network. I
recently learned that West Virginia has some excellent prwarns
of this nature. It is the sort of thing we would like to initiate
through New York Osteopathic, because we are remote from the
rural areas.

I actually rtublished a paper on this questioning physicians about
computers about 4 ymrs ago. And I think the potential is good.

But we need information on what is happening elww, and
there needs to be some means of providing support for these out-- reach activities, which may or may not provide for a computer net-
work, but at least should provide for some way of supporting the
interaction between the medical schools and the ruts' communi-

- ties. Some of that, of course, has to do with the . aral hospitals.
But again, you have a chicken and egg problem, and a funding

problem. How would we make contact with rural hospitals? Well, it
takes money to go up there and talk with them. In the cash-poor
environment we are facing right now, that's very difficult. The will
is there, the funds aren't.

There is one third point I would like to make and that is the dif-
ficulty in finding out about the various funding programs available.
I heard this morning about some programs we dn't, heard about.
Is there a way of perhaps this committee or some other appropriate
committee putting together a list of the programs that do provide
support in this area, and making that available to those of us who

are interested? Otherwise, we have to have somebody, who reads
through the Senate record with a fine-toothed comb and try to fmd
these sorts of things.

Mr. HubtAN. Dr. Yens, I would like to give you a comprehensive
answer, but I am concerned about people getting to lunch. So I
would just like to mention a telephone number in response to your
last question. This is the Rural Information Center that our office
maintains. It has a national toll-free number, 1-800-633-7701, and
information is available there on programs that work and on fund-

sources. when they exist. Many times they don't exist.
WIwn we have a chance, maybe we could talk a little more about

at least one program, the Rural Health Outreach Program, which
we did have available this year, but with a grant period that now is
closed. It offered some more comprehensive possibilities than many
of the programs Congren has passed recent years. Thank you.

With our next two speakers, we will conclude the morning's ac-
tivities and go to lunch.

Dr. MUUAN. Jeff, could I add one thing? Let me also introduce
Dr. Marc Rivo. Marc, why don't you stand up or wave your hand?
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He is the Director of the Division of Medicine in the Bureau of
Health Professions. In terms of creative thinking about umbrella
grants and other kinds of notions, you might talk with Marc.

STATEMENT OF DARRYL LIKING, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
COMMUNITY HEALTH awns

Dr. UMW. I am Darryl Leong, with the National Aserlation of
Community Health Centers. I just want to make two paints. One is
to follow up the one that -Fits just mentioned, the "tial syner-

effect of ;sate medical v.." dollars and
with Thle dollars, the small amount the Pita de-

salad earlier, and just nem that pointnot simply that
they are true sources of fun but there is some way they could
work together.

The second point is, community and t health centers, both
in rural and urban areas, are really - partners with the aca-
demic health centers. I don't think we are trying to set up any
kind of divitive mood.

I think we are going to hear this afternom and have already
heard this morning, some of the excellent examples that the com-
bined academic health center environments and community health
center environments, and we just want to support that

Mr. Miami. Thank you very much, DarrYL And of course, com-
munity health centers have standards that have been set u to pro-
vichp comprehensively medical care, which I think makee .' ex-
cellent places for these kinds of training opportunities.

Yes, sir?

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH LEVENSTEIN, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
Dr. Lsvigrarm. I'm Joseph Levenstein, of the Universi of Illi-

nois, Rockford, Department of Family and Community Medicine.
I think we all agree that we are dmlim with a massive systems

problem and that the solutions are systems ones. Nevertheless, the
rural opportunity does provide us with a model to produce a health
care to answer several of the questions.

However, most of us involved in this problem are suffering from
massive difficulties, some of which have been enunciated this
morning in terms of manpower, in terms of monetary resources,
etc. Tremendous demands are being placed on tiny resources, small
departments with very limited faculty. And unless a ma* commit-
ment is made in terms of reversing some of these flpirm this
morning, I don't think we are really going to get anywhere.

If you look at the type of discrepancy in research funds of $5.5
billion and $15.4 million, and similar major discre . cies, we really
haven't got a chance in attempting to meet the th care needs
and the &mends of rural, inner-city areas, etc.

So this type of adjustment, however painful it is to the conven-
tional medical people in the medical schools, has got to be made.
We are working with a tiny base, and they are - us to provide
'TO percent of the future doctors to be primary care es .4.4.1

I think unless one honestly applies one's mind to . t, however,
painful it may be, and that the existing medical system and cul-
tures boosted by all this money, in fairness to deans, this is where
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their grants come from. If there were $50 billion in grants in pri-
mary care research, you would see what the emphasis would be

and what the culture would be of those medical schools.
Mr. HUMAN. Programs follow dollars. I would like each of the

members of our panel to have one parting shot to see if there is
else they would like to say, starting with Mike Whitcomb.

=coma I want to return to the point that Bob Waldman
raised at the very _beginning about my comment about marginal
issues. I think while the eminent; many of you ma& are valid
and obviously of great importance to you in your own particular
prwram, I would really suggest that they wc*et get as where we
want to go. There must be the development . consensus on the
importance of increasing the production of erimary care 4 ,

in this country, and it must be dealt with in a com . _ ,

I want to leave you with a . t. Our neighbor to the n=,
Canada, in fact is a country w is quite sunilar to ours. The
ratio of physicians to population is almost identiad to ours. The
nature of many of their academic medical centers is quite similar
to ours. It is a country which is Very much influenced by the
United States because so much of the population lives on our
bordermajor, large cities that dominate the country.

Yet what's tiv3 output of their medical education system, which
by all measures is as of high quality BB the educational system in
this country? Over 50 percent,over 50 percentof Canadian grad-
uates choose to go into family medicine, over 50 percent Now why

is that?
I won't take the time to give you opinions about it, but the fact is

clear that one of the reasons is that the Canadians, both in terms
of the profession, the government and the educational institutions,
have reached a consensus on what it is they should be doing and
they have taken steps to achieve that.

It is a fascinating story, and we don't have time to talk about it,

but I think again, one can't deal with the margin. One really needs
to think in terms of comprehensive strategy.

Mr. HutaAN. Tom.
Dr. &WM. Two points, One is that the hallmark of rurality is in

the scarcity of resources. There is scarcity of schoolteachers, city
engineers, political leadership, and everything else. So always we
are igoing to have to deal with management of the scarce resources
in health if we are going to be effective in developing rural health

Two points in that regard, first is that it must be flexible, be-

cause rural is not rural is not rural, and therefore it must be re-
sponsive to local issues. The second is it must be community driven
or community based. There is no better example of than in
the WAMI program that Mike Whitcomb was talking about, where
they did a rural hospital study and found that everybody was going
to the next townthe "grass was greener in the other pasture"
syndrome.

As they began to think about what was needed to make this
small marginal hospital work, it came to be seen as the responsive-
ness to the people that live in that community, being able to be
identified as responsive to the pelple in the community. So that, I
think, is terribiy important.

57
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The other is that we need to be open to all those clinicians in the
area, because rural communities need to marshal the scarce re-
sources. There is wonderfill opportunity for nurses to work with
dentists and public health people and physicians, and for osteo-
paths to work with allopaths. Here is an area where this Nation
and its meltino pot can be most gloriously represented in effective-
ness and solutions to basic issues.

Mr. HtudArt. Fitz?
Dr. Mtru.AN. I think the rural health constituency needs to be

saluted for not only convening this get-together, but the creativity
that has been evidenced and the innovation in trying to deal with
the shifting and difficult situation. I think those of us who are in
administrative positions should try to be as creative and responsive
as ',le to meet that community creativity of the rural areas.

t second, undergirding all of this is the mfrastructural issues
of generalism in this country. If we don't do something about that,
our efforts in rural health as well as other sectors of generalism
will be fruitless endeavors. So - basic underlyim diagnosis is one
of trying to do something about our drift away fr= generalism,
stemming and reversing that.

Mr. HUMAN. I'm afraid to ask you for a prognosis, now that you
have given the diagnosis. Bruce?

Mr. BEHRINGKR. One final comment. I didn't hear anybody in the
room who didn't say that we know what the problem is. I didn't
hear anybody say we didn't know what the potential solutions are.

The issue is one of national wilL The issue is one of understand-
ing that the availability of manpower for all areas of the country is
part of an access issue that we are going to be dolling with in the
next decade of national politics. Put in that perspective, I think it's
incumbent on us all to work toward some sort of common solution,
as you ware saying.

The second part, though, is that common solutions require link-
ages and linkages require an awful lot of work. They require the
development of partnerships. They require the development of
leaders.hip, not only within the academic health center community
who are willing to deal with rural folks, but also within rural com-
munities. That leadership development needs to take place at a
local level, it needs to be commimicated through a State level, and
it needs to be evidenced at the national level.

Language, I think, is one of the biggest barriers that keeps lead-
ers in an academic health center community from dealing with
these poor old country folk out there who really don't understand
how medical schools work or what a residency program is anyway,
but don't understand why they can't just get doctors for these com-
munities.

Mr. HtimAri. Thank you very much. I certainly would agree with
these closing comments. Public investments in health care need to
solve American problems. We need to find ways to solve our prob-
lems more effectively with the investments we make with public
dollars, at the Federal level, in the States and the communities. I
hope that as a result of this we will come up with some good ideas.

The important news is that the Senate cafeteria is one floor
down, and the elevator is around the corner to the left of the audi-
torium. We will see you at 1:15.

s
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relltUNLAN. This mm.nW our emphasis was on establishing na-
tkmal policy 'in the area of health professions education and ways
that would be beneficial to rural communities. This afternoon, in a

way, we continue with the same emphasis, but we will look at it

from a little different perspective. We will look at programs that
seem to be working across the country, and try to relate them to
what we need to do nationally.

I would like to simply note who our panelists are this afternoon,
then introduce them. Marne Cranford from Arkansas, on my far
right; Bruce Bates; Sandral Hullett; and on my left, Loren Amund-
son and Arnold Melnick.

Those of you who have an agenda will see that the first speaker
listed this afternoon is Charlie Cranford. But we are going to take
the biblical admoniticar to make the first the last and the last the
first in this case. Dr. Arnold Melniek has to catch a plane at 3:30,
so we are going to lead off with him.

Dr. Melnick is Executive Vice President and Provost of the
Southeastern University of Health Sciences in North Miami Beach,
FL Now, North Miami Beach is not really your prototypical rural
area. It is even more urban than South Mami Beach, for example.
But I think we will see that the osteopathic training program at
Southeastern has some programs that merit our attention.

Dr. Melnick is a boaird-certified osteopathic pediatrician who is
the founding dean of the Southeastern College of Osteopathic Medi-
cine. He has written extensively in pediatrics. He has served as
editor and publisher of the osteopathic periodical "Maternal and
Child Health." And he was honored in 1988 as Pediatrician Educa-

tor of the Year by the American College of Osteopathic Pediatri-
cians.

I think since I have used the word "osteopath" so much in the
introduction, we ought to note at this point that nationally, only 5

percent of practicing physicians are osteopaths, but 15 percent of

all rural plcians are osteopaths. So the allopathic community
has much to learn from the osteopathic success in rural health
care. Dr. Melnick.

STATEMENT OF ARNOLD MELNICK. D.O., EXECUTIVE VICE

PRESIDENT AND PROVOST, SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY OF

HEALTH SCIENCES, NORTH MIAMI BEACH. FL

Dr. MELNICK. Thank you. With that introduction, you were all
sitting there wondering "What in the world is he going to say
about rural medicine?"

You know, none of youI'm lookirg around the room, and I
don't think any one of you is old enough to remember vaudeville,
at least in its original inception. But one of the key introductions
usficl by almost every comedian in the old vaudeville days, and I'm
prng back to 1920, 1910no, I wasn't here in 1910was to say "A
funny thing happened to me on the way to the theater," and then
proceed with the first joke.

Well, a funny thing happened to me on the way to this program,
:rit wasn't funny. It was serious enough that I am going to

an extra minute or two to tell you about it. I attended the
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Florida State General Practitioners Meeting in Orlando this past
weekend. I ran into mie of our 1986 graduates.

I said "Mike, you practiced rural medicine for 2 or 8 years beffore
you went into tit service. How mos you it up?" I figured I
would get some brilliant answer I could hms, and I guess I
did. Here's what he told me. He said "At end of 8 years af

000 to $100,000, educational debt had increased W
$1500 u with all the - - tient; I've had, I can see no way I
will ever get out of that debt during my lifetime."

Now all the things that were said this morning were true, and I
endorse every one of them. But until you eliminate that first
factor, the factty of moneyand it has been alluded toand if you
are going to send a student cmt to earn . the lowest income
among his peers, and not be able to pay off educational
we can do all the academic changes, we am do all the 4,0

changes, we can do anything We wantit's not going to work.
That's sort of a footnote that I had moved up to a headnote, be-

cause I think it's something we must look at. Lest you think that is
an unusual example, let me tell you, I am privileged to serve on
the Naticmal Advisory Council of the National -Health Service

=1We found that the same thing was true in the National
.1 Service that students could literally have their 4

years of servitude, I sa,y it that way deliberately, and find their
debts unreduced at the end of the 4 years.

So there is something wrong with the system. One thing is that
the banker has his money, but the student doesn't get what he or
she is supposed to, and the communities didn't get what they
wanted.

I want to talk about the osteopathic profession. I want to thank
Jeffrey for that fine introduction. That gives me one less line to
say., I Just had to eroes it out mentally. Nt .thic physicians do
take care of patients as pi =17 care physicians way out of their
proAxortion and also in rural medicine.

The osteopathic profession is primarily a profession of general
&ractitioners. Fifty-seven percent of all osteopathic physicians are

practice, not primary care, but general practice or
famene nraaledicine. If you imlude primary care, it is 65 percent of all
osteopathic physicians.

Now, I'm bragging about that, but I want to tell you I'm very
sad. Because over the last 10 years, that has reduced to 65 permnt

care from 85 percent primary care. If we had anmwh time,
would tell you why it's happening. But the same thing that is

happening in all the other health care professions is happening to
us.

We are also a rural practice profession, as Jeff indicated, 66 per-
cent, two-thirds of all osteopathic physicians, practice in communi-
ties smaller than 50,000 population.

In the osteopathic educational institutions 18.8 percent of their
faculty are general practitioners, as opposed to 8 percent in the al-
lo : profession. Last year 55 percent of all the graduates of our
SC " were in primary care residencies.

What is it we are doingor maybe I should ask the question in
an egotistical sense and say, what is it we are doing right? Again, it

:00,

8u
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might take me about an hour to go through the details. Let me
give you a brief summary.

a conbrence on rural health last year. This was de s=winJI was privileged to do an article for Academic Medicine

some of the things that the osteopathic profession is doing that are
diffecent.

The osteopathic profession has a mejority of g.al practition-
ers, provides high quality role models for studinte and proviths
them in large numbers, recognizes general practice as a yen, im-
portant block both politically influential, puts more emphasis on

.1 : can in work, introduces general practice raw
and rural rotations early in the curriculum, and requires

them of all students. Those are the key words"and requires
them."

We also select students with an eye to primary care. Since the
m&lority of osteopathic physicians are general practitioners, when
we select studentsas do all admissions committeeswe clone our-
selves, therefore we select people that are more apt to go into gen-
eral practice. I also might say to you, on the other hand, I remem-
ber my first year as the fourg Dean of SECOM.

I was most fortunateI don't think any dean has had the great
fortune I haw hadand that is, we interviewed 200 student& and
we happened to pick for interview 200 students who all wanted to
be general practitioners in a small town in Florida. Obviously, they
didn't become such. So you can't always depend on student's "ex-
pressed choice" or how you are to ifet the right student&

A few words, if I may, about :VA"sitt itself. We think we have a
very successfUl program, both with rural medicine and
care. And one of the reasons is that the institution, started in 1
Southeastern College of Osteopathic Medicine, was based on the
premise that we would tram' people specifically in geriatrics, rural
medicine, and minority medicine, while at the same time
general practice, so our students would graduate as well-ro
physicians, from which base they could go and do anything
wanted, including rural medicine, primary care or train in
tie&

Our philosophy was to train them as general practitioners , and
that's what we wanted them to be. Wu emphasize the geriatrics,
the rural medicine and the minority medicine. What do I mean by
emphasize? Well, the rural medicine program from the beginning
was 18 hours of didactic work in numl medicine, in the classroom.
Every studentevery studenthad to take a minimum of a 1-
month rotation in a rural community, most of them in community
health centers and migrant health centers. They were also offered
the option of taking more.

More of our students opt to take 3 months in a rural community.
They live there and work there for a full 3 months. It makes no
difference whether a student thinks he wants to be a neurosur-
gem. He spes his time in the rural community, and several have
changed their minds about what they wanted to do after being
there.

In geriatrics, we did a similar thing. We require 18 hours in the
undergraduate curriculum of didactic work plus a month's rotation
in a geriatric institution. And in minority medicine, we teach an
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18-hour course and of course they it bi up much of their experience
with minority health problems in = various rctations.

In summary, 18 of 15 required monthly rotation; are in primary
care. Five ti those are ambulatory primary care. And two more are
50 percent primary care. Now, I submit to you, whether you are an
osteopathic institution or an allopathic institution, you cannot take
a student for 15 months and train him, give him a month of ICU
and a month of neonatal ICU and 2 months in the operating room
and expect him to want to go to a general practice or family medi-
cine residency. It lust will not work.

As a matter ci interest, our rural program attracted us early an
to the AHEC program. We were very fortunate that we were the
first medical school in the State of Florida to become an AHEC af-
fillets and to get an AHEC grant. We have had great success with
it. We have devel. a consortimn of the four medical schools now
cal a statewide 0. program. The University of Miami, which is
a close colleague of ours, and the University of Florida, both now
have become Federal AHEC centers.%

Let mzio, you a real fast rundown on some of the things we do
in our rust of all, we are affiliated educationally
with eve'', coggvegrard every university in south and central Flori-
da that has any kind of health proprem. You have heard the word
"interdisciplinaW" used this morning. We are interdisciplinary in

mcway
pMe. We support many of our rograms through our

provam. And the rewards are nupificent.
We provide continuing medical education services for doctors in

rural communities. But more im tly, we provide continuing
education programs for 15 or 18 . t health professions, bring-
ing programs and educational materials to those people who are in
areas where they can't get it otherwise.

We provide library services. We put a core library recently into
15 rural sites (15 rural clinics), and we serve 40 rural sites out of
our University library, providing them reprint service and similar
library facilities.

We established a couple of years ago something called a Practice
Opportunities Program. This was a student-run, student-managed,
and student-inspired program in which 200 communities in the
State of Florida with populations under 25,000 were surveyed on-
site by our medical students as pot( ntial locations to practice. They
used what I think is one of the most comprehensive questionnaires
ever developed and it W813 developed by students.

The outcome of that was two tgs. Number one, we published a
text which we shared with all the health professions in the State of
Florida, and which outlined all the rural locations for practice. You
would be amazed at the number of students who took on this
survey task who became converted to particular towns in Florida,
small towns that were looking for health professionals. We are still
doing that program.

We run a rural summer camp, a summer camp that is a health
careers profession cam , for underserved rural students. Let me
just tell you anecdotally, and it doesn't prove a thing, because I
would never defend an anecdote, but it just tells you a little some-
thing about what'll going on. Our first group of 22 studentsthese
are minority, underserved students from rural areasour first
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group of 22 went to camp for 1 week in 1989. They lived in a camp
atmosphere on a college campus and visited over 50 health careers
profesedmis.

Of the 17 we have been able to tracknow this is a group in

which you would expect maybe a 5 percent college rateof the 17

we have been able to track, 16 are in college or about to enter col-
lege, 15 of them in health careers professions. By the way, we are

that camp activity. We have just received a Kellogg
pant to lp it. We are working with a ma* organization
in the State of to expand it throughout the &ate.

Let me close with this. I want to tell you about Southeastern
University of Health Sciences. Following the establishment of the
College of Osteopathic Medicine, we established a College of Op-

tometry and a College of Pharmacy. We became a university, with
the same goalsprimary care, to serve the underserved.

It is an interdisciplinary university. There are not many of those.
That means our buildings are not dedicated to any one school. We
interchange facilities. We interchange education. For example,
pharmacology is taught simultaneously to the students of optome-
try and the students of medicine, because 175 hours of pharmacolo-
gy is 175 hours of pharmaAr cology, no matter who is studying it So
we have interdiscipn training.

We own two practice sites, the Broward Family Health Center,
and the Opa Locks Family Health Center, both in underserved
areas. And in those areas, the care of the patients and the educa-
tion of our students and family medicine residents, is interdiscipli-
nary. So on any given day, it might be a pharmacy student con-
ducting morning rounds, it might be an optometry student, it
might be a medical student. I think that's what's important in
interdisciplinary education.

Let me tell you what I think is needed. You have heard a lot of
things this morning, and I agree with all of it. But I have a slightly
different aspect to it. In order for the medical education communi-
ty and for medicine to get on the bandwagon to do this properly,
number one, we need commitment, and I mean real commitment,
not lip service. We need motivation and we need motivation that
comes from deep, deep inside, not something superficial.

And we need incentive. You have heard that this morning. In-
centive can be positive, by way of being stimulation, or it can be
negative. It m'4ht be that we need coercion, and I am not personal-
ly above seeing legislation which forces institutions to do that
which is good for the country.

[The prepared statemeht of Dr. Melnick followsl

PRSSENTATION av ARNOLD Mumma, D.O., EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT AND PROVOST.

SOUTHEASTERN Usivissrrr or ma HEALTH SCIENCES, FOUNDING DEAN, SOUMEAST.

not Comma or OSTEOPATHIC Mamma
I am Dr. Arnold Melnick. Executive Vice President and Provost of Southeastern

University of the Health Sciences. I am pleased to be here to present information to

this symposium and the Senate Select Committee on Aging. My role is to repreaent,
first of all, the osteopathic profession and to try to explain why the unique aspects
of our particular profession seem to be making a difference in primary care and
rural health. Second, I am here to tell you about our model rural program at South-

eastern University of the Health Sciences.

C3,
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RECOMMENDATIONS

It is impossible to digest all observations and recommendations into one state-
ment But from my view, I think there are three things that must exist before any

Wimcan be successibl in order to promote care and im rural practice.
ares needed frinn the medical schools and the medical education community.

First of all, we need commitment I mean real commitment not just lip service. We
need inotiontion and that motivation must be from deep inside, not a superficial
one. And we need incentive, whether it's positive in the form of reward or whether
it's negative in the form of coercion. And I am not above survorting legislated
action to insure the changes.

SUMMARY

A mt4e of years ago, I expressed my views on the state of medical care in the
UnitedStates an., article entitled "The Third World of MedIcine",s. In it, I sup

to the geo.plitical three worlds, that the First World of Medi
eine is general ditectW primarily to white, upper or middle class America
which believes that medical care is available to anybody who needs it. The Second
World of Medicine, I observed, was the world of high-toch, highly sophisticated and
highly specialized field of medicine which dealt in specialties and subspecialties and
felt that if it was technically possible, no matter 'WV:, much it costa, it was to be
done. The Third World of Medicine, I postulated, was comparable to the Third
World itself the anderserved, the poor, and the economically disadvantaged. I felt
that its major components were geriatrics, rural medicine and "minority medicine".
At that time I wrote, and it expresses my philosophy today, "No one has yet sug-
gested that attention be paid to the political Third World to the detriment of the
First World or the Second World. Neither am I suggesting that orthodox medical
teaching be diminished in order to accommodate understanding of the Third World
of Medicine. . . Some way, somewhere, somehow, medical education must find a
way to address these issues. They can no longer be ignored. Medicine and medical
education must squarely face the Third World of Medicine."

Mr. Humart. Thank you very much, Dr. Melnick.
I neglected to say, incidentally, in introducing you. That is that

Senator Bob Graham had hoped to be here to provide your intro-
duction but his schedule did not permit it. That's on my mind be-
cause I know Senator William S. Cohen has also been struggling
with his schedule this afternoon and was hoping to come and intro-
duce our next speaker, Dr. Bruce P. Bates. But since he has not
been able to arrive so far, I think I will go ahead and do that.

Dr. Bruce Bates is Dean of the College of Osteopathic Medicine of
the University of New England, in l3iddeford, ME. Dr. Bates is
board-certified in general prr.ctice and still practices part-time. He
is former Project Director of the Maine Area Health Education
Center, and a national leader in osteopathic medical education.

Dr. Bates is going to describe the efforts of his programs at the
college in rural health and primary care promotion.

Dr. Bates.

STATEMENT OF BRUCE P. BATES. D.O.. DEAN, COLLEGE OF OS-
TEOPATHIC MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF NEW ENGLAND, BID-
DEFORD, ME
Dr. BATES. Thank you. It is of course difficult to follow Arnie

Melnick in any presentation, particularly when it involves the os-
teopathic profession. But not knowing any better, I am willing to
give it a go.

3 Metnick. A. Andrrw Taylor Still Memorial Lecture The Third Viorld of Medicine 1. Am.
Ost. Assn Ki 19S7 f;92-(195
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It h an accepted maxim that medical education acts as a major
influence on the students' decision as to practice location and
tics Ayle. We have succeeded in the United States in

sophisticated urban and university-based tertiary care
fbr training in medical education. That paradigm has provid-

ed this Nation with a sorely needed and necessary and effective so-
phistication of medical care.

But I represent an equally valid paradigm of education that
seeks humanistic, -oriented students and exposes them to

communi educational experiences with practicing
physicians as instructors, and practicing phy.

as rule models, and a curriculum taught by primary care
fractice physicians, not as an add-on module, but as a sincere, con-
structive, and central theme and mission.

I represent a profession that has endorsed that principle for 100
years. 'You rd the statistic that while we represent 5 percent of
the Nation's physicians, we provide 15 percent of the rural health
care.

As education theories came and went, the osteopathic profession
retained its allegiance to general practice, and it retainecl its alle-

to rural care. I also represent a new school, a little over a
old, that in its youthfulness and zeal did not realize it could

not, didn't realize that it shouldn't do, and went ahead and did.
In that zeal, it found new and creative ways to accomplish that

which again, it didn't know it shouldn't be trying to accomplish.
Again, it was not as an add-on response to an isolated grant oppor-
setuthii02. or to legislative mandates, but as a central theme to the

I would like to describe for you how the University of New Eng-
land and its College of Osteopathic Medicine has sought to link
medical education to primary care and rural medicine. It begins
with that central theme, that it is a congruence of training and
mission, accepted not just in theory, but by the board, by the ad-
ministration, by the faculty and by the student body, to intention-
ally prepare students who can practice in rural settings.

Now, _ifs much more complex to manage that system. It's much
more difficult to run a decentralized program. But with tolerance
and flexibility, a less homwenous and more responsive primary
care provider has resulted. The mission of the College of Ostepathic
Medicine is to prepare primary physicians to serve New England.
Its preclinical curriculum is directed by practicing generalists. It is
delivered by practicing generalists, and hos a heavy emphasis on
community-based training.

This communi -based training does not begin after the science= It does not after resiliency. It begins on day one, and it
in our in a. uction to clinical medicine course, and in our

very active rust-year preceptor program, in which students are ro-
vided observerships in frail and well elder settings, in primary os-
itals, and in amhilatory private practices. It extends into the pre-

doctoral years with an emphasis on training in small com-
munity hospitals, ambulatory practice, and a required rural care
area health education center preceptorship.

It involves the admissions committee which selectively seeks stu-
dents and uses practicing generalists in that screening process. It
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supports and nurtures those students through the entire process.
The AHEC are at the core of this in the clinical

because incorporate 40 primary I. and
thirtira=community -. tale, serving rural towns of
less than 10,000, most less than 6,000.

Higitty-five percent of our graduates have extolled the credibility
of this valuable learning experience in AHEC as the most positive
professional growth experience of their entire predoctoral prepara-
tion. All clerkships are designed to prepare the generalists who
will be ,wt,th,b in the primary rural setting. In fact, a rotating
balance specifically discourages specialty tracking during the pre-
doctoral years. Therefore, greater than 00 percent of our graduates
are choosing primary post-graduate ,.. ts for residency.

Now, we are too young to know outcome of that in the long
term. But in the short term it is certainly encouraging.

Our clerkships have a very close link to residencies at Brighton
Medical Center, Eastern Maine Medical Center, and at Central
Maine Medical Center, where osteopathic and allopathic residents
work together.

We have a second theme, and that is that our rural physicians
practice in a multidisciplinary environment. The effectiveness of a
rural primary physician is dependent upon the availability of sup-
porting services and the physician's knowledge, appreciation, and
ability to work with those services.

To imculcate these values, the University of New England College
of Osteopathic Medicine students undertake mulfidisciplinary expo.
riences, again beginning in tin first year, so that it is not new, it is
not an add-on. They are placed in training settings with therapists,
social workers, nurse practitioners, and physicians assistants to
gain a professional respect and appreciation of the complementary
aspects of the skills of each woik. Students work as part of an
&AEC rural interdisciplinary team, and as part of a geriatric inter-
disciplinary team, involving our undergraduate nursing, physical
therapy and occupational therapy programs.

Our students are encouraged to engage in community service,
teaching high school students, elementary students, patients and
families. Willie on services in community hospitals, the students
live in the communities. They do not commute to them. They live
in them not as visitors, but as active members of those communi-
ties attending school meetings, community organizations and the
like.

We support a multi-organizational approach to enhance recruit-
ment and retention. Such a program has involved 13 different insti-
tutions in the State of Maine for physicians assistants, medical stu-
dents, physical therapists, and occupational therapists. This re-
quires tremendous teamwork, confidence, and

Mr. HuitAer. I have a brief interruption. I would like to introduce
Senator Larry Presser from South Dakota, who has just joined us.
Senator Pressler, I wonder if you would like to say anything initial-
ly here? We would be glad to have you speak now or later, what-
ever you would like to do.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR LARRY PRESSLER

Senator PRESSLER. I don't want to interrupt the pre!;entation. I
do want to thank you all for being here and for participating in
this. As a member of the Senate Committee on Aging, we will be
reading very carefully the proceedings here, and getting some of
your recommendations.

I have been particularly interested in the issue of rural health
care delivery, which is of great interest in the State of South
Dakota, where I come from. But I know there are equally great

in the inner-city, as my wife and I have a home only 3
from here. Washington, D.C. is probably not a good place to

have a heart attack, at least some parts of it.
So there are problems with medical care delivery wherever you

are in our country. Also, we are at a croisiroads in terms of what to
do about paying for medical care services in our country. I think
this Congress and the next Congress will be historic in the sense
that we have to decide. Some people want to adopt the Canadian
system, some people want to adopt the European system.

I think our system will be modified somewhat., but there is a
growing clamoring for change, and there are no easy solutions to
how we are going to pay for it, and have to ration services and so
forth. There is an enormous question. Most people say "Well, let's
adopt the Canadian system?" without thinking that if we do that,
we will have to have rationing. There are lots of problems with the
Canadian system.

We have to remember that the free enterprise system has deliv-
ered better medical care services and gotten them out and around
than any other system in the history of the world. We don't want
to throw the baby out with the bathwater.

I just wanted to come by as a member of the Special Committee
on Agim and thank you for beirg here, and pay a special tribute
to Dr. LOPren Amundson, of my State of South Dakota. The Aging
Committee could not have a more qualifled person. He heads our
office dealing with the rural elderly, and we are very proud of him.
I wanted to come by and say that.

We are very proud of all the panelists, and we look forward to
the r,mrs presented, and we look forward to the questions and re-
cord) and the p vsentations that we have. Our Office of Rural
HeaW Care did not have to look far to find the perfect candidate
to head the office. Dr. Amundson assumed the duties as the Direc-
tor of the South Dakota Office of Rural Health in 1990. I know he
is going to share or has shared some of his views.

I will be in and out this afternoon, I hope to be back later, but I
did want to come by and say how proud we are of his work. I know
I have interrupted someome mid-sentence here. Thank you all
very, very much.

Mr. HUMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Preoler. I think we
are all very pleased that you were able to come and be with us.
Please feel free to interrupt the proceedings at any point. This is a
workshop for you and other members of the committee.

Dr. Bates.
Dr. BATES. My only disappointment is that I didn't get to utter

those famous words "I yield the floor to my esteemed colleague."

6, 66.
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The role of clinical training at the New England University Col-
lege of Osteopathic Medicine requires tremendous teamwork As I
stated, we have worked with 13 dIfferent institutions in this effort
This requires confidence and trust, laying aside egos. But it works

accepting the paradigm of conununity education as the method-
for the outcome.
third theme is that community based edtwation is an unre.

solved challenge. As I said, it's decentralized, and this causes a
great deal of concern in maintaining quality and consistency for
each student Fleznor was right for the high-tech tertiary science
of medicine, but a new vision is needed for rural practice.

Ensuring faculty comprehenska, acceptance and _sumwt a cur-
rkulum goals and objectives requires high,quality faculty develop-
ment. We need to ensure that all students have core com
attitudes, and aldlls by requiring a balance of practice, study,
in tion uniformly assessed by the preceptors and consistently

most importantly, we must inform these students and
train them in the art of self-study and self4earning, to carry on
throughout the years.

The rural faculty and the collegiate fiwulty must establish a
mutual admiration and respect, and link:ages to graduate medical
education must be created, funded, and implemented to provide a
mechanism of closure in this continuum. To only deal with the re-
cruitment and the is not enough. Post-graduate issues and
retention issues must also be addreseti

Aspirations of the rural students must be raised. The expense of
a medical education currently results in an indebtedness more

liquidated in a high specialty practice than in rural Amer-
training locales in rural communities need a method for

reducing expenpe so as not to divert resources from patient care in
order to participate in recruitment, retention, and training activi-
ties.

Therefore, we must have a mission. We must use role models
that overcome the cognitive dissonance. We must provide funding
that overcomes the financial dissonance, and we must provide a
positive differential for . nary residencies.

This can be ascom . and the outcome will benefit our
Nation. But broad are required. There must be a closer con-
nection between the National Health Service Corps and other simi-
lar programs, such as AHEC, and primary oriented medical
schools, to close the loop educating for rural service.

A bold State and Federal partnership is needed in sustaining
programs such as AHIM that have proven successful in recruit.
ment and retention. There must be an expanded recognition that
rural service requires an alteration in policy for relative value in
reimbursement as well as strategies for preventive services and
team-directed care.

Ultimately and most critically, there is a need for a special rec-
ognition of and support for medical edycation programs truly com-
mitted to preparing primary care physicians for rural America.

I have moved on a number of review panels that attempt to
change those using the traditional paradigm as if to teach old dogs
new tr. -ks. A patchwork without commitment results. Why not rec-
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ognize the validity of both pr.adigms and reward the strengths of
each?

Under the current paradigm, we who are succeeding in this en-
deavor are still being measured by the research production, grants-

of commumly based medical education is equally recogntareda,drs
manship and high-tech paradigm. Until the alternative

will continue.
f you.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Bates follows:]
"Lwow; MEDICAL EDUCATION IV RURAL AMERICA," SENATORS COHEN AND PRIOR

INVITATIONAL WORKSHOP, WASHINGTON, DC, JULY 79, 1991

BRUCE P. BATES, D.O., ASSOCIATE DIAN FOE CLINWAL AFFAIRS, UNIVESSITY OF NSW
ENGLAND, COLLEGE OF OSITOPATHIC MEDICINE

It is an accepted maxim that medical education acts as a major influence on a
student's decision es to eventual practice location and peactice style. This influence
is initiated in the premedical baccalaureate programs and in the medical school re-
cruitment and selection process. It extends theninto the classroom and clinical edu-
esti= phaees exeinpUfIel by the faculty and school mission congruity, the selection
of trainim sites, and the appropriateness of role models throughout a continuum.
Ultimately the placement opportunities, continuing postgraduate education, and
community support systems enter the process.

We have succeeded in the United States in developing a highly sophisticated
urban, university-based high tech tertiary model ci training in medical education.
Taught by academic physicians and researchers isolated from everyday practice, it
is fragmented into modules. It is proceduragy and technologically oriented and it is
highly scientific. This paradigm has pror. .... this nation with a necessary and effec-
tive sophistication of firdical care. It has established a measuring stick for accredit-
infileagerenc.les. public pohcy agencies, foundation, and government.

is another equally valid paradigm of education that seeks humanistic,
mary oriented students and exposes them to a linear community based education
with practicing physician instructors as role models, and a curriculum based on pri-
mary care not as an add-on module but as a sincere constructive central theme and
mission. This paradigm is coupled with a training experiential model that ForAft
a continuum of that philosophy from student recruitment through clerkaMp and
into residency and practice.

I represent a profession that has endorsed that principle for 100 rani. As educa-
tion theories came and went, the Oeteopathic profession retained its allegiance to

recanerle
practice and rural practice. I also represent a new school a little over a

old that endorses that tradition yet in its youthfulness ad zeel has sought
new and creative ways to accomplish it. This is not an "add-on ' as a response to
lsolaterant opportunities or to legislative mandates but is central to the core of
the

However., despite pockets of support for this paradigm. a lack of consensus among
governmental leaders, bureaus, and public policy has not made implementation
easy. Accrediting and 'granting agencies as sta.ffed and operated are more comforta-
ble with the first high tech tertiary model than with the decentralized community
model and thus prone to measure programmatic strengths with an inappropriate
and jaundiced eye.

Why then are we surprised when we vocalize support for a primary care outcome
but support tertiary urban based traditional models twith a few mules to placate
the activists) that we do not achieve that outcome?

Allow me to describe how the University of New England and its College of Osteo-
pathic Medicine has sought to link inWical education to primary care in rural
Maine.

CONGRUENCE OF TRAINING AND MISSION

If yoi want to prepare primary physicians who can mctice in rural settings ru
must intentionally prepare them for that setting. This is not an afterthought but
requires the commitment of the board, the faculty, the administration, the student
body, and the training locales. It is complex to manage such a decentralizti pro-
gram, but with tolerance and flexibility a less homogenous, more responsive pri-
mary care provider can result. The College of Osteopathic Medicine at the Universi.
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The University program supports a multi-organthational approach to enhance re
cruitment and retention. Such a program allows a maximisation of room, utilize-
tke and talents not available to a simple unit Regional instituptriooree=ate
the date university systems Maine ft.W.4. ler Health

students, muses, assistants, physics! therapists, occupational therapisth,
and the VA a steady collaboration. Rural clinical training of medical

and social workers thirteen different institutions have jcdned this effort This
requires tremendous tonowork, confidence, and trust, but it works by accesdinn the
paradigm of community educed:al as the methodokgy ikr the Moen&

COMMUNITT4ABED MCAT:ON-AN UNRESOLVID MALLEN=

Maintaining quality and consistency liar each student is costly and difficult It re-
mares the acceptance to think differently, to seek out new opportunities, and to
beve the courage of conviction& I ask the same of you so the words become actions
to a new endeavor not simply a reformulation of do old. Fleenor is right for the
high tech tertiary science cif medicine, but a new vision is required for rural prae
dee.

There are many challenges. Insuring finality comprehension, acc=nkingdsup-
port of curriculum goals and objectives . *I the %Mt/ to be
and able to let go of old ways.
monitoring and evaluation of the

. faculty development and
interactions that take PiSellertall=

munity based educational program are logistically complor. We need to hours that
all stmlents have core competencies, attitudes, and skills hy requiring a balance of
geodes study.hda:d integration uniformly assessed by the torsceltots and amsistent-

demands that the rural faculty and the collegiate toothy must
estabV7driantual admiratics, respect, and collegiality by regular interaction. Pre-
doctoral medical education to graduate medical education must be created,
funded, and implemented to a mechanism of closure in this continuum. We
need to overtone the preconceived nnifocal processes inherent in the established
perspectives of accredltfng bodies and funding review panels.

There is a need to attract rural students and retain those meet committed to serv-
ing in tiur rural community. Aspirations of the rural student must be raised. The

- of a medical educatlen results in an indebtedness more easily liquidated in
. 4 specialty practice than in rural America. The training locales in rural mo-

m - need a method for reducing expesuss or diverting MOUTON from patient
case to echscation in order to participate In recruitment, training, and retention ao-
tivitie&

NERDS SUMMARY

MOVING ElialiMES

Public policy must validate the credibility of the primary pathway in community
based education and develop the measures for that mission, minding accreditation
and handing.

Hun:anis* cognitive care must be recognized in training reimbursement and re-
BOUM along with high technology in relative value.

nihangilagpiy
in elder and rural poN and disease must be recog

..4. maldistributian of medical care providers can be addressed by aScL
-

cohesive, comprehensive policy that looks at the medical practice and education as a
continuum from medical school entry through clerkships into postgraduate training
and practice.

%tt,It:.

PREPARATION

A broad preparation at the baccalaureate and predoctoral levels should recognize
the scientific preparation for medicinei_but also the art of medicine.

Recruitment and selection of studedls should have a primary humanistic empha-
sis.

There must be recruitment of community based practitioners as teachers and role
models skilled in problem solving, critical thinking, and independent learning.

CLINICAL RDUCATION

knowledge. attitude, and skills development must be identified, measured,
antl'irvi:rded by the measure of a different paradigm.

Faculty must be selected by the paradigm.
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Budgetary considerations must allow for the intensity needed in the paradigm so
that input and outcomes are commensurate.

This can he accomplished and the outcome will benefit our Nation, but broad
strokes are required.

I. There must he a closer connection between the National Health Service Corps
and other similar programs such as AHEC and primary oriented medical schools to
"close the loop", educating for rural service areas and reducing the debt load ci
medical school graduates.

IL .% bold state and federal partnership is needed in sustaining programs that
have prven successffil in recruitment and retention, such as is proposed in the
McCaln.Oi'hazn bill for AHEC. Fellow panelist Dr. Charles Cranford can speak to
this.

III There must be an expanded recognition that rural service requires an alter-
ation in policy for relative value and. reimbursement Until there is a sufficient dif-
ferential to overcome the social an prufessional and professional isolation there will
be no sum to rural areas. There must not be a dilution in the intent of the relative
value system which should favor cognitive services and there must be a positive dif-
ferential toward rural and primary services to provide inducement.

IV. Preventive services and team directed care must be accommodated in reim-
bursement and educational effarts,

V. Ultimately, and most critically, there is a need for a special recognition of and
support for medical educatimi programs truly =emitted to preparhg primary care
phys144.74ns for rural America. I have served on a number of review panels that con-
sistently attempt te change those using the traditional paradigm as if to teach an
old dog new tricks. What results is a patchwerk without commitment or consistency.
Why not recognize the validity of the two and reward the strengths of each. Under
the current paradigm, we who are succeeding in rural arenas and primary care are
still being measured by the research productem, grantsmanship, and high tech par
adigni. Until the alternative paradigm of community based medical education is
equally recognized, this disparhy and the maldistribution of primary providers and

of urban and rural, of health promotion and organ disease treatment,
will prevail.

Mr. HusiA.N. Thank you very much, Dr. Bates. We are learning
about some very in" Jresting programs this afternoon.

Our next presenter is our first presenter today who currently
serves full-time in the trenches, or at least most of the time in the
trenches. I imagine some of her patients wonder where she is
today.

She is a board-certified family physician in practice in Eutaw,
AL, which is rural, believe me. Dr. Hullett practices with a commu-
nity directed medical practice, which receives Federal support so it
can offer comprehensive services in an area in which the poverty
rate is high. She is a former winner of the National Rural Health
Association's Health Practitioner of the Year Award, both because
of her dedicated work as a physician, and as a policymaker for Ala-
bama and for the Nation.

I first met Dr. Hullett at this Committee in 1988, so we are both
here to do return engagements today. Dr. Hullett is involved in
more good works than I could possibly list today, but the one she
will talk about is an interdisciplinary team approach to training
health care students that she is developing with support from Dr.
Mullan's bureau, as well as some other activities she is involved in
Alabama.

Dr. Hullett.

STATEMENT OF SANDRAL HULLETF, M.D., M.P.H., HEALTH SERV-
ICES OFFICER, WEST ALABAMA HEALTH SERVICES, INC.,
EUTAW, AL

Dr. HumErr. Thank you.
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You have heard a grest deal from academic based and 
this particular program is a little different in that it a oommuni- 

Aiabam 
, and was initiated from the community. West 
Heafth Services, as stated before, is a 8304mded commu- 

nity health center. We receive approximately 50 percent of our 
funding from the Federal Government. 

We do serve a heavily rural, black majority popukition that is 
most economically Buil in need. We serve six West Ala- 
bama counties, with approximately 40,000 active patients, with 
over 100,000 encounters a year. So we are not exactly a small net- 
work. But our patients are approximately 20 persons per 100 

square miles. So we are very, very rural. 
We have a large number of female patients, primarily because of 

our maternal and infant programs. But we also have a very large 
percentme of elderly patients, a " 

is 
'1. 35 percent of our 

population area 65 and above. . . 76 percent of our patients 
are below the poverty kvel, more than double the equivalent popu- 
lation base. Most of our userr are on Medicaid, Medicare, and unin- 
sured people. 

I am fivh* you this kpicture to show rm. the type of environment 
I work in, that may help you to understand some of the difficulty 
in finding providers. 

As we look at the different providers in the area, and this is a 
six-county area, there were as of 1989and it was till true hi 

-0: were 22 for the area. That made a ratio of 3,950 
to 1. ' 

11 care physiciansthis includes ell which would be 
considered primary care physicians, which would bc thjnily pwiti- 
donors, internal medicine practitioners, were 25. That's 3,476 to 1. 

nurses, 8 to 1 registered nutritionists, three, 
gives a ratio of 28,965 to 1. Dentists were 10, a ratio of 8,690 

to 1; and optometrists two, which gives a ratio of 481448 to 1. 

By all professional standards, we are havin,g significant problems 
in : health care " " le So we are having this significant 

, and we were 1 at what to do to resolve it. 'We had I -it . 
the University cf Alabama, t-11, oosa Campus, which is about 40 
miles away from us, and the University of Alabama campus in Bir- 
mingham, which is approximately 100 miles away .from us. We 
were having all this trouble obtaining health care personnel to 
serve people. 

Over the past 10 years, this community health center has worked 
with academic institutions, the AMC in our area, which is the VA 
AMC out of and was associated with Morehouse and 
Emory Uni . The University of Alabama did not see the need 
to apply for an 

We did get some people to come through our program. But again, 
we did not get enough people to see us. And we really feel that if 
we could get exposure, if we could get people to see the pro- 
gram, to work in an area where first all re was a need, in an 
area where there could be some form of reimbursement, 'he Feder- 
al Government has seen fit to fund 880 programs. 

So we are now giving somewhat competitive salaries. We had an 
inteTdisciplinary team already on board with pharmacists, nutri- 
tionists, social workers, patient educators. We were not totally iso- 
lated. We would be an excellent site for medical training. 
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So since the University did not come to us, we went to the Uni-
versity. And after hearing of the interdisciplinary grant that was
being fitnded by the Bureau of Health Professions, I went to the
University of MaWm in Tuscaloosa to the branch of the medical
school there, which is the Capstone Medical Center, to the School
of Nursing, and the School of Nutrition, and asked if they would be
intxested in working with the program with ambulatory care
training.

I went to each dean, and the deans sent me to a person that
mhight be interested in their department. All the departments were
interested.

Then we went to Birmingham, to the University of Alabama
School of Dentistry, which is a premier school of dentistry by all
national standards, and they too were interested in mending some-
one out. No dentist had been any further than Bryce Mental Hospi-
tal, which is in Tuscaloosa. No one had done community-based

iso went to the School of Pharmacy at Sanford University.
They too had never sent anyone out of Birmingham to do any
training, even though many of the pharmacists will work in amen
towns and communities.

After working together with these institutions, five different pro-

CCiwe
came u with a grant proposal that we thought could be

lleed,' and we submit and we are funded. We have had a total
of 15 students since Octther 1990 who have completed the rotation.
The students had opportunity to work in teams, formulate ixitient
care plans, present case dudies, utilize community outreach skills,
and auditing medical records.

Tlwy spend 75 percent of their time in clinicals and 25 percent of
their time in community experiences. We also share a partnership
with the AHEC in our area at Ituakegee, as I stated before, and the
Geriatric Training Center at the University of Alabama Medical
Center.

We have found this program to be extremely interesting and
stimulating to our staff. We find it has a way of recruiting and re-
taining our medical and other staff. People like teaching and work-
ing with young people, they really enjoy it. This is a tool that we
have and are using as recruitment and retention.

The students work with us also in another aspect. They help us
in our health prevention and promotion. They spend 25 percent of
their time in the community, which is dedicated to their particular
point.

I would like to closeI don't have a whole lot to say but to say
that community health centers are an ideal source of ambulatory
training sites. 'There are board-certified, board-eligible physicians.
Many are young, I'm the oldest person in my group of 12 people.
They are ,ung, interested in teaching. The communities have a
great ww1th of training resources, if you want to call it that. The
community boards have accepted the training program, because
they too see it as a potential way of introducing young people to
the rural communities. And we are doing it in a positive way.

Right now, three of the pharmacy students who have come
through are working within 35 miles of our area. One RN student
we really wanted for ourselves did not stay with us, but is within a
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sue peen Node %OP

Deafen 70 8,0991
ectinetitsts 2 43.4491

By all standards of professional shortage, the above members are quite signifi-
cant. According to the State Hospital Association. theirs is a owitig need far
trained personnel within the state, in the rural area. The tonowtng va-
cancy percentages published by the tal Asriciation for the rural members fin,
ther nifiects the problems.

NNW
Physical therardst 28, 14
Registered nurses 10.89
pisLic:VaeLractical nurses 16.55

4.86
9.80
4.20
5.00

11.64

Medkial 41.11:;. *ass

=dans.
Respiratory therapist

West Alabama Health Services is the lead egency for the Rural Alabama Health
Prokesional Consortium which sponsors an Interdisciplinary trng program in
rural Alabama. This tra: program is the result of all Interdisciplinary Training
Grant ibr Health Care Profession and its Rural Areas. It was ilinded under the
Bureau of Health Professionals, MRS. of the grants funded this was the only mis
bailed at a community health center.

The Consortium is as cooperative venture with four academic institutions. Sam-
ford University School of Fharinucy University of Alabama Capetone Co&roil
Nursing, College of Communtr Health Scieires and College _of Human
mental Fcienceic University of Alabama at Birmingham School of Dentistry, Uni-
versity Alabama in Huntsville Sarni of Nursing and West Alabama Rural
Health
mints* Dentistry, Nursing, Medicine, and Nutrition.

Cmsortium small rural tal venture). Titers are five disciplines repro

The trainee practicum will omelet of 75% clinical and 26% community experi-
ences. Tbe community experiences include howital care, home visitation. COMMuni-
ty health screening and health education presentations to schools and community
etouTitt; involves to rural health to both students and univer-
sity are two faculty work-shops to address area rural health issues
and faculty rotate with students to review case

Since October 1, 1990, 16 students have completed their clinical rotation. The Stu-
dents have had the to interact as teams formulating patient care

conununity outreach skills and a
rPii:eards.tinfkecasepartnership has enhanced by the AEHC from VA
System

41

611"
and the Geriatric Trainim Center from UAB medical center. The studenta

observe the providers at WAHS fuftiw: as a team and see that the team ap-
proach I. essential to small towns and rural communities.

We at WAHS see this program and similar programs as an important method to
introduce students to rural health and the providers who deliver the care. Such re-
latkinship serve to dispell the erroneous noijon that rural providem are inadequate
and incompetent.

We thilk the experiences of working with the underserved and underprivileged in
their environment will enhance the humanity of the students rotating in any area
they may finally work. We also find this experience stimulating to the staff and pro .
vidius and hope it serves as both a recruitment and retention tool.

The program is new and not quite a year old, yet three_ pharmacists former stu-
dents have located in two surrounding communities. One AN Nurgw Student was
lost to the VA System in Tuscaloosa but is willing to work part time. The number of
students thus far has exceeded the anticipated number of students projected for the
project's first year. Me project continues to operate in it's first year. The institu-
tions are eager for students to participate in this unique and exciting learning ad-
venture.

RECOMMENDATioN

I would like to conclude with the following recommendations. The decision to
choose a primary care specialty and to practicee in an underserved and rural area
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cm be influenced if the student is exposed early in their training to good role
models. This proms can be influenced by:

Continued funding for Community and Migrant Health Centers, National
Haab Services Corps,

OD Active recruitment of rural students and minorities in secondary schools to
direct them toward the health profeesions.

(8) Re =amine admission criteria te make more favorable admission policies for
stuck:acts who are more likely to practice in small towns and the underserved areas,

(4) Encourage partnerships of community health centers and academic institu-
tions,

09 Suppe sume iimm of financial reimbursement fOr ambulatmy care centers
that serve as community based education sites.

I would like to thank you again far this opportunity to speak.

Mr. HUMAN. Thanks very much, SandraL We appreciate that.
Our next speaker would probably just as soon not be introduced
gTee. Loren Amundson and I talk -W last month in Sioux Falls.

he helped Gevernor George Mickelson host the National
Governors Association hearing cm rural health care, and he was in-
troduced by Governor Mickalson. He has already been introduoad
this afternon by Senate:. Premier, and I don't believe he ordinarily
accepts introductions by persons of lower stature, but I am just
going to add a few things.

Dr. Amundson is Director of the South Dakota Office of Rural
Health Care, which has just received one of 38 Federal grant
awards from my Office to enable it to expand its excellent activi-
ties. Maybe on that basis he will accept this introduction.

Dr. A.mundson is board-certified family physician who practiced
in Webster, SD, and still does practice part-time in Sioux Falls. He
was the founding chairman of the Dejartment of Family Medicine
at the University of South Dakota Medical School and still serves
on the faculty.

Nationally, Dr. Amundson services as Chairman of the Residency
Review Committee of the American Academy of Family Practice.
So if we have trouble with structuring graduate medical education,
we obviously have the man we can complain to right here.

Dr. Amundson will summarize his work in South Dakota, and
the subject of graduate medical education and family practice.

Loren.

STATEMENT OF LOREN H. AMUNDSON, M.D., DIRECTOR, SOUTH
DAKOTA OFFICE OF RURAL HEALTH, SIOUX FALLS, SD

Dr. AMUNDSON. Thank you, Jeff, for the kind invitation and to
Jennifer for the invitation to come to Washington, and to Senator
Pressler for his kind comments. Larry and I grew up 17 miles
apart. I am a lot older than Larry is, but we do have many mutual
friends.

Jeff mentioned Governor George Mickelson, who is our biggest
advocate of rural hatIth in South Dakota, who is Chairman of the
NGA Agriculture and Rural Development Committee, and hopes to
come out with their health care reform package containinr, many
elements in rural health.

Welcome from Dean Talley, the Dean of our community based
family practice oriented medical school, which has had 21 percent
of its graduates enter family practice residency in the 15 years
sinr1 we went from a 2-year to a 4-year program. We have 27 rural
training sites and over 180 clinical faculty.
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As a matter or fact, in my nearly 6 years on the Residency
Review Crenmittee, I find that sometimes there is a lot of conflusion
between the RRC and one of the Fecktral acronyms, the IRS. They
seem to confuse us, and when we are coming to visit them, they
wonder who is really coining.

The Residency Review Committee would call your attention to
sections of the special requirements which state that residents may

,.,, time away from the family practice center in outside rota-
to meet the nee& of their training. The educational

value of rotations must be clearly documented. This seed=
allows 4 of the 843 mor4ths in rural rotations if they are at such dis-
tance from the family practice center that continuity would be

i

dis-

requirements also mandate that there be elective expori-
ences n a range of 3 to 6 months, and some of this time auty be
used for rural experiences if they do not involve interruptions in
excess of tha limit.

Also, portions of the required curriculum may be located in rural
areas, If the experiences comply with the intent of the require-
ments involving sufficient numbers of patients, residents being ap-

supervised, and if they are suitable for training future
physicians. Some programs use the "1 and 2" format, pro-

viding the first year of training in conjunction with the core pro-
gram, and years 2 and 3 at anr. more rural site.

Some programs which provide all 3 years of training at one site
use l toe clinics for ambulary experiences in rural areas to
which residents may rotate for a number of half days per week
without interrupting continuity of care bi the family practice
center for their panel of patients.

So to dispel some misconceptions, perhars, the special require-
ments allow several ways to incorporate rurM experiences for resi-
dents in training.

The Residency Review Committee for Family Practice encour-
ages, considers, and often credits such programs which fulfll the
special requirements for residency training, while providing this
training in these alternative models.

Recent examples of interest in such alternative models include a
report on an invitational sym um on "Rural Health: A Chal-

lfor Medical Education," . - d by the Association of American
Colleges, the AAMC, and a monograph on Consid-

erations for the Preparation of Family Practice Real . :el ts Interest-
ed in Rural Practice" produced by our specialty society, the Ameri-
can Academy of Family Physicians.

Alternative zural training tracks and sites provide experiences at
rural ambulaWry sites. Examples include programs currently im-

or under development at S e, WA; the University_ of
the University of Nebras the State University of New

York at Buffalo, where Dr. Dave Hol - is the Department Chair-
man, and has been with us today; and at Greeley, CO.

The Residency Review Committee for Family Practice is justifi-
ably proud that its prwrams have trained the vast oiajority of phy-
sicians entering rural practice in this country during the last two
decades, and will continue to do so in the future. Almost half of
graduating family practim residents are locating their practices in
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rural areas with populations of 25,000 or less. As of July 1991,
there are now 390 am-edited family prawtice residendes, and the
number is increasing each time the committee accredits programs.
As we stated earlier today, what is needed are more committed ap-
plicants to fill offered positions in these programs.

The medical schools have an imporant role, as we have heard
, in treining and encouraging students to enter primary care

federally defined as family practice, 'general internal
medicine, and general pediatrics. This may sound like the great

pher Ywi Berra, when lx) said "Sounds like de* vu, just
the last time." Currently less than 30 percent of the U.S. medi-

cal graduates are entering these three primary care graduate edu-
cation i. Interest n such outcomes on the part of medical
school', I believe, can be piqued_ by appropriate incentives, includ-
ing tying_outcomes to ftiMing, such as the National Insti-
tutes of Health and other grants.

The Federal Government must also use its limited resources
wisely, to assure outcomes dedicated to improving the health of all
its citizens, as was mentioned. Medicare funding of graduate medi-
cal education through the Health Care Financing Mminsftstion
must be weighted in favor of primary care training. Hospitals re-
ceivmg these direct and indirect educational reimbursement dollars
must be required to provide documentation that such reimburse-
ment is actually committed to operation and enhancement of such
training programs and not left to innovative funding formulas de-
vised by individual sponsoring ImOtals. HCFA must be urecicirzawdto
develop linkages with the Health Rmurm and Services
tration to equate support to need. Ten billion dollars in biomedical
support through NIH and $4.7 billion in Medic-are OMR reimburse-
ment hardly equate with the $150 millior available for primary
care graduate medical education programs supported through Title
VII grants.

Thank you.
Mr. HUMAN. Thank you very much, Loren.
I should have mentioned when I introduced Sandral that Senator

Richard Shelby was hoping to be here this afternoon to do that in-
troduction. He has not Wen able to get hen- so far, and I know he
feels badly about that. One of the reasons Seuator Pryor wanted to
be at this workshop today is to do what I am now going to do,
which is introduce C'harlie Cranford.

Marne has been an advisor to Senator Pryor for many years.
Currently Charlie is the Director of the Arkansas C&Aster for Rural
Health at the University of Arkansas. He is a former Assistant
Vice President for Administration at the University of Texas
Health Sciences Center in Austin.

Before these positions, Charlie cut his teeth, so to speak, in a
dental career with the U.S. Public Health Service in places like
Lame Deert MT, and Fort Defiance, AZ. He also has a Master of
Public Affairs degree, and has served as fi nrinagement and policy
consultant for many health care omanizations on critical decisions
that they have to make and critical programs they have to imple-
ment.

Today Charlie will describe, among other things, the Arkansas
Area Health Education Center which he heads.

b2
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES O. CRANFORD, D.D.S., M.P.A., EXECU-

TIVE DIRECTOR, AREA HEALTH EDUCATION CENTERS PRO-

GRAM, LITTLE ROCK, AR
Dr. CRANFORD. Thank you, Jeff. Being called a model. that works

is a heavy responsthility to bear. But I think that being the last
on a five-person panel at this hour in the afternoon is even

vier. One of my cardinal rules for after-lunch speeches is that if
I caal be funny, I will be brief. And I don't think I can be funny
this afternoon.

I am pleased to have hat' the honor of being invited to present
our Arkansas AHEC program. We are very proud of this
I won't devote the few minutes that I have to going thrmgh the
various elements of our AHEC program. First of all, I have a hand-
out that I hope eac.h of you have. And in filet handout, the ele-
ments of our program are described.

When I came back &inn lunch, I didn't see any left on the table.
If there are any of you that didn't get it my telephone number is
501-686-5260. will be happy to send you one.

In Arkansas, we have longithdinai prograin. It begins with the
recruitment of students for our vary as colleges, and it extends
throuich educational o .. unities in each Tear of the Mies! of
Medicine. There are .- several unities during the Collfge
of Nursing curriculum and the of Pharmacy curriculum.
We have educational opportunities in allied health programs, and,
we conduct family practice residency programs out in the State. In
the handout, I have a series of maps that show what's happened to
the graduates of the AHEC based family medicine programs.

We also deliver a lot of continuing education through the AHlir
program. As our chancellor says, "AHEC is a fundamental part of
the way we educate students in Arkansas." I think that pretty well
sums up our program.

In my remarks this afternoon, I would just like to make a few
observations about our program the t we have learned over the
years. We have just completed our 11 ch year of the Arkansas pro-

It is truly the principal mean if clecentralizing health pro.
education in Arkansas. Last year we provided training ex-

periences for over 450 students from UAMS colleges.
The program is a statewide orenization that consists of family

practice residency programs, affiliated teaching hospitals, libraries,
voluntary faculty, preceptors. ambulatory care centers, private
medical practices, many area advisory councils, and other special
purpose hmlth care institutions, such as community health cen-
ters, health departments, etc.

The statewide classroom we have in Arkansas has brought aca-
demic stimulation to practitioners in communities throughout our
State. That kind of involvement lessens the isolation that many
health professionals feel when practicing in rural area& Students
benefit from receiving hands-on experience in settings that are
similar to those in which they will practice.

Communities benefit from the program by having strengthened
health care delivery systems. Patients benefit by having a higher
quality of health care, more accessible to a larger part of the rural
population.

= 10
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I think the early success of u program can be attributed to the
support of a large number fiirsighted people. They were from the
university, from affiliated teaching ix:spite's, from advisory coin-
mittees, and the Arkansas General Assembly. We had inunense
help from the Governor's office at the time the program was start-
ed. In the early days of our program Senators Pryor and Bumpers
were Governors of Arkansas. They were of immense help while this

underway. The Arkansas program is largely
I II /:;.1,

There are many health practitioners who volunteer in our pro-
gramover 500. They are the individuals to whom we can say we
owe the continuing success of the Arkansas program.

There have been a number of spinoffs from the original AHIX
program. One is a summer program for high school student& An-
other is a recently started center for rural health, and that center
includes a rural hospital assistance program. It also includes a spe-
cial program initiative to address health care needs in the Missis-
sippi River Delta counties of Arkansas, a very depressed area of
our State. And finally, we have developed a rural health research
program that is a spinoff of the ommal AHEC program.

Program development and evolution have been essential to our
program. Successes can turn into failures if we fail to see Cie pro-
gram as a part of a much bigger picture, if we fail to seek to col-
laborate with others, if we do not evolve to address changing needs
and opportunities in our States.

In those States where AHE(10 have been seriously embraced, a
system has been put in place that can assist in the next major pri-
ority that the Federal and State governments should undertake.
That priority should be the development of regionalized, ir :egrat-
ed,cHowarehensive systems of health care.

have helped to develop strong regional medical centers in
our State. But if we stop there, the job is only half finished. We
should now assist in the development of rystems that integrate
smaller hospitals and rural clinics and transportation systems and
public health programs and community based programs into re-
gional health systems that will fulfill the promise of access to
health care for all rural citizens.

There is no time to mention all of them, but I would like to call
your attention to several suggestions in my paper for improving
rural health care. One I did not include, but I would like to men-
tion, is that public health education is often not taught to our rural
citizens. AF+1,- should accept a role in teaching behavioral change
leading to healthy lifestyles and accepting responsibility for one's
own healthresponsibility for the reduction of risk factors.

We need to U ach rural children at a very young age to take
charge of their health. And we should work with health depart-
ments and schools of public health to see that it is done.

In closing, I want to say that the mission and the vast array of
affiliated organizations and individuals have made the AHEC pro-
grmn an ideal vehicle for dealing with rural health care problems.
It is certainly not the single answer. But AHECs can be a strong
partner with health departments, rural hospitals, local govern-
ments, health care pro essionals, cooperative extension services,
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community health centers and private foundations in the imple-
mentation of solutions.

I believe that collaboration should be the key word and guiding
principle of this decade. Collaboration should exist at local and
State -ks, and it should be emoumged among Federal agencies. I
have seen it work well in our programs at each level.

I thank you for the opportunity to present the Arkansas program
to you this afternoon, and I would be happy to answer questions
later. Thank you, Jeff.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Cranford followsl

S5
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LINKING MEDICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING

TO RURAL AMERICA:

THE ARKANSAS AMU PROGRAM
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Arkansas AHEC Program
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LINES= MEDICAL EDUCATION MO Turn=
TO RURAL AMERICA:

7= ARKANSAS ASEC PROGRAM

AMEC. ware first recommended by the Carnegie Commission Report on

Nigher Education in 1970. In the following year. the Congress
enacted legislation to provide rederal saga= for the
development of AMIICs in medically underservsd areas, as the

Carnegie Canniest= recommended.

The Arkansas MSC Program begen in 1972 and Completed its 28th
year of operation on June 20, 1991. With six strategic locations
throat:eat the state, the AMC progrns remains the principal

Seas of =tending and decentra ia sedloal and other health
profane= education in Arkansas, this year providing quality
training experiences for sore than 450 health profession

students. The overall mission of the AVEC program is
pr::!lished *soh year through a stets:ad* organisation of family

ce residency program., affiliated hospitals, libraries,
voluntary faculty, preceptors, ambulatory care Centera, private
medical practices, area advisory councils and non-profit
foundations, and affiliated special pence. health cars
institutions.

As the catalyst in this network, the AMC Program functions as a

twomeay communication vehicle, *standing the University of
Ark=sas for Medical Sciences programs to all areas of the state,

and provina a channel through which information concerning
health needs, problems and the views of health profeseionals and
the general public an be conveyed to the sedical center.

The Arkansas AMC Program is staffed by full and parttims
faculty in medicine, nursing, pharmacy and allied health

professionals. They are suppsated b sore than 500 volunteer
clinical faculty.

Entering sophomore and junior medical students are introdueed to
practice in =eller communities in Arkansas through the rural
procertorship program. Students work one-on-one with primary
cars physicians in rural communities for four wake. In 1950-91,

the program had a total number of 94 students with 91 physiciann

located in 49 rnrel coamunitiee.

Elective courses offered through the AMMON offer senior medical
students an opportunity to participate in the private practice of

medioine. Electives range in length from four to eight weeks and
cover all primary care specialties and most of the medical

trvrdc
esialti. The 2990-91 senior elective rotation program

pised training for 97 medical Students who to= 100 rotations.

This year a required third year clerkship in family medicine will

be initiated for all medical students. Approximately 854 of
these clerkship. will be located in AMC sites.

Nursing students frau UAns, other universities in Arkansas, and
surrounding states participate in AMC clinical rotations. In

1990-91, a total of 90 nureinq students r*,tated through the
AHJECa.

Directors of pharmacy education attend daily rounds with the
residents and are available in the family medicine clinic.
Transition to an all Phare.D. program, (urrently underway, will
make MEC student rotations a basic par% of the curriculum.

Allied health professional education preirams have developed in
association with regional hospitals and schools throughout the

state. Programs have been establiohed i respiratory care.

rediologi technology, physical therapy, medical technology, and
emergency medical technician -.paramedic education.

The AHEC library network serves as a najor MediCal anu nealtn
professional information resource, for ova- 40,000 health
professionals, students, and others. Linked to the UMW central
library, the five-state (TALON) region and :he National Library
of Medicine, a telefacalaile =sten Permits alsaoat instantaneous
document delivery throughout the AMEC syt.tem

A major focus in each AMEC is the provision v.' continuing
education, and in 1990-91, the AHEM; offered o'er 1.300
conferences for continuing education credit, with over 17,000
attendevs.
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It is clear that information delivery systems have become more
essential in the practice of rural health care, and the

development of such systems is possible with today's technology.

MEC Is the existing model that can serve the information needs

of rural health care providers, whetber they be delivered by

traditional or highly technical systems.

Over the next few years, a technology transfer network vill be

established for disseminating medical practice guidelines to

health care providers. The network will educate providers in

using such guidelines. AHECs are ideally positioned to provide

this network. ARECu already link academic reeourees Of

university health science centers with local planning,
educational and clinical resources in a systee to provide
educational services to students, residents, faculty and private

practitioners.

A prinary goal of the Arkansas AREC program has always been to

improve the supply of family practice physicians. On average,

25% of CAMS college of medicine graduates go into family
practice--double the national average for medical schools. We

believe the AHEc Program is responsible for that.

Mother major goal is to improve retention of primary care

manpower in Arkansas. Eighty-two percent of MEC-based family

practice residents remained in Arkansas after graduation, while
only 60 returned to the state who went elsewhere for their

training.

Another --jor goal is to improve the distribution of Cosily
practice physicians within Arkansas. AS= has been successful in
improving the distribution of physicians in several ways: 1)

Only 71 of AMEC-based program graduates practice in Pulaski
County (Little Rock), compared with 27% of the family practice
graduates who trained at the university. 2) Fifty of the 75
Arkansas counties have received family practice physicians who
graduated from AHEC-based family practice residency programs.
3) Currently 40% of the graduates of MEC-based family praetice
programs are locating in towns vita populations under 10,000.

i) Since 1980, one-half of the new physicians in 20 counties in
:he southern half of the state have been graduates of AREC-based

family practice programs. 5) Almost 70,000 patient visits occur
in AREC teaching clinics, and many of the babies of indigent
mothers are delivered through theee clinics. 6) Sixty-eight
percent of the clinical rotations by medical students in AREC
sites are in primary care. Specifically, 43% of these rotations
were in family medicine.

we are pleased to enjoy respect and support throughout the state,
but we work bard at it. The amount of concurrent internal and
external coordination eequired is greater than any other program
on the campus, but it produces a program that is worth the
effort. The statewide classroom in Arkansas has brought academic
stimulation to practitioners in communities throughout the state.
That kind of involvement lessens the isolation of a health
professional practicing in a rural area. Students benefit by
receiving hands-on practical clinical experiences in settings
similar to that in whiett they will practice. Communities benefit
by having a strengthened health care delivery system. Patients
benefit by having a higher Quality of health ca .2 that is more
accessible to a larger segment of the population.

We have achieved a de-centralized educational prccess for health
professions education, be' there Is muct: more to be done. The
de-centralization achieve, has been largely in partnership with
the major regional hospitals. That is a significant
aecomplishaent and has had a beneficial impact on the
distribution of primary care physicians in the various sectors in
the state, but we have not yet achieved bringing the successful
small-town community practice into the educational process.
Students need to have a longitudinal exposure to successful
small-town primary care practitioners. An exposure to a
successful, happy practitioner in a rural prsetice can provide
the role :nuclei needed to encourage a physician in training to
consider emulating his rural-based mentor.

ss
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Docentralieed family practice residency programs in cosmunity
hospitals benefit Mei areas. Nowever, it Is difficult to
attract fulltime faculty to teaCh in these programs. More
incentivee Are needed. I re-Commend that federal loan forgiveness
be allowed for physicians who *erre as full-time faculty in
family practice residency programs fres which not less than SO%
of the graduates established practice in non-metropolitan areas
in the prior three years.

Another way of improving instruction of family practice residents
in community hospitals would be to encourage through grants the
placement of advance level OB-GYN residents in comnunity
hospitals having residency programs in family practice.

Healta science universities have educational and clinical
resources that could be used to strengthen rural hoepitals. The
federal government could help encourage thane linkages by
providing federal matching funds for university health science
centere that establish on-eite educational and clinical
affiliations with rural hospitals for the purpose of
strengthening those hospitals.

A collaboration that can benefit rural health care systems is to
form linkages between Area Health Education Centers and
Cooperativr Extension Service Programs. I recommend tnat, within
the Departeent of Agriculture, a grant program be developed for
Area Health Education Centers that develop model collaborations
with Cooperative Extension Service Programs to improve rural
experiences of health profession students, expand consumer health
education, and develop support wysteme for health professionals
located in rural areas.

Schools of Public Health can play important roles in the
development of preventive health services, health education and
health promotion pzegrams. Some states do not have Schools of
PLiblic Health. I recoamend that grants to Schools of Public
Health be provided for those schools that will form affiliations
with health science centers in states without schools of public
health. In such affiliations, not 1-ns than 50% of the progrym
initiatives should be rural based and conducted through Area
Health Education Centers, if such ce%ters xist within the state.

Residents of rural areas should be encouraged by both state and
federal governments to expend health care dollars within their
rural communities. A way of providing such an incentive would be
to provide a deduction from gross taxable incoae of all health
care expenditures for individuals residing in rural areas and
making such health care expenditures to health care providers
located in rural areas. This would likely have a small impact on
state and federal budgets, but is likely to be a dec.ision factor
in the choice of health care providers by rural residents.

The recruitment of students into the health professions from
areas designated as health profession shortage areas or medical1y
underserved populations should be a priority goal or local,
state, and federal governments. Part-time work experiences for
high school students residing in such areas can influence career
bonding and community bonding at a time when many career
decisions are being formed. I recommend that federal matching
fonds be provided to city or county governments tbat support
apprenticeship/part-time work experiences in critically needed
health and health related professions for high school students
residing in health profession shortage areas (NPSA) or residing
in medically underserved population groups. The work experiences
should be in the area in which the student resides, not in a
distant medical center.

A new "orate-supported AHECU authority is being recommended by
the National Organization of AFEEC Program Directors. This new
authority would allow the federal government to ccotinue to
support AMC programs thet have acquired matching funds through
state/local support. Through this mechanise the federal
government would acquire the leverage to have established AHEc
networks continue to be responsive to federal goals concerning
access to health care services in underserved areas.
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Finally, the AIRC Program is a peewee program for addressing many
of tha bealth-cara problems that affect rarml areas. The goals
of the AMC Program are part of the same priority goals of
governments and rural communities concerned with Laproving
health.loare delivery and with reversing the deterioration of
rural health care systems. The *tastes of the inIC Program and
its vast array of affiliated oroseisations and individuals has
sada the AMIC.Progres an ideal vehicle in Arhansas for dealing
with rural health care problems. lt is not che single answer to
time problems, but it can be a stremg partner writh health
departments, rural hospitals, local governments, health care
professionals, cooperative extension services, community health
centers and private foundations in the implasentation of
solutions.

An MEC la a good place to nurture a set of programs whiCh target
support tor health nancober training activities in arse. of
greatast needs and across disciplinary lines. An AlirC is a good
place to convert the thsoretical into applied solutions - a geed
place to taach and deasonstrate practical solutions to today's
students who will be tamorrow's professional loaders. An Altte is
a good place for encouraging and facilitating involvement of
individuals, inatitstions and orgacliation. sager to collaborate.
An ASEC is a good place to eszia.ts. scarce regoorces. An AnrC is
a bridge between health sciences and the community » a bridge
betimes solutions and needs.

ARKANSAS AHEC
RESIDENT PRACTICE LOCATIONS

AHEC South Arkansas 1982 - 1989

AHEC Northeast 1982 1989
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ARKANSAS AHEC
RESIDENT PRACTICE LOCATIONS

AHEC Fort Smith 1976 - 1989

AHEC Pine Sluff 1978 - 1989

AHEC Northwest 1976 - 1989
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Mr. Htymaiw. Thank you, Charlie.
I want to thank all of our panelists, and say goodbye to Dr. Mel-

nick, who wants to get away from this cold, wet weather, and get
back to the land of the sun. I think we have heard a great deal
about programs that work this afternoon, how hard are to get

and funded. But we have heard a -4 -4 ly 01 -;ncrei;-,
spective, that much more can be done by
other institutions as well.

We are now open for comments and questions regarding the pro-

Cnwe have lied described. Even more importantly, we would
tso hear more about other model programs that you folks may

direct or know about, and we would welcome further observations
and recommendations about Federal policy and health professions
education generally.

We would like each person to introduce themselves and then
offer their observations. Yes, sir?

STATEMENT OF JOHN DAVIS, COOPERSTOWN. NY

Dr. DAVIS. John Divis from Cooperstown, NY. I was also struck
by the rather positive note this afternoon that since crying for
money isn't going to do any good since thine isn't any, it is nice to
hear people are actually doing something. I was struck by Dr. Hul-
lett's comment as much as anything else, which was that people
like teaching and working with young people.

That really isas a medical teacher, that struck a chord here. I
hwe it struck a chord with others. I gather most of you are medi-
ml teachers.

We have two programs in Cooperstown, one with Dartmouth and
one with the University of Rocer, wherein third-year medical
students come out for only a short time to our outreach satellite
centers. They have a terrific time, and so do all the people in thobe
health centers working with them. It is a very positive experience
all the way around.

I have no idea yet whether there will be any longitudinal payoff
or how many of these students will actually end up in rural prac-
tice. But there is certainly a lot of excitement out there, and it is
energizing the rural centers, as well as possibly interesting some
students. By the way, even Columba is interested now in getting
involved, and sending its student& up into the country, its thi
year students. So we think we have made some impact there.

I would challenge all medical schoolseverybody ought to be
doing something, whether it's the 9-month 11/41innesota model,
whether it's the 5-week family practice Dartmouth model, whether
it's the 6-week University of Rochester internal medicine model,
whether it's the Upstate Medical Center 9-month model, or what-
ever it is. Every medical school ought to be out there looking into
the cummunity and getting together with the community and get-
ting their students out there. That's one thing we can do.

Unfortunately, nobody's going to pay for this. But it probabl3r is
not quite as expensive as you would think, in terms of the fact that
students do add a certain amount of sophisticatinn and help out
there in the clinics. It's not just a total loss for the clinics.

Thank you.
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Mr. Humm. Right on, Dr. Davis.
Dr. Human. One of the things we are 1. 6 at during this 3=is to actually address that issue, =4.4: y in conununity

centers. We have a productivity mandate that we are sup-
posed to meet. And many community health centers ck not want to
work with students because think that with no real proof that
they actually slow up their 4, 44uctivity.

We feel frmn our experienceand we have been working with
students before this grantthat third-year students do slow you up
a bit in the - ;44 i4 It's all according to how long they fus with
you. Usually 6 about a week, they don't slow you up.

In fact, a lot of the patients love the amount cf time they spend
with the patients. I can't spend the amount of time that the stu-
dents with the patients. But the patients love the attention,

if they are accepted in the community, and it is accepted
In our community.

So that is somethini that we can look at. But we are doing some
time studies, and we hope by the end of this 3 years to show wheth-
er it does affect productivity, and how the students work in the
community health center setting that does require certain federally
mandated services.

Dr. AMUNDSON. I was medical director for nearly 10 years of a
community health center that integrated family practise education
into a TMe 330 center. Those of us that did that still have scars.
But those scars have now turned into beauty spots, beczuse it has
now become federally recognized, and a model, one of the models of

It just needs to occur more, and Dr. Hullett 'rah whom
I had the opportunity to work on a Federal grant review team, ex-
emplifies what can happen and shows you what one person can do.

Dr. LBONG. I'm Darryl Leong, from the National Assiociation of
Community Health Centers. First I want to comment on the con-
cept of teaching community health centers, and to take this com-
ment a bit further. I want your reaction to this. Not just with
health esthonal students themselves, but even for students
before enter the health professioa in terms of finding and re-
cruiting right kinds of students that are going to come back
and practice in these communities, minority, &sMvantaged, rural
students as well.

The first community health center, or the second one, Mount
Bayou, actually had offers of education. It was fimded by the 0E0
as mrt of a health center. The job for this office was to rfxruit and
fiM students that would actually enter health careers, sanitariana,
nurses, doctors, and dentists. They actually have some data that
should be coming out to show that this office was suxessful.

But at the health center itself, they see patients every day, they
are part of the community. They are excellent recruiters for future
students. I just wanted to comment on that for some of the panel
members.

Dr. Hentxrr. We also do that in our area, not as organizers and
an office, but a part of the responsibilities of the students we have
now, 25 percei. t is community based, and Fart of that time is they
do speak to the high schools and elementary schools, too. We go
from grades 6 through la Thsi teams make a presentation. They
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decide what they want to present and then present it as a team,
with the different -

This exposes the 'el t s te to the fact that there are other disci-
plines. Most kids know there are &atom and nurses, but they are
not really familiar with all the other . . they can do. So we like
to expand the role and use the other Ili care Be-
cause in small towns and rural communities, we work as teams.
The pharmacist is just as important as the doctor. In ..., if you
have ever known a small-town pharmacist, he is on call 24 hours a

like the doctor. They are always being called in the
of the night to go mix up some medicines.

But the interrelationship a those health care professionals is
very important. We attempt to address that iesue.

Before that, we worked with the Macy Foundathm in developing
a v they train , school students to look at the
herlrmprofessions. Bight now, - is a long time don't see
benefits from these things for a i time. You are . 41 4' about

. with the sixth grade, and 4 '44 they have to g i
high -, secondary undergraduate, and then college. So to Pro-
festdonal

tt:V

it's a iontalme.
We now have a group has finished college, and we have five

who went on to health care miessions. Most of them are medical.
And some people consider the a failure because there
were only 5 out uf about 30 - s'..

But a ay didn't look at the fact about 20 finished college.
And in an area where that has never really occurred, to have that
many finish college before, even though the mtitoritx of them went
into law, so I have a lot about that. But the idea is that we can
impact on the youth in our communities. This is a group of profes-
sionals that we have living in the communities that can do that.

Dr. Camman. I would like to make one observation about work-
*th community health centers. For years we have had family

residency al " in Arkansas in community sites, but
we have had only a te hivolvement with community health
centers. We have a a developinent taking place right now. We
are starting a new - - cy program, and in the adjacent county,
a new community health center is starting.

We are planning to Integrate those two progranis as they develop
simultaneously. The AIM:. Program is hal in the recruitment
of the providers for the Community Heal I ter, cross-appoint-
ing them as faculty in our residency program.

Bdr. Htmtax. I feel a real theme of this meeting today has been
the relationship of medical schools and federally supported commu-
nity health centers. I just want to say one quick word about com-
munity health centers. I assume most ti you know about them, but
some of you may not know. These are group medical practices scat-
tered all across America, located mostly -in poorer communities,
both in inner-cities and rural areas. They are directed by boards of
directors who have to have a maj,ority of users and are from the
community.

They are private medical practices in that you or I could go and
get our medical care from these practices and care for our children,
and we would pet good quality medical care. However, those of our
friends and neighbors who might not be employed, or might be un-
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deremployed, and would not have the money to pay a fee that is
based on what it costs to services, would be able to go to
these centers, because the - in cost would be subsidized by
the Federal Government.

So we have some MO grants to community and migrant health
centers across the country, and nearly 6 mill .1 Americans get
their daily, primary care from community and migrant health cen-
ters.

It gets back t. what I said this ". about the problem of
health entitlement, unless there is -"L" _y there to actually pro-
vide care. It is a way of trying to build ca ty in rural areas a5
well as in the inner-cities where the cocaine epidemic and
the AIDS epidemic have increasingly made it difficult to attract
and retain health personnel of all kuirki.

Since there are extensive clinical standards, at community and
migrant health centers, childhood immunizations that must be
given preventive care that must be offered, they provide ideal set-
tings for training because the comprehensive medical care that
most people believe ought to be offered is for the most part offered
in the Nation's community and migrant health centers.

Yes, sir?
Mr. SCHONGALLA. Tom Schongalla, speaking for myself again.
I want to address the Canadian example of medical education. I

wonder how many of you realize that the Canadian spends $3,000 a
year for his undergraduate medical education, nothing for his pre-

te education. In fact, I would like to see what you guys
do in a comparison of the total medical budgets for the 18

Canadian medical schools against comparable US. schools.
I would even make an aside and say I would like to see a com-

parison between the osteopathic and allopathic. I suspect the osteo-
pathic are much less expensive.

But I understand we are not likely to make that trade here. That
brings me to my point with Dr. Melnick, I'm not too sympathetic
with the statement that a guy only makes $80,000 or $100,000,
when Ph.D.'s in economics start at $35,000 or $40,000, and our
training is fairly extensive, too.

In fact, if I were smarter, I might have been a physician. What I
mean is, I don't have much sympathy for r. guy that says "I have a
lifetime of $150,000 and T can't pay it off." I did my little calcula-
tion there. At $100.000, that's $13,000 a year, and at $150,000, it's
$19,000 a year. I suspect you could fill every slot

Later on I would like to make some points, but let me make one
point that if you have not looked at

Mr. HumAx. Let me digress here just for one second. I'm not
sure that was the best way to put it, the way Dr. Melnick did it
But I do know there is data from the Association of American Med-
ical ex:Ileges that indicates a very high percentage of medical stu-
dents who graduate are in debt. The average indebtedness is now
approaching $100,000.

n more disquieting though, is the point I think he was trying
to make, and that is that the extent of your indebtedness appears
to be very closely correlated to the kind of specialty choice you
make. If yau are a lot in debt, you are not going to become a family
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physician, became it is to be much more difficult, even if it's
postal* to pay off that

Mr. ScriormALLA, I would like to go along with the points. I just
finished dealing with a &an in New York ftte who tells me that
New York State spent 50 percent of ita educaticsi budget for the 5
percent of the people in health. That's the kind of thing that needs
to be looked at. And you all are more aware of it than I am, but
Medkare direct medical educatim and Medicare indirect are over
810 billice. They could be reallocated to focus name in the rural
&DM

But what you hear in this group, if you listen closely, is that
*11 wants to attack those a because if we attack any
of - other, the person that the attacking gets sunk, and we
continue in the status quo.

Cornell is my alma meter. But Cornell is putting a billitm and
one into New York City for a new medical center that may not be
justified. The interest cm a billion and one could do a lot in a rural
area. But I notice an absence of interest in expressing and examin-

ia7dreisthiose

questions in that style. I would love to have Dr. Cranford
that.

Dr. CRANFORD. We dca't have a billion dollars in Arkansas. We
are just a poor State.

I don't know what to say to that. But I would certainly say that
in our State, while we are spending dollars for the main campus in
Little Rock, we have a chancellor who is also willing to spend

out in the rural AHEM. I think that's what you need. You
need leadership that is willing to do both. We try to develop re-
search, but at the same time we are not forgetting the rural health
network, and we are putting more money into it this year.

That's the kind of priority we have at our school, and it's that
kind of priority that has made the rural program flourish. Unless
you have it, it's not going to.

Mr. HUMAN. Bob.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT BOWMAN. EAST TENNESSEE STATE

Dr. Bowsuot. Robert Bowman, East Tennessee State, Johnsou
City. Both at the AHEC Conference as well as other conferences,
there has been some concern expressed that through AHECs or
other methods or even through other family practice residences, we
kind of espouse a mini-medical center mociel that we basically
thrust upon whatever areas, whether they are rural areas in Ay
kansas or Termessee, instead of really trying to make more repre-
sentative rural areas.

For the Residency Review Committee's example, Spokane re-
quires four committed family practitioners involved in teaching,
four to six specialists, a hnspital that has full service ER, OB. By
the time yrou take that, you have a poWation of 30,000 or 35,000,
and you have a fairly good-sized mcal center. That's exactly our
dilemma in setting up the Kellogg commmoumcieZ based

Do we go by that community very mprrinuthrusting
ourselves on the communities, and eetting up a mini-medical center
in a rural area of Johnson County with 12,000 people, or do we dif-
fuse things out, more like a Minnesota RPAT model, putting people
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in cmnmunity based sites for 9 roonths and allowing them to work
one on one with practitioners?

If you look through tin LCME, they say that students need to
. 'work with students. So RPAT and others are in violation of the

LCM11 guidelines. If you look at the rcy level, the rural
tracks, you have one-on-one, you have location, size

of bodies and other folks to deal with. There
are t impedhnents to develoring both in terms ci funding,
as as LCIVI'S and ACME and Aency review committees.

I think the lu,. - picture is how to get people into rural
areas. What do we show them? That goes back to Flexnor,
who is very much process and curriculum and the teachers in-
volved. That ended up.in major urban tertiary medical centers
versus the other guy-4 have - his namewho was out-come.hased. The outcome In ..- _ and other rural training
tracks and RPAT is that those are very good means, both on a stu-
dent and nnident level, of preparing people for medical practice,

°Tel albrestill have those impediments. My question to the panel is,
in rural areas.

how do we help remove those impediments? Things are not okay
out there. I need to know this, because I am teaching a rural mini-
fenowsliip program, and part of that program is to help rural,
family practice faculty develop their sites and their curriculum. I
am going to have to talk with Loren and other folks on a regular
basis to Und of fmd out what those requirements are and how they
can either modify them or work viith them.

Mr. HUMAN. Well, I think it t .4. t be time now to ask our panel-
ists if they have any closing ts. Charlie?

Dr. CRANFORD. I would like to make a couple of points. One is
that in developing an outreach program in Ar,, we had tc go
through at least two : First, it was necessary for us to devel-
op a regional h u network in order to go out one ring in the
tree, if you will - that analogy.

that, then, the second step was to go into the small corn-
and into the private practitioner's offices and show stu-

dents a hap, satisfied practitioner in a small town, and give stu-
dentp a role model to emulate. It's not enough to just take a uni-

=hovital based training program and put it in a smaller re-
,

You get a better dispersion of graduates by doipg that., but
you have not really accomplished a rural outreach program with-
out going to phase two. We have not yet done phase two as well as
we want to, and that's our priority right now.

Mr. Humor. Bruce.
Dr. BAT= One of the things that strikes me is that this

ha; a great desire to accomplish the goals we have been
about all day. We have seen a lot of talent and a lot of ideas on
how to do it. We keep bumping up against some of the same walls,
the LCME, as the last questioner was talking about, with the
A OMR

The problem has to be that we need to look at a different accred-
iting and granting structure so that those of us who want to be dif-
ferent and can be different are allowed to be different, and allowed
to meet that national agenda.
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I have heard that students don't want to go into the rural areas.
I have heard that rural practitioners don't want students out there,
because they are going to take time, or hospitals tbn't want them
there.

Nane of that is true. All the students want to be there. The prac-
titioners are enersized by having them there. The communities are
etwrgized by having them them 'The student aspirations and edu-
cational systems are influenced. We justwe justand that's the
saw word, need to accept a different .

Dr. Htiwirr. I would like to reem,. ," that the medical train-
ing can occur i.4 communities and community based programs, es-
pecially like our community health centers, that are set up to do
this type of training. Sometimes it takes the communities to go to
the universities to get something done, and we have shown that we
could do that.

The universities have to be somewhat flexible, and they have to
be willing to look at other sites. I think the environment now is
right for universities to look elsewhere for ambulatory care train-
ing, because that will be the mode of the future. It is now time to
sit down and discuss and work up those linkers, before being
forced to do it, to develop those good relationships with one an-
other. And it can occur.

In our small prpgram now what has happened is that we linked
with the University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Birmingham, Hunts-
ville, and Samford. We have gotten calls from other institutions in
the State, a little bit annoyed that they were not asked to be a mrt
of the whole program, other pharmacy schools and other medical
schools.

So once you show you are interested, sometimes other people will
come to you.

Mr. HtruAN. Loren.
Dr. AMUNDSON. I have a couple or three comments. The Residen-

cy Review Committee is now in its review process, there is a meet-
ing to be held in September. In this last week, I have reviewed two
applications for alternative training tracks, where family practice
centers will be one in a community of leas than 1,000 people, and
one in a community of just over 1,000 people. So keep your ideas
coming, and many of those are being accredited.

I would just like to make a couple of other comments. One is
that in further evidence of South Mkota's commitment to rural
health and the underserved, in addition to Senator Pressler's ef-
forts, Senator Daschle and Congressman Tim Johnson have been
very active.

You have heard about Governor Mickelson. I am happy to say
that Dr. Rod Perry, the Executive Dean of our Mediml School, is
here today, and Dr. Marge Hegge, from the College of Nursing at
South Dakota &ate University, who is project director of a federal-
ly funded interdisciplinary rural health enhancement project
grant.

Rapid City now hes an application in for a Title 330 community
health center, and at the same time we are diligently working on
and hoping for an application for a new family practice residency
in the same community, and the two would obviously meld closely
together. That's the same site that Secretary Sullivan has just
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named as one of six sites in the country for an infant imtnuniza-
don initiative, so things can meld together.

You may also renember that that's the land that "Dances With
Wolves," and the 50th anniversary of the finishing of Mount Rush-
more, so there is still time to come and visit us.

My list comment would be that to show you that you can come
to Washington and get mowers, our friend jeff Human, he told me
today our State Office of RuralHeigth Grant had been funded. So I
came to Washington and found something out I do have to go
home and find out for how much, though, right, Jeff?

Mr. HtrztAx. I myself am looking forward to going to Rapid City
the next time. I understand Kevin Costner's face is gving to be
added to the mountain, and I'm sure we all look forward to that

want to thank all of you for sticking it out today, and for
making this contzibution to public policy. Again we thank Jenny
McCarthy for making this possible on behalf of the Committee.

It is impossible to summarize what has happened today in a few
words, because a great many things have been discussed in depth
that bear further examination, and I think we are all going to look
forward to the final report of the workshop. But I do think there
was at least one major theme that I kept hearing over and over
again, and it had to do with accountability. We make an enormous
public investment in medical education, not only from the Federal
Government, but from the States, and we should be able to meas-
ure a benefit to the common good that comes out of that invest-
ment.

Part of the common good we are looking for from our perspective
is that we know we need more rural primary care providers, and
we think we should expect results from thaw programs, given the
nature of our public investment My hope is that over time we will
be able to see that this was one of the steps we took in a direction
that brought us closer to achieving that ob*tive.

Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 3 p.m., the workshop was adjourned.]
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mute blab quality general practitioner rah maddel. Tbe author
smarms coosiderm ion of permeably ihfinenees. as awasured by
ttw Myrna Anus 'Type Indicator. m a poesdile earseatiee factor

themenres betwerm the allopathic and ostsopathw seaments
of medicare anad Med 83, &milkman 3tiellOrti87 P.

awn. As a ;waiter of fart. on some
martens 4 was Prinstdered a blemish
that so few osteopathic phys'wtants
ware an the "real apeciabwa." Today .
the osteopathic medical profeesion.
havang existed for one hundred yell*
emphasiting the general practice
tiefil, provokes msestaona about bow
ise achieved tine maws, foamy! which
gnat allopathic medicine now swam
to be siniggling,

Thu' prevalenan of general pram.
tonere has created an optimality
strong and active Ameriran ranyfr ni
General Proclaim:writ in Osteopathic
Medicine and Surgery Thsa orgasms
I ton IA the !argent and the most pow
ego) ormantration in the osteopathic
profession, exceeding all other ape
coat) groups. It extends us wrong in,
%rare m all accreditation and
rat matters, and ii is a &Romani force
in the Anwnran Osteopathic &mons
teas. beyond any other pimp This.
too. mtn play an important rote.

White rause and effect cannot he
determined an a profesionn Outt has
unfortonstely done Wile research on
itself. and white t here nem be AptrOla
bon pro and con about the masons.

as lamest nevertheless that meth
cal eduininm experts interested in
piodoring pommy' care phsswians
should at least took at the hotory of
the oneopat hic medical profession for
am elites that might be utihred

"here ts, Antm4,, Of ? ?AN P %orgy t ?4,0
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Oillarescra betimes Ostropatbir
and Allopathic Medical Colima

ABOW me to present some Inds and
Nig isika and, unavoidably, some per.
moat amnion; I shall try to point out
which ia which, I shall present mem&
characteristics of osteopathic method
pnwtato and osteopathic medical edu-
cation that am thftrent from allo-
pathic medico; educational inatitu
lions and therefore might he
smnihrant. I further will hate to dif-
ferentiate between the collem I
moment ISiautmestern ('ollege of
Osteopathic Medicine) and other os-
teopathic medwat colleges, because I
cannot speak in detail for them. men
though osteopathic awaked edor,stion
pattern* SP* somewhat Mailer

Student Selerbon Procesto

In chronological order, one of the tirst
factms that I hadiece is important ta
the student selection process It has
been pointed out in the Wetmore. and
a great number of people in medical
animation agree moth 4, that for the
moat part adnossisot comindtese tend
to clone themselves. So, hecaum the
osteopathic medical profess:on has
been a prammion of general practi.
timers, and because the ratenpathic
medical prides-4mi with tta small wee
has never bren aide to devehm large

SA?



modem* matins, the number and in-
fluence of epecielisb in osteopathic

education and Ohm oaten-
Mhiginstitutions Mee generally

lowto than I ti alkpathk medi-
cine. ThTh* roma/ practitioners have
tended to predominate in our medic&
schools and, as a murk limy time
themselves by pickin g. ct swim* et
unnmetiously. those medical etti.
dente who emuld prahality become
general practitintwm Funher. a meat
number of randidistes are referred tn
ostoopethie inedird carps by thie
large mass of animal practit loners.

Didactic Courses

hi the educational worm itself, the
differeetee between allopathir and
ouropathir medical mirrieule are be,
InsA In many to play an influentni

Ostimpathir institutions literally
train students to hecome general
prertitioneis try utihring edurasamat
arrangements abandoned in the ann
;whir system. A. a matter of ram
aftupathir general practonowns were
prndurrd in meat number* when the
pmkssion stW used the old worm
Osteopathic mechral schools still con-
Melon* math dadaistc mimes in all
beide al medicine to their midergrati.
Mrs before they are wet nut for
clerkships or mistime+. All students
take required courses in all ',objects,
so that every eetesmathic inedwal stu
dem receives crimple*, classroom ex-
posure to the entire thild of medicine
Add thr fart that, in most colleges of
onermathir medicine, my few elm
1 Ova are offered Thrs. even for throe
modem. whn feel that they hare p.
fined WOW other uhnnate goal for
themselves. oneopathw undicel edu
carom provides a mill. rounded gen
eral prectire Isackmnund Fer those
sturtern. interemed originally in inin
end prernie, their feehnes can be
rernforced.

Clitoral R44ations

Chnical rotations iftl clerkstOPO
iisteoptahir medical student. tend to
he skewed m the direction of general
prrietwr ohm Most nitations are re
mined of all students and generally
rover B broad spectrum of noun

SAS
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cam aects. Most osteopethic meth-
cal relieve requite a asinine m of one
worth of matins in general martin,
and many tequila more. In many
MPS, these rotetiotra me taken an
psweptorships with a surcesidel gen
end prartithatet. staving bath in his
or bee office and on hospital rounds.
For these stiOents with trey general
practice bent, this tan well serve in
another reit:tenet ft aim sends a
mammy to the studams about the im .
postaine of primary tore.

Further, it must he noted that, fur
the must part, elional rotations am
taken is osteopathk hospital* or os .
levant* nudity) chairs, where there
is *Immo a lope each, of general
pismire physicians caring for their
patients alone or in ronjunisam with
osteopathic specialists Thu., mon ie
a specialty natation, the osteopathic
medical student tend intemi is con .
staidly reposed to general practire
ohs-Mentes oaring for their own pa-
tients.

Stitnheamem University ('ollege of
Medicine titfrOM) has Iwo and a
half soars of didactic education, one
semeater lancer than moat allnpathir
medical imitastions and even a fen
other tetecipathic medical whoribi
This to se became thr administratinn
of WON behest* that there is en
merh didartw material to he ahsoriwd
before clinical exposure rn order to
create a wenremded physician.

In thew tone, SfrOM ion
dents speod IR month,' sin clitoral ro-
tation* or clerkships, of which 13 are
in primary care fields. All modems
must wend at team tour months in an
ambulatory pommy care set t
most lake three months in a rural
arts and one month ni
time In additinn, at Irina ima (oher
rotations am .ur; tfinfrattatiniv Al .
though our ourfrnts serve WHIP rota
loom an nearby, Mahly uphisticated.
tenuity rare renters, most of them
ore in rommunity hetipsids, stitch is
what mom nsteopathir instoutems
eta and roman/rots hospitals tend to
he more pommy cam finenteli

Internship Charartsristi,

Another major lactor, 44e helafir. rs
thr isiteopathtr mituireme-it fid a

meleet rotating enema* on mot-
plena* et tbe four years of andervad-
nate wrok. This Mating internship,
retained by the tetipathk manna
prefresion

mi
, tonally Wows the troth

timid form and exposes the intern to
geseral practice type of experitere.

Tao thme-month mistime each are
devoted to methrine and swirl; Dm
month each to obsietricsimmersiugs,
pediatrics, and gentnal practice. se
well an a mwaionth elective. A two.
month rotation is spent im hospital.
specific sereires awls as railinlogy, pa-
thology. and imeethesiolorty.

Recently, the osteopath,- medical
professional has introduced a more
pregreseive intermdlip, optional to
I he t raditional, allowing for more am
hulatory CM fraiche?. In this pm.
gremive Internship, ter example. NM-
of pedietrics and 25% of obstrowa/
gynesitrem nmet he in ambulatory
care nanny.

Osteopathic General Practitioners as
Role Models

lam addit Om, slime mom of these in
temships am in osteopathic comma.
nay hompitali, the intern encounters
a number of hire role model mineral
proctithmem to emulate. And it is not
unusuai for some itf them general
practitionem to infinetwe ions, ni the
interns in tlw direction ef primary
rare The., aim often nod their future
part nem among the interns

Furthermore, the omettpaithr in-
ternship, placed as it is between tlw
senior year anti residency training.
Mfords the omeopathe phIsicium
graduate the opportunely to look
around while gaming another year of
minority and another year of hood
espertence before has ing to make a
solid rommestrot to a firki of prac-
tice So osteopathic materna. in
Outmost as IMPOI Ivy general prami
lioness as hi speriahmo, ran observe
HI,' opportunities evadable for a is
warding and Imannalk stable pear.
t WA in general mestrine as a Ytahle
alternator hi speriatty prartire

In the oineopat for medial prof"
%PO. WIN shout Pi tears aso, it arm
moral tor mans. I t to enter Wad tar
immedfittel upon rompletion fif in
arrestor, This was possible because

1 2 u
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an natienpa hie phyairisn's entire es
mute dining his or her four yearn of
imdenparlunt, mirk mod during in.
tienehip is a gentwal practice rsperi
emu. Thin entry dhectly hum intern.
ship into practice accounted for lame
numbers ut osteopathic physicians'
being in general praetor.. Wet of
three physicians included the hospital
nor of their patients as part at their
prselkos By virtue of this, mar*
pother interne have the npportunity
to aer awreeshd and happy prier&
prartitiontre to emulate.

h is easy to see. understanding the
preceding dractiption, that them him
hewn iner the yew. a position al pres-
tige Leld hy general prectitiimme
tbr ORIVE.p.ti hit prefew.ion. mil. plus
other factive minion* mentained,
aptwato tit help attract hieharlirming
etadents in as greet an amount as do
I he specialiwa.

In most ostermstho haspitals the
depart 'awn! 14 gement, mem ice n 1 he
Jammu department. adding more
strength tir the roan* of tlw general
prone toner. In newt ineereer hie
medical sehonts, pnwral prartirinners
°crony a similar predominsiwe, the
department of general practke hemp
the largeat or nearly the Immo in the
inertirtion tin the rave nf %WOK
general prectire it tfw hugest depart
ment in the instatairust This furtive
adds to the Ifs el of m.14;114,41» of gon .
erot pewter hr attaienta

hy way of summary, then, one can
Per that the osteopothw medirai pen
townent has a watkorit.r rd general
peartitioners, pnAltiro high quality
ode misich for etudenis tin part he
cause of the tante numbers). rerog
ruses generel pram ice es art important
lptiw pohtiralle and influentially, pine
more emphasis ort primani Cafe in
firedog-torn) wore. tertntetatem griwrat
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praline rotations and mai Malian
early in the curriculum. and empha.
titre strongly the rotating internship.

}Invest Clueseteristica

There is an interments consideration
shout an absent faster that may in-
fluence emPhesia on primary ease in
the osteopathic medirel prollssion.
Dr. Jahn Fremont' has mitde the

eklatmt that slew of the moans ea-
!email* medicine hes prnduced en
many general practitioner, is that the
pen/min/I Is not buidtmed by huge
tertiary care cement that blind every-
one in reel health ram needs. Tina is
probably an.

Personality Differences
among Xpecialiste

Finally. I would law to make a point
about a web*/ not menterned at the
ennferenre. Nu one dimmed the dif
(menses in penetratey between thew
phyekians who enter primer, one
and those who pi Wu tbe highly an
plOsticated. highly swished mem

medwine. ;tiling the Myers Dow
Personality !memory. it is prosible
to mearsire le persimality types. A
considerable body of literature nt this
field Points tint await* differences
among the reruns sprciahreto At
least one pope,' reported Minter per.
sonaht, tepee in oetropathir physi
mans arid primary raw lif.D.e and
birth of these groom are different
bons tlw tither specialties. They have
a higher frequeney of arming and
sensiogientemg types rtf personality
It these pereimality finclinm aro crir
rect, then the determination of wht+
guwe mitt pnmare me and Ithn does
rue min he made long twiner. any of

... ., kw fl MR/ st.t.r) I Mt ii tie
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the factors that were diereased st the
confluence

Concludes

As an asteepathie physician, I wish
that I could say specihally that the
factors I hese dimmed amount for
ear hints pep:amiss of primary nate
physicians. Since there see me ststio-
WM data of note, I tan merell Put
thew ettributes of osteepathie medi-
cal education in juetepoehien with
the fact that the osteopath* 'mks-
Mon does prod= huge nomitme ef
printery cant ph/tartans and general
prectitionets, and they enter practice
in large ambers in rend and inner-
city amps of method tmderserreiee. I
shall leave it to future researchers to
*simmer came and effect.
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Andrew Taylor Still Memorial
Lecture: The third world of
medicine
MIN= MELItICK. a e rear
PAtilr 1.54.04.
North Mrs= besth. Rends

Three times now I hove had the humbling aspen-
ence amending in Westminster Abbey, literally at
the fret area ?ersonslities d the peetliteran,
statesines. hatoesand feeling a significant sense
othsidaris continuity. I compare todayb miperience
on this platferm to those three visits to England.
One difference is that thorn of us who are fortunate
to be cheap to deliver the Andrew 'limier Still
Memorial address peas this way but one time.
Hiniever, the =penance is the same. lb look back at
the long list of distingushed end outstanding Pei .
sonalitass who hove grsced this lectmestim bring*
an undeserved halo to my head, but a warm and
&asp appreciation for the history of osteopathic
medicine and the honorable position in winch you
have placed me. Trite but true, my cup runneth
omr.

Those erre who know me well know that I have
put 40 years of energy and activity into the os-
teopathic prokssion. I have gawked herd in a wide
variety of flinctions end servgii in hundrede of ways.
But the truth of the matter in that ail my work in
the profession, sr extensive as it seam en wiper, is
infinitesimalt compared to the honors my profession
has bestowed open me, the mirk* education my
profession has given me land! mean Male than my
1/41 degree, which Ua uself is precious), and the
mountains of self- sandection my profession has
brought me. And I mn not even talking about any
worldly weelth, whatever that may be, that my
profession has enabled me to acquire.1 seriously
behove that I need no topic todey A recital of what
our profession has done for me end what it has done
for emelt ens of you serves as a self-standing memo-
nal to Andrew limier Still. Trite but true, my cup
runes& ever.

In 1962, the French demographer Alfred Sanity

Lahr, Thyke neii Idetherrel bean The third world eg mecum

coined the term "Third World" and, by analogy to
the Third Estate, said it was -nothing and manta to
be sureething." Them *mall countries, unaligned
with the First World of tho Waste= Bloc or the
Second World of the ;astern Bloc, were viewed as
an entity containing a number of common charm-
terietiaunderdevelopment, poverty, and eco-
nomic dependence on the first two worlds. Orig-
inally small, the Third World =entries hew now
grown to constitute mere than half of the weal&
population. By the beginning of the nest century
they will compose 60 percent of the workfs popula-
tion.

1 propose that there ia she a TWA %rid in
medicine, totaily analogous to the politica! uni-
verse. It has similar characteristam. It is essen-
tially "nothing and wants te be :something* and it
generally is associated with underdevelopment,
poverty, and economic dependence. It, too, suffers
from relative inattention. And it, too, is growing
with Piper speed.

The First World is general medicine, which is
directed primarily toward white, middle and upper
close America and seems to make an assumption
that everyone who requires medical care can get it
and get it adequately The Second World is the one
of highly-sophisticated, highly-specialised medi-
cine, which is aimed et being more and more in-
volved in the minutiae of specialties and
subspecialties and is concerned with bringing the
highest technology to beac regardiem depot. Quite
=Wage= to geopolitics, we have two strong, afflu-
ent, and dominating faction&

Now there appears to arise a Third World of
medicinelt comprises a groan ofmedical fields as
dherse as the countries ofThird World politics but
analogous to them in =worse and poverty tin the
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sem of paucity of attention and underdevelop-
mean, Just es senthigists may comic* point out
that them are name Third World nations making
apparent progress, tt can be said that mine of the
mess that I classify in Third Weld medkine have
been gem attention but in thew/well ethane they
*till mng.. neglected Thiid Weld. This Third
World anthem prienerdy Ili geriatrics, an es-
plosively growing medical market which is essen-
tially being underemphasised in medical school
teething 12) rural medicine, the care of a "def.
hewer pea* te a "different" environment which
is still as neglected and undersemed a population
as it twer was; end (3) for want of a better term.
minority modifier. whit+ deals with a large
Dumber of tweet% undeserved minority pupils-
nom. These minority pope WNW are groups which
haw spaced problem ia most ruses particularly
rotated to their minunty statue Thew oil measly
mind* Marko. Haitian immigrents. Hispanic im-
migrants. and, kes obviously. migrant workers.
henosmuals. the homeless, and ether groups
edam mineray status, or cultural hackgruuncts, or
different 1th-styles lead them into conflict with the
first two werldo of medicine

The muldene,, as I me it, is that medical edescauun
is formed primarily on the Find WorW and Second
Weld. And that is undenitandable in view tif the
treincedoualy rapid admaces that have been made
in medical science and medical care since Weld
War Mentificetion of the Thud World of mesh
cine. impoverished and underserved. m no way sug-
grata that progress or attention to medical
advances be dummalud It dues suggest, however .
the need for widening the feces end placing more
eniphaais on the burgeoning Third Wurld evrn
though much enigmas has been made itio linen, in
inedicum as in whims, it is maimed that the over-
flew and largenies from the first two 'wilds cell be
sufficient to take care of the Third Wald

it is almost redundant to address any American
audience on 'the graymg of America" or "t he aging
of Anterra Everusne who hes read a newspaper,
watched tekvnUon. or leaked around knows with
absolute certainty that the present KM f alder pee.
pie is increasing yearly and then medicat pesbleims
and the problems of their care multiply geo.
inetrwelly ft is tree that in the medical weld,
more and nage attention us being given to prubleins
of the elderly Hut wry few medical wheels require
their et udents fa be trained in gel-minus I reviewed
the eurrireda uf all the allopothie sahools IA the
United States and found that little is required
Only three medical iichuola haw a cotnpuleury
clerkship in gel-mines, and one of them is in corn .
lunation with fainit loather Only iwsiailsuuleuiut
the Wine ones; baw didactir mu. bea in geriatric
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sublets. Mast* such training is elective et sake-
tive Reeler than 20 percent of malice/ students
choose these electinghi some schoots, mem km
than 6 percent. Soaks wth cavalierly dismiss the
pleMem by saying, "Oa:MUM is taught in all ap-
plicable menses." While controversy rave pa
whether geriatrics should be a specialt y. a sub.
miewisky, or a nonspecialty, and while organiza-
tions pley the 'turf" gime ea where geriatrics
belongs, themands of medics/ atudenta are gradu-
ating yearly with the message that geriatrics is not
really important because it is not specifically
taught.

At Southeistern College of Osteopathic Medi-
cine tSECOM), we established at our inception an
18-hour mine in geriatrics. It te taught by a run-
time geriatrician with opeeial tremina in and a
strung rannutment to the care of the older titian.
In addition to this, every une af oar eluded* is
required to terve a clinical rotation or clerkship in
a scrietne center, with mast of them directly under
the supervision uf our geriatrician. Even this is
perhaps insufficient training in so mipartant a sub-
net, but it dues give every student an exposure to
something we know he must face in his practice and
it &mend a inessage to hun that geriatrics is an
important part of medicine.

Our course in geriatrics includes emphasis on
special pniblems and aspect* of wellness and ilium
in the older pope Wien. We attempt to develop em-
pathy and eemntwity in the students fur the patient
and for the patienth family. Geriatric sopecta uf
pharmacology, including differential doeage, drug
reactions, drug interactions, and polypharmacy,
are emphasised. The &meatier/ and Altheimerls
diseiuse, Leah so prevalent, are given coneiderable
emphasis Plus, we stress the geriatric aspects of
the myriad of diseases to which tlw elderly are
meserptible.

Poverty and near-poverty are rampant among
the 12 permnt of the populatiun lin Florida, 37
percent m which is uver fib years uf age, and they add
to the prubleni of obtaining satisfactory medical
care. So, this estate uf those poverty . affeeted, under.
served, hithmg-to-be-something segment:1 of the
Third World of medithie.

Over the many years during which Amerwa has
essentially changed from a farm economy to a man-
ufact urum. and now a eenlee, ecunomy. tee popula-
tion of rural America htos decreased Even no. the
rural pepulation of this country w still conaider
able However, the prthhtins of nual citizens in
obtaining medical care have diminished only
slightly In this medically advanved country. thou-
sands a smell commundues throughout thtt thnted
Suites are still without adequate medical coverage
For example, a survey taken a few years ago re.
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mated that in the State of Florida there went three
counties without a single phyvician, three counties
with only one physinan he the entire minty, and
three counties with only two physicians. Similar
statistic. min well be found in many other Mate&

Unfortunately. rural medicine receives even lam
Mention than geriatrics. There as less disminuen
about the problems cif rural medicine than there is
about geriatrke and fur fewer attempts to teach the
importance of this field uf medicine. In our survey of
ellopathic medico/ sebaute. only one bets a rural
rotation, culled "combined raid clerkship." and no
schools liat a required didactic counse in rural med-
icine.

Several osteopathic colleges are active in teach-
ing IWH1 medicine to their student& At SECOM,
we requiems full 111-bour didactic warm and every
student must serve a minimum of 1 month in a
rural clerkship Many of our studente aerve as
much as 3 months an nind medicine.

Let me reale a specific pregnun at BMA. We
haw been operating an Amu Health Education
Casters (AHEM megrim fir the past 2 pars and
part of AHEC is the recruitment of health profes-
Menai. fa geographically remote and undermined
areas. Aa a minor part of that proaram. three dour
Misdeals lam summer devised a questionnaire fur
evaluating rural towns for potential practice totes.
They then tested than. questionnaire In two rural
locations in Florida The commumbes they tested
were enthusiastic, The students who did the eval-
uations were enthusiastic and when they returned
tu school, they am up a meeting fur a stialents'
Rural Medicine Club. One hundred students re-
sponded to the Oral meeting and there were only

studenta on campus. Now these endings are
engaged in tun enacts The first se an Intensive
survey el all snail towns in Monde and the pruvi-
non of site evaination for those who are interested,
to be followed by a published compilation of avail.
abki prance sites. Serena, they am attempting to
network thm project with other atudent bodies in
osteopathic colleges arrow the anmtry. It * Impor-
tant to note that osteopathic students are inter-
ested in rural medicine, and we should help them
end encourage them

Ihrhaps a look at the guide in thr SECOM is rural
medicier training program would be enlightening
Same of them may apply to other fields hut cer-
tainly see specifically important for the rural popu.
latina. They include: an awareness of the culture of
poverty; an awarenem of the problems caused by
Mk medicine, on aware-nese of thr differences of
runs/ and urban attitudes toward illnem, oeceasity
for sharpened personal diagnostic akills working
with minimal ancillary services, developmg expert
skills in tnage: and treating patients in the face of

Away* lltyher N1311 Mirmonsi Leatur The th4rd icold .4 4..1.4e.

high degrees of uncertainty. While many of these
are important in the treatment of urban patients,
the added femora in rural medicine +/poverty, in-
creased episodic rare, end minimal resources make
the study of rural medicine so important. Rural
medicine I. another poverty area. undermined and
"trying to be reamething."

There need be hide argument and minimal evi-
dence offered to astalgish the poor medical mre of
our black citizen& id' Haitian immigrants, and tie
large number of Hispanic migrante who have come
to our shores. neve minority grumps eh* face pov-
erty and a lark of medical failities, much of it
booed on the poverty itself.

Even though the Hippocratic Oath and our pro-
fessional ethics demand that all patients be
provided the best emmible care, this has not always
been the case with "diff+rent" populigionethuset
whoa life-style bnngs them into wmilict with so-
ciety or these gnmps whose mono and customs and
myths create emillict with orthodox medicine. You
need look no further than the ravaging AIDS epi-
donne which is dimly spreading to all parts of the
country. I would doubt tht there ant many who
diapette the fact that a more aggressive stance
would have been assumed had the &ease orig-
inally nut been considered primarily one of horne-
t:Weenie. Haman the gay life is at odds with so nnach
of our general heterosexual population, care and
consideration fur victim of AllIS was far lem than
sympathetic. So thio large gruup uf "minorities'
faces poverty and les& than-adequate medical care
They ore certainly medically underserved and ne-
glected And they are a mewing group

How much attention Is gIVIM to this arra in our
medind education institutions? Nut very inudi Fur
example. only 14 medical schools hat any kind of
required training in human aexuality While no
achoola hese required training specifically us the
health of cuhural minonties, four list courses re-
lated to society and social issues

From the beginning, SETOM haw required for itS
students a mune in nunority medieme,
cultural view uf minority popuLtions, to provide
students with sonw insight into the group facture
winch may help er interfere with their medical
care Obvieusly, if you du not undersell od the pa-
tient. if you do nut understand hie background, if
you du not understand the "baggage" he brings to
your conaultation room, yeur ispliedid trent client is
automatically leas effect i ye As a result. hot h phyla.
nan and patient are totally frustrated, and medical
care is less then adequate, and the percept ion tithe
mediral care se pour

We altos have hod from the, mart a mune sn
human sexuality because we twiwve that sit under-
atanding of the wide variety of patterns in assail it y
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SPECIAL ARTICLE

EVALUATION OF A SELECTIVE METWAL 51:313301. AMMONS POLICY TO INCREASR
THE NUMBED OF FAMILY IIIIMICIANS IN RURAL AND UNDERSERVED ARRAS

Kuwaitis K. Ramatowns, M.D.

AMMO ateleopon Mickel Cave lidesied Plwat.
den NNW. Pao Amgen) OPSAP) In 11174: NS mo-
wn ordlemellelly achete mita school applicants boon
nal betitymmode veto Wend to weed to* nigh**
10 Nod and onlemoved 1.

Doluilinti Su prevent Ism Mom tut PSAP (odor
dee from the demo of NM to NM Nee mewled

rail:sell Menthe peers Mceo-PSAP)Millnp
Mooch Mao ode no dittenteme 031don

Worm lietoostoups Wad inepeotomumm &VFW
end nomINIAP goatssodso Mir dueve Men postssoMedo

fnika ipedkostes tom Mit demos of 1978 to 11191
unit almost the tree Is MeV u nomPSAP mks-
N ee to man tandly meadow PA vs MS proeed .

}7moor than 60 years, the grographir maldistri-
.i. of plissicians in the United States hin been

a tutor health care problem." Rural areas ha. e been
particularly undmserved, especially by genneiv care
physiciana" With recent increases in di, overall
number of physicians. onsinnersy has developed
about whether doctors are still needed in rural areas,
or whether the general oversupply of physicians will
"trickle down" to meet the rural needs. 1.8.14 Even if the
distribution af physicians in rural areas is impmving.
however, tile efkcts of this trend appear to be
trenell,2-15.."' and future health manpower policies act-
dressing the national oversupply of physician, (e.g.,
decrossicat die 12 $. medical ;Chard enrollment or re-
stricting the entry of foreign medical graduates) may
well ruminate any small gains in redistobutam that
have occuned.1-541 Tbe shortage uf phssisians in ru-
ral areas, therefore, is likely to continue as a maior
health care problem in the future

A number of ways to address this problem hone
been proposed. including scholarship and Mao-for-
giveness programs. the establishmem of rural clerk-
shim during medical school, the dr:settlement of
departments of family owditine. community recruit-
ment programs, and the National Health Service
email" Many investigamm haw advocated inter-
ventinn in the medical school admissions process as
one means of increasing the number of rural plww
clans..." "I' In provitno studies, two subgroups of
physicians have been consistendy defined as most like-
ly to practke in rural areas. physicians who grew up :it
such arras, and family physicians or general practi-
tiemets.2.7."" Using this information. as well as (le
experience of the Universny of Illinois. where a ape.
cial admissions policy to mcream the number of Fla di
general practitioners was sittressfulf4 Jefferson Medi-

%mate Ikpototei nt NA* Alkda-use. jefigna. %dui (Weir TA.suss
kilemobl.tancnip. Pltdaktlisa &atm wpm mom*, s, 15 flataawas a
twDeral ml t'amit MPAA kffsvaeo Nada& Culket. lamp WIto
son lAmwerws, tOts wthas a . awie at PlutA*41Ao PA 15110

P40.001), Sues Sins se Moly to practice 0 nmod
mos (27.11 10 422 *VW vi. 10.010 11.0 want,
FRO1 ). and two to tow awe se Moly to practice in
arms Idiom Mena le I ph:Atm snorts. 123.7 to 010
wont vs 02 to 111 pootont. Pc0.01). They oven 7 to
10 Mom as Mats se Meer poem to combine a canoes 0
tan* towdolne oviet rubs In a mat ot s tviefsvd
arm (24.4 to 31.1 paroent vs 3.1 to 94 prow
P<S001), Meoley Me god, el doe MAP.

Dee study condudee Met inedoM school Mote-
lions proem ow has. a major *Conn on Me soselady
Mods and geographic posoltod location of physiolons end

=moo onodemiern Inesemobel Me number ce
Mem 0 rural end ursOmeerved was (N Eng1

.1 Med Net 31941104)

cal College hatiated the Physician Shonage Area Pro-
gram (Km)) in 1974. This program, which has been
described elsewhere,' preferentially selects applicants
Ow medical sdwol from rural barkgrounds who intend
to practice family medicine in underserved rural
areas. This paper presents the mutts of a 12-year
follow-up uf the PSAP and evaluates the program's
worm with regard to Its goal of increasing the am-
ber of family physicians in tmderserved meal areas.

Dancansrlors ae THE Potomac

Jefferson Medical College began admiti ing at udents
to the PSAP in 1974. Initially. 12 places in each (lam
of 229 students were reserved be PSAP students,
and in 1978 this number increased to 24. Appli.
cams learned about the program either front thr
admissions brochure or from supplementary material
maded to them an receipt of treir primary application
to Jefferson. They were invited to apply to the pro-
gram if they lived or grow up in. or had strong family
or personal ties to. a medically underserved area of
Pemisylvania an arra so designated by the Pennsyl-
vania Department of Health or federally designated as
a Health Masirxisser Shortage Area tHMSA). In addi-
tion. appliearns Wrfr requited to indicate a hem rpm.
moment to pearlier family medicine in an under-
sened ntes Originally applicants from both rural
and urban untirrserved areas were eligible for the pro-
gram. but a derision was made rack un in consider
only those limn rural arras Iwbo planned to mum UT
rural areasi, anti only taw applicant was Met admitted
from an um ban Arra The incentives for students to
apph to the program included special cnnsider anon in
admissions. preferential selection medicine

Mit". and financial ani ntlinost entirely in the lot in
of repayable loansi in curia of that usually awarded
to Jefferson students.

Interested students applied specifically to the PSAP
lo completing a sopplementars fm-m and supplying
three letters of :et Tonmendaiinn Applicants agreed to

Reprinted from Cr Nr. buriand }own*, lfrIth Mr
329:4110.4816 t Auptia 21s. lima
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tally Man than that of tbeir peen (Table 1). There
was no significant difference between PSAP am .ents
and their etammates in clinical petformance, however.
as measured by the mean weighted third-year clerk-
ship ratings.

On the emanation et the Nuking) Board of Med-
ical Examiners, Parts 1 and II, non-PSAP students
perfiamed signifieandy better than PSAP studeme
There was no ilgodicant difference between the tun
group, on Pan l I, nor in tbe postgraduate perfonn-
ance mange in the fora areas of medical knowles4e,
data-gathering skills, chnical judgment, and profes-
nom! anitudes (Table 1).

Fine*, 56 percent of the PSAP graduates (76 of
155) mak their firat-postgradurne-year residency
training in Ihmily medicine, as compered with l 3 per,
met of their peen (203 of 15961 171.61 df
P<0.001). In addition. 28 PSAP graduates (21 per
cent) entered postgraduate training 113 internal mer
dm, and 3 I? percent) in pediatric& as compared w th
35 percent of non-PSAP graduates in internal mil:Il-
ene and 6 percent in pediatrics.

lasasian Magog
Thin about the location a practise were available

for 43 of 47 PSAP graduates ,1r5.7 percent) and for 798
of 643 ont.-PSAP graduates 194.7 percent) in the
classes gradvating frunt 1978 to 1981. As shown in
Talkie 2, PSAP idumni were significantly more likely
than their nan-PSAP classmates to practice in nun-
metropolitan Inon-SMSAI munties 142.2 vs 11.8
percent). Lyre wittun mennpohtan area& the mane-
ity of PNAr graduatn were located in the least pope-
lated (valance. whereas MOM of their counterparts
were ithe largest metropolitan counties
PSA ahannt %ere moth more likely than their peers
to ite located in counties in which more than lull
th- raTufation rs rural 147.8 vs 108 pc-Tit-nil Cra-
bit 3) Co:nem-Iv, MN numPSLAP graldUltes %MC
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located in the most urban areas (where 10 percent or
less of the populanon is rural).

Regarding area of physician shonage, 18 of 45
PSAP graduates t 0.0 percent) were hunted in coun-
ties listed rutin entirely or (Su rural contain) panty

HMSA counties - a rate filur than% that d non-
PSAP graduates (9.2 percent) Lel 42.1, df I.
P<0.t1014. Even in the frw instances in which the 'n-
ine f mint y. was considered a shortage area. ASAP
alumni writ three limes as likely to practice there as
non- PSAP alumni (8.9 vs. 2.8 percent.) t P<0.05. Fish.
er's rsatI test. one-sided) PSAP graduates were also
ognottcanth inter likely than their dati$41114221 20 prac-
tice in areas with a phvsit lair shortage. defined as
those with a 14111U 01 populattun to physician in eXt rits
of 2(le3 to I 126.7 vs 11.2 prrrenl Tabk 4).

Choke floodafts,

tlw 47 students %hi, graduated !rum the PSAP
horn 1978 tit 1981. 213 t541.ts pertynt) wrtr pluming
tamtly medicine almost live rimer the pent-timer of
lion-MAP graduates to do so 1126 percent,
71)319. df I. V' ii On I Tint rrpsewnls 9813 percent
14 tit,- 24 NAP graduates whi, original!. rnierrd tint-
s ear-pt oteraduate training in fannly nvdtrine In ad-
MIA m. us PSAP gr.oluates 112 8 perces. I were prat-
tullig internal metlit Me. and IMw w a- practicing
pediatrics 12.1 petirnt). 10 compared with 30.5 pre-
terit of non-l'tiA P graduates in intrnial medic Me and

1 percent In pediatrics

tooation ot Pow** Combined ottet Choice of Spa:fatly

When ibr specialties t Innen lo Jefferson graduates
%ere ;matinee-1 with thy Ilti awns of their practice.
KAP graduates were cieruhrantls MOT C likely U. prat -
tue fantih meek me in a rural arra or one with a
'Assn Lan shortage :24 4 tii 1 porrnti than I hric
peer. i 1 i ci pert rim Dos 7- to 10-1,41:1 difference

1 28
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Was not onty amebas& oignifloant bui., as Wen ;a
Figures 1 and 2. it persisted wader each of the 1113
defuncions given for rural areas as wet/ as those for
areas with a physician shonage tie range. 45.6 to 75.6.
dr w I, Pc0.0011. NAP graduates war also nine
times as likely as their classmates to practice family
medicine in areas in which the entire county had been
designated an HMSA (t9 vs. 0.9 pereenu (14 w 21.2.
df 1, P.<0.001).

Even among Jefferson graduates practicing one of
the primary care specialties (family medicine, internal
medicine, or pediatrics). PSAP graduates were row to
sin times as likely as their non-PSAP counterparts
to practice an rural areas or those with a physician
shortage (24.4 to SU percent vs. 3.4 to 6.8 percent}
(I range. 23.6 to 44 7. cif ss 1. P<0.001) (Fig. 1 and
21. In fact. specialists in pediat.ics and internal medi-
cine were unlikely to practice in such areas, whether
they were in the PSAP (0 percent> or outside the pro-
gram 2.0 to 2.9 percent). Similarly. physicians in the
=primary care specialties were wihkely to practice
in rural areas or areas underserved by physicians
(PSAP. 2.2 to 11.1 percent; non-PSAP. 3.8 to 5.4
pereenil.

Of the 79 PSAP graduates who did not practice
family medicine in either a rural arra to one with a
physician shortage, 7 practiced family medicine in
counties as the smallest metropotitan level (SMSA
group 6). Another 10 practiced in a rural lc small
mennpothan comm. or tine with a physician shon-
age. but in a specialty other than family medicine: and
9 MOTT practiced 0.4e of the three primary care special-
ties, but in a large metropolitan county t SMSA groups
7109), Only 3 of the 45 PSAP graduates (6.7 percent)
were practicing a nonprimary care sp-cialty in a largo
menopolitan courat .

DnicvastaY
Jefferson Medic al College created the PSAP m 1974

en inerraye the number cif family physicians in under-
served rural ared Rreause cif an awarenoas that 13

1 CI

percent of the students from the University of Illinois
epeeist admissions program hat: been &mimed for
academie masons," staccessfid 'endemic performance
has been critically important to the PSAP Prom
the ovum The results presented in this paper show
that the academic performance of PSAP students in
medical school (as meamtred by the mein grade-point
average, examination grades, and mons on the Na-
tional Board of Medical EfraMiDerS, Pans I and II)
wee slightly tower than that of their pens. The
magnitude of &Varna, however, win of Stde prat-
tics! importance, and may have been related to the
difference between the two groups in admission cre-
dentists. Also, students in the accelerated Sve-year
Cooperative Program in Medicine with Pennsylvania
State Univenity a group of students with en-
ceptionally high academic credentials made up IS
percent of the non-PIMP group, which may have
accounted for the slightly higher performance ef
this group.28 It is critkally important, however,
that there was no significant difference in the medi-
cal school attrition rate between MAP students and
their peers. And during postgraduate training, there
was nu difference in performance between the two
groups. as measured by scores on the Nathan! Board
of Medical Examiners. Part III. and the postgraduate
ratings.

Most important. PSAP graduates wee 7 to 10 times
at likely as their peer; to combine a career in family
medicine with practice in a rural or undreamed area.
Not ail PM? graduates have fulfilled the goals of
the program. But by broadening the criteria to include
the practice of any medical specialty in a rural cc
small metropolitan county or one with a physician
shortage, or the practice of one of the three primary
care apecialties al a large metropotnan county, the
enerwhettning majority or PSAP graduates (93.3 per-
cent) were surcesalul in improving the distribution
or physicians according to geographic location anti
speciahy.

Although the proportion of Jefferson's PSAP gradu-
ates practicing family medicine in rural or under-
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seised areas was maos itT114..5 greater than that of
thris peers. fi If* WITUlar it. iholl tit all residency
trailwd (.` S. hunth phssit tans ritt I perrem practit-
tog in non-SMSA counties. h I percent in entire-ioun-
ry HMSAc i= Because thr NAP takes place in a
medical school in the Northeast an arra with the
lowest percentage of graduates iho enter Lundy
rneditme, thr hi*hest phi sicialgiopuiation ratw, asl
:he lowest percentage of thr populatam !wing in
non-SMSA areas in thr nation.4.'`,"" the effect
of such a program ma% hr men greater in other areas
of the country that an- morn rural and have fewet
phYsicians

firVatiltot Mena 11.55r Ipetn tit-1.1'14TM
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to define a rural ares or one with a shortage of physi-
cians," this study, like others, has used the non-
ShiliA county (county groups I to 5) to define rural-
ity. and the federally designated HMSAs at the level
of the nonmetropolitan county to represent under-
served aseas."-ag These do not equate perfecdy with
either rural or medically uncle-mewed areas, but these
counties are primarily rural. and most areas of physi-
cian shortage ate located here. In addition, to ensure
that the association were not spurious, second defini-
tions of rural and unclaimed areas were toed in this
study that had considerable agreement with the non-
SMSA and liMISA designations.

One limitation of the study is the passibility that
some PSAP students might hair entered medical
school and chosen to practice Emily medicine in un-
&nerved rural arras even without the program.
However, 78.4 parent of thr PSAP students war
not accepted by sely medical school other than Jef-
ferson. according to data from the Association of
Amerkan Medical Colleges Joint Acceptance Re-
ports. which were available for the graduating classes
of 1978. 1980. and 1981. A similar percentage would
probably not have been arcepted tojefferson without
thr PSAP. a miew of the admission credentials
of all Jefferson manculanta during the eight y.ars
of the study OUggemi; presumably, they had less com-
pel/me. though acceptable, academic credentials and
were less urbane than their peers. In addition, pre-
yious data showing that MAP students were a/moss
tw kr as likely to embark on a career in Emily Inedi-
nor as others who entered Jefferson with plans to
became a family physician" suggest that even stu-
dents who would have been admitted through thr rep
ular omega would have been leas hltely to praetice
Lunity medicine in rural and underserved areas with-
out the personal commitment. financial aid, career
counseling. and (amts medicine eurriculum provided
hy the PSAP

Three other matters also need to be mentioned re-
garding the PM?. First. because mans areas with a
physician shortage are located in the inner rits, the
NAP arktrecsel only a pan of the overall problem of
physician maldistribution in this immtry. Second. the
program's graduates, like other recent U S. graduates.
have had little effect on the must rural areas of the

, a Men though 8 9 percent of the grad-
uates of the NAP did enter counties with the great-
est shortage physicians tentire-ctamts HMSAst .
Finalty. over the past fess sears, the number of ap-
phi ants to the KAP has tierrewied Alasough this
may parallel the nanonal trend toward declining
mrdual t.t 4,014 adtmvalgts. tcrent data mdicatr a dr.

l 3 u
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low in thr penenwEr of entering freshman medical
students who ztns up in rut-Astral.. mill towns. and
nftits -- a disturbing sign for die future of rural
prisctur

intervention in the proreas i.1 adrrnssions lumedit al
4 Mad has both &Isla atrs anti opponents limo-vet. ii
If. geth'IAIS 4IpIed that meeting the health staffing
needs of rhe unties is legitimate emits-en of nu-dual
eduranon.'" lo addunm. thes urrent admix:dims fade-
rs mas not br one of natural wirer PM, hut one biased
in Lista id urban s-Attftuiales entering the suhspes
um sun r miust tairtusatima so/miners air made- up lit

la11111% tnembers ssho ale sa/Irsters taint., Ke-
lt ttnjA Ihna have shossn lhat chat at termils that pre
tint subsequent perfiumatwe differ dependmg on the
rural urban 4.rtgin tudauta, and that inn-turban

131

R R.Papaen In= al MAP int tensPSAP eadolas
fturtun ash a
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seem to be more adept in selecting antiurban
isr=ta kw admission."

la summary. the results of this study indicate that
the medical school admissions peo can have a sir
nificant influence on tfie specialty and geograpbk dis-
tribution of physidans, and may pnwide one means of
increasing the number of family physicians in rural
and undentervcd areas. The study did not explain
which variabks were emaciated with the programi
sturren, however. Students went admitted because of
their rural barkgrour.' -A strong commitment to ear
leer goals, but the PSAP also provided financial aid.
family physician as advisers, rural clerkship and pre-
reptorahip location*, and a senior major in family
medicine. The effect of these and other variables
(e.g., the role of the spouse, die kande* d resi-
dency training, and perceived career opporcunities)
win be analysed aller addition' data are cullected
by questionnaire from ASAP and non-PSAP gradu-
ates. in oder to identify better the variables that arr
most piedidwe of family practice in rural and under-
served areas.
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LINIVER.SITY.OF SCHOCR. OF MEINCINE AM) DENTISTRY

MEDICAL CENTER

Ado Cohoo.
Profnary of Maircism
Sauer Ammar DMIII for Moircod Sdoomon

August 16, 1991

Ms. Jennifer McCarthy
Special Comaittee on Aging
United States Senate
031 Dirksen Office Building
Washington, DC 20510-6400

Dear Ns. McCarthy:

I write as a follow up to a memorandum we have received from Louis
Mattel regarding a linkage of medical education and training to
rural America. Dr. Rettel asked that we send you descriptions of
any existing programs, and I'm happy to do that.

For several years we have been sending groups of third-year medical
students to work in the rural health centers that are linked to the
Mary Imogene Bassett Hospital in Cooperstown, New York. Their work
there is with practicing internists and constitutes the second half
of their third-year Internal Medicine Clerkship. Our objective has
been twofold: to increase exposure of our students to medicine in
practice-based settings and to expose students to the health care
needs and problems of rural communities.

In addition, we are currently in discussion with four urban and
four rural health centers in the Rochester area designed to put
into place programs across the continuum: of medical eduration
beginning with programs designed to attract students to the health
professions and extending all the way through into the residency
years--and we are doing this in association with our Bohm! of
Nursing, the Eastman Dental Center, and our Department of Social
Work. Once again, the object is to give our students exposure to
the practice environment, particulary in primary care areas, to the
health needs and problems of underrepresented and disadvantaged
communities, and to the special health needs of rural populations.

Please let me know if I can provide you with additional
information.

Jules en, M.D.
Senior Associate Dean for Medical Education

rOt Eirol000l Awnor, Box OM
Rochestor. Wriv 11134 14642

t716827S.405O

113
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RURAL MEDICAL EDUCATION PROCO4U1

IRMO))

leen
ANNUAL REP/RT

Department of Fairly Medicine
SUNY Health Science (Notes Syracuse

Macaran A. Baird, M.D., Professor and Chairnan
L. Thomas Wolff, M.D., Profeasor and Director

Rural Nedical Education Program

February, 1491

MAME ClIAXOS

Early in 1990 it became apparent, through cenversationa with
individUals in cabinet level posts Ii the Governor's office as well
as colleagues at the Health Science Center, that the none we had
chosen for this program did not accurately and clearly convey its
nature to those outside the field of medical education. We
decided, therefore, ta seek a more descriptive and understandable
program name. After much discussion we changed the name of the
prograa to the RURAL MEDICAL EDUCATINI PROGakft(RMED). Throughout
the remainder of this report we will use this new name to refer to
the program identified in our original literature and
correspondence as the Extended Rural Preceptorship.

INFRODUCTION

Through the Rural Medical Ed:cation Program (REED), the
Department of Melly Medicine pieces a small number of third year
medical students in nivel ccessunities full-time for Lung
raumgamivulostathe to work and learn under the Supervision of board
certified family physicians and other specialists. Full academic
credit is earned for this experience. Students who elect this
program live in the rural community, returning to their home campus
at the end of the course to uomplets their studies for the M.D.
degree. The educational goals of the program are to:

1. Broaden the student's knowledge base;

2. Provide greatly expanded opportunities for the
student to sharpen clinical okillel

Develop the student's skills in clinical
problem solving and patient mammomenal

4, Expose the student to the practice of
continuous and comprehensive medical care:

S. Help the student develop independent learning
skills:

4. Foster positive attitudes toward patient care
in the primary care and ambulatory setting.

Additionally. program goals for this project are to:

1. Add flexibility to the undergraduate clinical
curriculum so as to better meet the needs of
students considering careers in a primary care
field in 0 non-urban setting:

2. StrempLhen ties with rsral physicians and
hoepitals in the Central few York area;

3. Provide rural physicians with high quality continuing
medical education prograes on a regular end frequent
basis;

4. Help rural conmunities to retain and recruit
physicians;

S. Develop a rural network for more effective
patient care and research activities;

6. Expand the Health Science Center referral base.
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The RKED pregram offera a unique opportunity for the student
to develop long-term relatienship with filiMmal preceptors in a

rural community while beef:Ming immersed in the delivery of primary
health cars to tha local population. The student participates
fictively and enteneively in continuous and Ceeprebansive oars Of
predeptors' patients acmes the age spectrum /Deluding management
of both ambulatory and hompitelised patients.

The =ED program encompaeges more than family medicine, also
providing the potential to pertially Or fully satisfy, under
appropriate 'supervision, College Of Medicine requirements in CDT,

Geriatrics, Emergency Medicine, Cetheeedice, Radiology,
Ophthalmology, Urology, Anesthesiology, Obitatrice/Gymeoology.
Pediatrics, Psyehiatry and PreventiveMedictne. Approval of credit
for each of these areas is at the discretion at the respective
departnents and may vary on a site-by-site basis.

BACMGMOMID (PRII-1990)

Work on the development of the RMED program began in 1988 with
the suovenstul application for a federal grant and establishment
of the program by the Swath Science Center es five year pilot
demonstratiom project. Miring 1988 and 1999 the program gained the
enthusiastic support and participation of physicians and hospitals
in aeveral central and nortbern Mew Voris eessemities.

My the and of 1989 Mt firet two students had finiahed their
nine Booth rotation on the progree. Or. Pamela rednees 119DCX-90,
working in Canton and Potadae under tbe empervision of Drs. John
Dewar, Sandta McCloy, Jon Kay and Den Painateer, cOmpleted ber stay
in mid-November. Dr. Timothy Kitchen (e0C11-90), working in the
Hamilton-Sberburne-Waterville area under OTIS. Devid Haswell and
Robert Delores, finished in late December.

The initial work of establishing RMED, recruiting students
and developing teaching sites was aided greatly by the presence of
Dr. John Verby, creator and current Director of the hiehly
successful Rural Physician hssociats Program at the University of
Minnesota, after which our program is modeled. Dr. Perky completed
a one year Visiting Professorship in our deeertment spec,iically
to help establish the RRED program.

PROTRUM IM 1990

1990 saw continued work on deeelopment of the strurture of
the program end expansion to additional teaching sites.

Dtudent Placement. Barbara Michaelis (MDC1-91), began the
RNED progran in Oswego in mid,January, 1990, under the supervision
of Dr. corliss Versus, a family phynician, and Dr. Michael *spur,
an internist. Xs. Michaelis, a Binghamton Clinical Campus Student,
earned credit for course work in Family Medicine, Obstetrics and
Gynecology, Pediatrics. Radiology, Gariatrice. PreventiveMedicine.
Ophthalmology, Orthopedics, Emergency Medic;n0 and ENT at the rural
site.

Recruitmeot for lig. Early in 1990 we began to direct our
effort toward developing interest in the RMED4gogram among the

methen second-year dical echool class. response was
enthusiastic as far more students applied for the program than we
were prepared to accommodate. This indicated that student
cenfidence in the program was griming and that it was becoming seen
as a viable alternntive for a significant part of students'
clinical training. by the end of 1990, through a process of
interviewing, review of academic records, tentative assignment of
students to teaching sites and visite by students to those sites,
we nad matched six students with teaching altos with starting dates
varying from February through May. 1992.

Recruitnest for 1132. In the fall of 1990 the first of two
scheduled information meetings directed toward first and second
year medical studeets waa held. Attendance was better than
expected and a number ot app2ications were received. A second
information meeting is scheduled for early in 1991. our goal for
1992 is to place ID students.

Student financial Aid. During the project's first year much
progress was made in developiug tbe structure of the RKED program
but recruitment of students for the second year proved quite
difficult. In late 1999 the decision was made to create a
finanyial incentive for students throogh establishment of a package
of financial aid. This consists' of a S10,000 scisolarship, housing.
relocation expenses and provision of medical textbooks. for a tOtal
package of approximately $15,000.

5
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As the Wilmot hal ao resources for this financial aid package

we turned to participtting hospitals with the request that they

provide the necessary funds. Although ell rural hospitals in the
region are struggling financially, most agreed to provide the
rescaross with the understabding that the program would actively
seek other sources of funds to share this expense la future years.
The financial aid, along with growing student confidence in the

progrme, has grestly increased student intereet. By March, 1990
we bad 13 igpliosntl for the third year of the program.

. During 1990 four new teaching sites
were rataitt"IlehadijelainItheCiremlinities. of Cortland, lowville, hone

and Mathias Olen. Three other sites, Canton-Potedam. Hamilton and
Oswego, have hosted students in the past, he vino to seven the
number Of establisbed teaching sites. In addition, initial
contacts were made in Malone, &minas: Lake, Groton, Pulaski.

Alexandria Hay, Trumenaborg and Watertown. We are bopeful that
these communities will be able to join the program in a future
year.

Participation In the Wilt0 program requires a substantial
committment on the part of the hospital and physicians in the
cosnuaity. We want to be sure, tberefore, that all parties
involved underetand the time and financial inplications of their
decision to participate. The development of new sites is carefully

planned to inaluec meetings with rattily physicians in the
community, the hospi!al administrator, the hospital eedical staff,
ths hoopital Board of Trustees and the hospital's allied health
profesaional staff. 14s development of a Moils sits typically
requires several visits to the community.

As part of the site development process the RIM program has
developed formal Sducational Affiliation Agreements on behalf of
the Health Science Center with Canton-Potsdam Hospital. Cortland
Memorial 4spital, Oswego Hospital, Lewis County General Hospital,
Rome hospital/Murphy Memorial Hospital and Schuyler Hospital.

A problem we have continually encountered in recruiting
hospitals into the program is the financial burden of providing
the required student financial aid. To help hospitals Meet this
atijation and thereby assure their continued participation we have

tted a grant proposal to the federal government requesting
student stipends. ha nave also been active at the state level to
generate support for this aspect of the program. Thin has included
meetings with key Legislators and the Director of the office of
Rural Affairs.

liegigel_fishouLigyagert. Support by the medical school has
increased over the past year. Tbe Dean of the College of Medicine
is actively assisting with the sears* tor financial resources. The
Deaner the Clinical Campus at einghaeton and his staff have worked
closely with us to recruit their students into the program and to
develop a curriculum that complenents that of their campus.
Evidence of this is tbe Approval of completion of the required
clerkship in Obstetrics and Gynecology at the rural teaching site
by the Clinical Campus student who ontered the program in January,

1990. This was the first major clerkship to be approved tor
completion at a rural site.

After the first year of experience all participating
departments from both the Syracuse and Binghamton campuses. with
the esception of the Department of Preventive Medicine at the
latter campus, have continued approval of completion of their
clerkships at the rural sits if appropriate faculty are available.
In 1990 the departments of Pediatrics and Obstetrica and Gynecology
Joined this group indicating a,pproval of completion of their
clerkships at the ...rill sites if appropriate instructors ars
available. In eddition, the Binghamton Clinical Campus Pediatrics
Department has suggested the design of a clerkship tor their
students which would consist of I weeks of inpatient pediatrics tit
the Binohaston campus and 2 weeks of ambulatory pediatrics at the
rural site. The Binghamton Preventive Medicine department has
decided that due to the heavy didactic mture of their curriculum
all students suet complete the course at trio hose campus.

Support of the program during 1990 by individual members of

the aealth Soienoe Center faculty was very gratifying. Too
following are faculty who made an all-day visit to a rural sits to
teach the student and present a Continuing Medical Education
program to the local medical staff: 48-874 267

REST CRY AURA&
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David Ayers, M.D. (OrthopedicS)
Ellen Sifeno, M.D. (Pediatrics)
Steven Blatt, M.D. (Pediatrics)
Carl bradenberg, M.D. (SemperY)
Mantoeh Doyen, N.D. (Psychiatry)
Robert Slob, M.D. (Medicine -Cardiology)
Paul Frymoyer, R.D. (edicine-Rephrology)
Warren Grupe, M.D. (Pediatrics)
John Hagen, N.D. (Obstetrics/Gynecology)
Richard Mem, M.D. (Geriatrics)
Philip Baltsepple, N.D. (ledicine-Gastroenterology)
David Keith, M.D. (Psychiatry)
Robert Hellman, M.D. (EXT)
Dennis Kraus, M.D. (Urology)
Zahi Rakhuli, M.D. (Urology)
Julia McRillan, N.D. (Pediatrics)
David Murray, N.D. (Orthopedics)
Norbert Schneiderman, M.D. (Pediatrics)
willies Williams, M.D. (Medicine-Mematology)

We are truly grateful to each of these teachers as they have
contributed significantly to the strengthening of the program.

Their participation hao not only rinulted in valuable continuing
medical education prograam for rural physicians, but has also
increased the understanding and acceptance of the program' within
the Health Science Center.

Degunantatian_fixam. During 1990 we made significant
progress toward the development of a system to document students'
clinical experiences. The firet d.-aft of this system has been
completed and work IS Underway an further refinements.

The major shortcoming of thii early "eraion was that it
required manual compilation of data and entry into the computerised
data base. This is not a great burden when dealing with only a few
students but would *licitly become overwhelming in terms Of labor
costs and error ratea as the program expands. Accordingly, we are
now at work to develop and refine a system whereby students
complete a mark-sense card for each patient encounter, which is
then run through an optical scanner. Resulting data are then
written to a computer file and transferred to the program's master
database.

When completed this system will enable ue to efficiently
collect and record patient encounter data with minimal error rates.
Turn around time will by very short with weekly end monthly reports
produced within days of receipt of raw data from students. This
will prove valuable to preceptors In planning student clinical
experiences and in credentialing students for more independent
functioning.

Zreplentialinn Swim. In 1990 we began the development of a
credentialinq system through which preceptors and hospitals can
certify that students have Become competent to perfore certain
clinical procedures without direct supervision. This system will
assist hospitals in complying with Section 405.41(hy of the Sew York
State Hospital Code

The first draft of this system has been completed but not yet
fully tested. To do so will require application at a numter of
teactung sites and we plan to accomplish this in 1991 with six
students on the program. The primary question to be addressed is
the appropriateness of the guideline regarding the number of times
a particular procedure should be performed by the student under
direct supervision before indirect supervision is allowable,

Additiori_to_RRED-Staft. In October, 1990 Dr. Katie Rargo
wined the MED staff as Associate Professor in the Department of
Family Medicine. Dr. Margo brings to the pnsition almost ten years
experience as a family physician with Health Services Association,
Inc. at their rural Central Square offices. During that time she
fregliently taught medical students and held a clinical faculty
appointment at the Health SVIOACO Center. Her responsibilities
with the kfitO program will include supervision of students at
eultiple rural sites and further d velopoent of the communication
skills component of the program.

147
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november, 1190 we presented

a twoZarljary"2"2"13151"drecunivelopmentpingtiam to help primary preceptees
ennerstand their reles es teacher, mentor and manager of the
student's cerrieallmm. Tbis woehehre used lectures, dletussion,
:gm: videotape* and vidmotaped rele pimys to present a

tion of clinical teaching ceneepta end program swine
administrative material. The warning, included three hour
gamic% by Or. Lynn Cleary from the Department of Medicine wbo
recently completed a one moth faculty developmeot leadership
pregnee at the Stanford University nedical SObool. The program
all* featured Sr. iyle Amoeba, who bee been primary preceptor
at the University of Minnesota's Rural Pbyeleien Associate Program
since 1972.

Daring 1910 the staff of
tale RN= program initiated the following activities and research
projects to farther the dies of the program and belp dismeminate
the basic concept behind itt

1. In tbe fall ReeD Director Dr. TOO Wolff issued the final
report of the Wow Tort State Health 'Wasatch Council Advisory Panel
on Primary Physicians, which be chaired. Among other
recommendations, the report called for a more effective primary
care curriculue for the State's medical =Wools.

1. MED Education Specialist Peter Beatty submitted a
propoeal to the Anneal Conference of the Society of reactors of
Family Medicine for a 'deal discussion on political, economic and
pregrameatic issues related to the eetablishment of a rural sedical
education program tech es the RMID model. Tbe proposal was
accepted end the panel discussion will be part of the 59111 Annual
Confereece in Philadelphia in May, 1991.

3. Dr. Tem Mblff was invited to make a presentation at the
1991 Anneal conference of the Society of Teachers of Family
Medicine on the use of RKED as a model for a family practice/
primary care track in medical education.

4. Dr. Tom Wolff and Dr. William Grant, Research Associate
Professor in the Department of Family Medicine, initiated a study
of the economic impact on a family physician's Practice of the
presence of a medicel student.

5. Peter Osetty initiated a project to inventory and study
.he distribution of primary care physicians in the central and
northern regions of the state.

6. Dr. Tom Wolff was appointed by Governer Mario Cuomo to
his llama?, Care Advisory Panel. This is the Governor's primary
advisory group on matters of health policy.

COALS POO 2001

14--..P.Lalle_and_elinegrt_lis_fitedente. The six students
scheduled to complete the MED progras in 2991 will receives total
of 9640 hours of instruction by yore than 50 volunteer physician
inetructore at the rural sites. In addition, togettowthe students
will engage in 60 hours of videotape/review esesiene. Faculty tram
the Wealth Science Center will make 68 all-day visits to the six
rural sites to teach the medical students and present continuing
medical education programs to the local medical staffs. For each
of these students, credit earned on the proven represents
approximately 451 of the credit hours in clinical courees required
for graduation from medical school.

The aim of the RMED program will be to coordinate this
activity such that the students have excellent learning experiences
end that volunteer faculty gain the satisfaction of teaching
without undue interference with their medical practices. we also
gook to give the students a valid exposure to rural medical
practice without indocing a sense of isolation from their Were and
the academic medical center.

L.Rinstap_reur_nex_rceturnjatio initial contacts have
been made with a number of consunities in the central and northern
Wow fest region. Recoomisine that not all communities will be able
to participate in the RMED program each year, we plan to develop
oeveral more sites than stueents to be placed. We are hopeful that
the communities of Watertown, Malone, Oneida, Saranac Lake, Grotoo.
Trumansburg, Pulaski and Alexandria Say will consider hosting a
student in 1992.

nl_igeornit Tan Stedgetp tor 1091. A total of thirteen
second-year stodents bey* applied for the program Por 2991. the
process of interviewing, ranking and matching with teaching sites
will be completed by Septesber, 1991.

48-874 - 92 - 6
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. This booklet, which

will illuatrate varioUs aspects of
mirD, rill be Conpleted and distributed early in 1991.

will use mock-gene* cfirde read by a scanner with resultant data
eritten to a computer file. The final detabese tor 1991 is
expected to contain information on approsimately 9000 patient
encounters.

Pursue Permanent Funding. The aim of the MED program
and the Department of Feeily Medicine la to obtein perManent
sopport for this endeavor from the State of Pew York througn the

State eniveraity. In addition, we feel that local communities
should provide a significant pertite Of the financial aid provided
to students as an incentive to enroll in the program.

In 1991 we will work toward financial security for MED at
both the state and federal levels. at the state level, and in
ceordinatien with the Health Science tenter leadership, we will
pursue this matter with both legislative leaders and tbe rxecutive
branch. we will also 0WItinue to seek near term support for the
program through federal grants and private foundations.

2aculty_paxajaameas. In 2991 we will again present a
faculty development program for primary preceptors. The content
of this year's program will build on the previous year and we plan
also to include corrent MED students in a portion of the

diocese on.

Colictuasoll

The second full year of MED has seen the program grow and
beeoee more established as a valid alternative within the medical
school curriculum, Confidence in the program has grown among both
students and faculty end support from the scheo2's atgainastratIon
has increased as well.

Equally as important, interest in MD among phesicians and
health ears instAtutIons in rural ceasunities across the region
has continued to grow. This reflects their conviction that RMin
can play an important role in stabilizing and increasing medical
manpower in the region.
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limn 9

lbxas Academy of Family Physicians

Ady 29, 1891

Wrkten l'esdnonty of the Mans Aonclow of Pan* Physidais
to the United States Songs Conlinitton on Aging

It is well blown Mal Me Weed aides has a NOM, aging population. The most unary
look el our demographics sends a streng message that the percent of elderly people vie rise
durhg the ooming yews. It is *el understood that episodic hmeth care probiems chronic metecal
oandeens end magiCal preoedures are more frequent In this poptestlon.

Many bathed people address this probeim from Mem* weave points end se we not
WNW, to address the many possibies of improvIng the health cam services to the aging
population. We would rather foCus on one crate element the stave of primary care Witticism
needed to provide basic and compiletensive health care services to the papiation.

in Texts alone we We the really etet ite% of ow practurttg Wiley physicians wit reach
reltrernere asp during the nerd T years. This feet is one of many statistics which points to a
sericite shortege of pansy awe physicians Almost every proposal set korth to addrees the
Nonage assumes that fan* physiciens eS be avafabie to Rckhre the system.' 1Wiy? Because
family physicians provide the most comprehensive and ecoromical medical care amiable. in
Mot, tansy physicians we ebie to treid 90% of the patents they see

This satattion is important to note because II Bustrates a paradox. On one hand, there
is a significant demand for the services ol primary care physicians, especially family physicians,
and on the Mher hand, the supply of new primary oare phylvians in to the health care force is
continually decarting

The drastic shortage of primoy care physicians in this country must be addressed now.
Every other industristred country has recognized the value of primary care phyeicians and has
encouraged the supply of more of these badly needed doctors. In Great Britain, 70% of
practicing doctors are wonting in pranary care in Canada, 90% of the doctors are in primmy
care, in the tinned States, however. one 30% of our physicians are in primary care.

We lags Congress to recognire the complex problems surrounding the growing shortage
of prinmy care physicians in thls country and to asic the question, It primary care physicians are
in so much demand, why isn't the prodtotion of !hese physicians increasing? We believe that
the basic WINS surrounding this question are:

1) US medical schools have traditionally encouraged students to miect medical and
surgical subspecialties despite the surplus of these phyeiciene Al the same time,
students have been act** discouraged from entering primary care,

2) Reimbursement for the same medical procedure * lower fOr primary care
physicians than for euespecialists. Likewise, reimbursement for the same medical
procedure pertormed in rural areas is lower than for services performed in
metropolitan areas. Further, reimbursement for cognitive patient care, which
primary cam physicians most often provide, falls tar behind reimbursement tor
procedural patient care most Min performed by subspecialists.

%nisi Ora Kiva P () 9802401. &NA rX 71706012) 4S) JrZi7 tAX iM 2) .1s144,
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Item 10

Jennifer NeCarthy
United States Senate Special Committee on Aging
Gil Dirkson Office Minding
Washington, DC 20511.-aao0

!Mt 3 W euw hsdue4 Pesti toad LIM
Once 91701-)003
Fes CRIS 49441

*kW teWsailot
Wry rePoWn.
=PINAN.
CMwan)

on ease

Si=limir=siltat oal=
MAKI 111111s, 13
allacime Des kmtufts awn
cscepomas

Dear Xs. McCarthy;

I atteeded the special workshop entitled "Linking Medical Education
and Training to Surat America; Obstacles mmlOpportunities" held in
Washington en July29, Sponeared by tbe Senate Special Cemaittee on
Aging. Pursuant to the information that you are interested in
learning about existing rural health medical edecation program, I
wish to briefly describe the endeavors in which we are currently
engaged.

The Oregon Health Sciences University bee initiated a aeries of
initiatives providing leadership and addroasing tbe serioue and
escalating rural health care problems in this predominately rural
stets. These include the obtaining of an Area Health Education
Centers Program grant in which we will have required rotations tor
medical students in rural clinical practice units, required
rotations for family medicine residents in a large rural area of
the state with the intention to establish an additional rosily
medicine residency which will be located in an undersarved rural
area of the state. The develcpment of a nurse practitioner
educatiOn and training program headquartered in one of the AHEC
areas with an emphasis on primary care, fanily nurse practitioaer
training.

The Sceool of Meuicine hes been engaged in a several years long
effort to redefine the curriculum of the school to integrate the
curriculum in the basic and clleical sciences to assure that tbe
sciences basic to medicine are relevant to clinical practice. There
is to be an emphasis an primary care and on increased esphasis on
education in the ambulatory core setting. Each student will have a
required ambulatory core rotation plus a six weeks primary care
rotation primarily In the rural areas of the stets. Additionally
**oh student during those rotations will be required to develop a
community prvlect. Although these may be specific medical cases, it
is our intention that they will focus primarily on health care
issues in tbe community such ea the cars of the aged, undlememved.
etc.

the state office of Rural Haelte was transferred to tbe
Health Sciences Utiversity two years age with the responsibill:=
for developing and implementing a variety of programs to enhance
rural health cars. These include tax incentives for physicians,
nurse practitioners and physician assistants who practice In rural
underserved, a scholarship program for loan forgiveness fax
studSce% who agree to practice in sucb areas for stipulated
period of time, aseistanoe to small rural hospitals, a recrwitment
and retention program and other proprams now being developed. I
have resweibility for the Area Health Education 01Mtare Program
and the curriculum redefinition.

I think it is clear tree tbe above that Oregon Health Sciences
University is involved In a multi-dimensional effort to address the
problem of availability end continuity of health care services,
particularly in the rural area of this stets. I feel that this
sultifaceted problem can only be reasanably addressedthannepb such
a oultidimensional approach. I should be pleased to respond teeny
questions you may have.

Sincerely

4- u

Reinscheidt, M.D.
Associate Dean

1101: fabd
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Itm 11

Tu lane University Medical Center
=rtalou'I'mwuri
1439 &Me
WM Cara toemann MID
gibt) fiel-Db71

AMY SM. legi

lb. Jsanifer McCarthy
mites Stain Mete
*WWI =mitts' am Agins
elhi WM= Office Building
Mashingtes. DC 110310-ene

Dear No. UrCarthyt

In emosoo to yap essoraodue of 'sly le. MI. I need fOU ibis
description of ow Comovito Modicles offering to flora soar atd10t.. ame
math of activity Is resolved of ell stadents. Asi you can sse. ibIs nu he
satisfied in a variety of acya. Although yea are prlehrlly reererCed eltb
medical earl. In rural United Steins. I lean& our overseas appartymitlee
Poribuse tiny imam the eteshete width sena of the protases they trill ant in
isolated rural commouties in this etuntre-

Pleas toilets in expand the easeriners to 'acted° math Inns stays with
rural physicians.

1/Lt.L itf
groin Coeihr. N.D. /

Menge
Promos la Omananitv
in national and internatimal Sites

I towntll att)41N...
Ihia requireeent may he fUlfilted by taking the Corr Clerkship er *V
ttioesiar oho of the optional pinnies at intoreaticaal or national site*
kollowina tire deecrIptium of three nerkships.
A van ttt8,45h1DP

hasslaei thr veripila roles of tho phyeirSan and ease ol the pruhlees
o phYslrion encountrra practicing in o rommuulty. Seminars are
loodurted by faculty aad toimainft* prolasolonalo Ad the morning. In the
afternoon eta/louts are assigned to *area with various private or public
health *retries whirh deal with health problems an the community scisle.

Yoe/spies ot Auch opportunitie* are. workimg with the btate agencies
involved with AIDA, child abuse. omelranailial quality and material and
Ihild health and with private agencies involved with substance slime.
health of the elderly and death thalipsret. A formal written and oral
presentation of the pmjett is required
UR4d1AL 1-1 attendance and participation

PrOect presentation
1,4 fins) reap

ut fair weeks tele blocki devotion. not offered le Mlfaek, UM, 00 Pb. ur
Os va,h of blocks VI, 03. 04. UI. Of. and it bas a anItippa Owatts of 14
students

0 wiltm4.1TNNA15-o_colammit_maltum_al Iri7tEMAIIREU_k110
atiftoylwa lemin P. Wham. 4
taw!! this I. mouldered an int_reeryfti clerkship fur fourth year
erdital students it caft fulfill rvivnioy Lore remeireaent ID
tolawaltY Medicine plow ape Work ot either Outpatient Pediatrics at
SrintiVO credit The elective is offered on a sousing; beets Duly.
A session conaists el two maserons* blocks. or in the case of
*eosin* a. bloch 5 plus nerenber tbaimilav Sal or December plus bluck
ii {Session 3141

the first arra al ter eves/eta will be spent is New Oriente
*needing the regular immunity Medicine lectures ta the gamin In
tbr afternoon. discussion prunes will he held addressing various
esparto af davelapime country health care delivery extent for
Session 36 when all S woke will be spent at thr terraces site.

MO,MPli candidates electing Interoatlopal Health can be exempt tray
the first week in Mew trileamo but then oast spend it work* al ihr
oversees site
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104.716111PIW
Booed on past experience. there ars wore willing students than
Places available. especially for certain Sessions. Mhea You fan
uP. Please he as cartiStm as posatble that yam de mmat to go. if
You or, only toying with the ides. sod then mitts/Arty cancel. ecru
mey have uselessly taken a spot five someone who realiy wanted
it Last year. stusients were reused spots Plasiiie be thoughtful
and considsrote of others.

leWALFINNIMPII
I. htodeets mill be expected to design iced exerate a frefdeminiagir

study which will be subeitted te br Cohen in written furs and
preaanted 0 0 ssoinor in the Sping or leVa.

a. iravei tests and living vapeoses are the student's responsibility.
through toomunity Medirine. significant discounts can be obtained
om some flights. Shr stuasht will be asked tn pay for roos end
board

uquarrw, 54It-lesed an in cooatry clinical isvalustion by ite
director. 50* verities: eptdessiologic pruiect.

for Pin candidates - op to three credits toward graduation con be
earned with registration in Amer/at studies course ItePHISTN

If you need gore infOrMotioa f.a11 lir Luken at 45573 Additional
information conceraltig the proles. will ise sent to thr bases uf all
those who sign up

VP4tOLYPi. to surture in your physicians feelings of hamaniss and respect fa
frailest*

to Improve history taking and skiiis uf physical (014MInellOD
3 To psi:mote interest in primary care, cossumity medicine sod the

tease spprearh to health services:
4 iv stimulate Interest in Medical practire an o developing count].)
S to rape:11.1)4r medical tore in ouctetles with other cisifiiral refersh in provide pb44]ra4a expertise to orrtOrati health core tease

nlf.thigiO
ormroption

16v ProXtall au supervised by Di Asthouy 11411 Otti4Otito. now
warK1411 in gaits, wilt lave with ANDIStraP fearlles end rork in trir
rural arras of but:wall county on thr western eod 01 the !Mond.
4ney will he intessel *embers at district heolth tate teaso and sill
serve as physicians At one site. Lutes. our students will gilt( Milk
two aedlrst students rum the seams) school of the tuiversity ol theMewl freihrei

AppliOttaatr iffou rot e months lo. ballOt 411 larr.
discount)

sl .Iniptal, Op SLATS 4 ¼ ybwi
Urs.ityttiu.,

.44Wa4iatItr foot S:SOU ,otit ol houstux is Seta;

I br progr.to It 501010.81.11 III 117 50511.. 11.11t7i011 tasIrta,,I ..2
a anaalIfIlar 114,11111 f, S I wes, .110 ..1 ,e,ebee. .e, I Is I 75 ) at, to.0)) tiltal 11115, the Pr ...es...eel*.

(tut tett wit) ) .110 x At St
101a0on AAA tt411,11K ti.)Ky.stAl Willt No 4

Kolar vinsin

ahteW ttraStta vtntln .41 St 11.0.)ft

anitp..t irat I ...Orli...a mn0 hvae bet Nt vS ITS 1 .1141

Ill
trtmt 11,1 ton

Apyet esectsestr (,)%t

ih, prurram in ,,tpett..nrat IN A Ka. Ultrii., .7 141.011 Kraal%.4/e St,ntlentS will be Koniyhrtl tu Nan igness 0, 151K13 Ioada mad
nanerige Enxianh as [be offIstal lopeu4,4, a tht. Itftgliry ihrtwill have outpatieut clerelvs iu the district cspltel sod in ttavAr
unttliaolC arras vaulted by ;whale serviies they will discuss aleni
him) health lair prat+ttf.ro with Listitta.t Itya:t!* t:osts. villore
cessaitters and ebr vinare he.tth promoters and private tatlunlyri
01411OIX111104* Ihis If 8 0011. toT8i 400 lett aittKeturrd pi.gion
rtfiter J808).-0 nr the chvi
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This la a hew Cligalah speaking Unemotional
site lorated in thar

Windward lalaads of the Corral:leas Seal. it is at the 140 latitude. is

24U square with a popOstiun uf 340.009. Students Item err 8 =eh

sesatoal Will Work at tau rural health centers. tees, will Hee where

they work. either With boat natatinals or in quarters attached to the

health unite. They Will here clinics math dittract medical officers.

Assn haw ninjts with cOnannIly health aides. provide cummuntty health

education and initiate. with the WanistrY Of Wealth. the investigation

of a health probity.
Students. la additive te the forma report of

their opdiestiologic project. because !Isla Is a DOW program. will be

required to Keep 4 diary of activity. patieet
log and to eaalefe and

evaluate their experience.

perv)sar Dr Michele untie in Castries with the Ministry of

health

Cost. Travel 11100900 round trip from Mew Orleans. 1600.600

round trio Irv* 111100; hut get tbe best goal alle CAA

11440-600 could lie lees if housaing attached to health

centers is leer ll with host. this would include

breakfast and dinner,

fills program as teepeluaily suspended
3t will be reviewed in April

$spi.

Pew raptioo
he-wired s.aw (dx11414 {Hui fimenryi le Spanish ;a Arannalury

Al,ronisolu lust $Itani, the tukt of booming It. eabstalfed

Me oroersb will by saperklerd an Cell by D barge amjia Wars.

Lfh,Iffea UI lit, hen4tillrnI uf featly Prdflife ni the Cuts/resided del

Yalta.

Hu. ,nAlirl liJttirl. uS oath aludent'w pruldrAll will he Arren.C.,t filth

tit Pepe upon arrival to tali. Although I raPrft the heart of D4eh

sfudrat's protarrs to be be outreach ambulatory allele and hooe health

service. L/ LI/Manly. ID anon
n 'refire uf poor unDnIfrf

nolnknotkands on the oatekicte ur tali other expel-lent:es rap Ur

1
Cardiac rilotte at roadaajan Iellp Lill.

W
Inpatient tema4k at Ina. :4411mi...its Hospital

Outpatient Aervikew at ether fathlft. clinic% in Lnii

4 iituain in mule. franfe nfe4% spun nu Nat. tfilia4 4114 1115411,

hIAILIMAIA

DratflpIluit
tne progtaa fe rus jay gr L'arios Andrade of trehcieto Marroquin

thiveretty studehts will stiona the first are* iu tuatramia hity

marking in 'he tit anti ashulatury
,}Intre of OPFrprif tlertualt

hoepatal &rid sill live math .1 SD:n1010141, !MISSY The nest ale areas

elf) be spent au the vIlleye uf son loon Setatelaraval. about 40 ka

fit* the capital uut stueehts watt work elope Sidr Stdiaasi ktudentk

(roe trin,weco Nerrouota who are ail fluent in Lnglish.

facility with kpunifth but avt Hamel'', as nu...unary Although

Itllag 410.44.411t1144d41 hush Inn; . thanes With I eel I WC !Matt, rept k
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PITO

MUM OM. 1.0=1. WIMP( COLVITY leer.
Description;

Stutioula will work in on =holster', beelth facility In Mulls with
the clinic health staff which =chides h physiciep's stellstanta.
family practitioner and consultants froe Mersbell University.
Marshall University stadeats ore always, preseot. Services include
lastly practice. pediatrics, prenatal care. ocessional hose visits
and an outreach geriatric =ogres. Stodests can aimi murk with the
Volley health Syytems which provide 011-0111 services. Over Sen. of the
patients are Medicaid recipients. Students will live with a local
family. housing is entirely subaldisad. Stoduts must pay for food
only.

0-6SIMILMINIMILIATIN
nescriptioa:

stedents are eligible foe a reiabarimmint from the iodine/4mila
Service at Sighoimouth. which must be applied ler st least aim =eta
prior to departure.

The program is supervised by hr. enuice =lacier. The student will
asperianee outpatient services et boStings hospital of the Indian
health service, but moat time will br spent with the eabulstery. boom
health end preventive =reit= of the Cherokee Matson. This is a
large group of Americans who choose mot to live on reservation. it

is necessary for studesta to drive to Teblequa (13 honesl to be able
to use their cars during work.

Liajjan_:_111.1eAleaTlfh

This program I. supervised by illissbetb Koch. I'm student will live
I. the athe of Pe. loch to tim tithe= of which the student will be
required to maks a small contributive. The Sapel live in the
isolated =vase Canyon In northern Aristam end amber about 700. To
get to the reeervetive the student sill have to drive to hilltop,
lam= the oar. bed walk or ride a horse or helicopter the final a
nil= into the canyon. This con be worked Mi. Travel to end free
the Pupal Kati= will be reiebursed Sy tbe Indian health Service at
Parker. arisene upon application for these foods which =mild to dime
while st the reservation.

WrItiMAIMENMITYAMMVAWM
lbe student will participate in a fasilr practice osbolatory clinic

end In the comninity =trawls programs at the minivan sit= which
largely serve dieenfrearnieed comoutities Mach site has 0 board

certified lastly practitioner. Sainglog will be provided.

Ihy sltes ere
tviftitp with a satellite la New Iberia t students?bluia

Who Chorine.; e atudratarblock
tigteearcilas with =tonnes in toganiport Lrrieviilr and

Tallulah - a studeatibloch
v$cily 1,1004 - I student/block

if you need mare inforistioln. cell Ur. Cohen at eallTi. AdditIonel

infoenetion will be sent to the students who register for these Progress

ir,r;tit,
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INTIENI4ATIONAL

INTMNATIOIAL AND NATIOANAL COUNS4 SONEPUR.

mucx *NA1 12a. MOLAR

Session 1 All Blocks 14 Students/max 01

No Course In N.O. 02

Session 2 All Blocks 14 Students/max 03

Nu Course in N.O. 04

Session NOW All Blocks 14 Studentsfmus 05

3(b)* No Course in N.O. 06

Session 4 All Blocks 14 Students/max 07

No Coarse in N.O. 00

Sesslon 5 All blocks 14 Students/max Ott

14 Students/max 10

Jamaica
Colosbia
VSV1
Belize
Guatemala
St. Lucia
Oklahoma
Sups!
West Virginia
Louisiana

5 students max/session
2
3

3

2

max/block
1

4

1

6

International Session :Mai Involves block OS plus December.
The first week is spent in New Orleans with the regular coarse
and the subsequent 7 weeks at the overseas site. International

Session 3(b) involves December plus block 00. All b weeks will

be spent at the overseas Site.

international Sesslon 3(a) dad (b) is to be considered a single

session and will accommodate the normal maximum number of students

per program per session (as listed in the table above), the total

number of registrants being summed In December.
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Item 12

fir)TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER

1/4}13111. IV NUM Oity ct Ono

ttA %art
itabicti Alm 'OW
diet *4 4.40P3

in a letter to the Council of Deans. Or. louts J. Itettel of the
Associetion of Paerisan Medical Wiest's invited a response to you about
rural health medical education programs that mhght Patst in our
institution.

Texas Tech University health Sciences Center is actively developing a
number of prorates in rural health medical education. These programs
involve cemprehensin oetreach efforts by the Schools of Pursing and
Allied Health., as well as by the School of Medicine.

In the School of Medicine of which I am mast familiar. these efforts
include the following:

I. PELMET This lend-based and satellite-besed television
transmission provides ongoing medical. nursing nd allied health
educattvi to healthcare professionals Us nearly 30 rural sites
across lest Texas. It tots the potential of extending the Retire,*
into surrounding states Mich include Oklahoma. Mew Mexico.
Colored° and Louisiana.

In &Mitten to the educational materials, we are currently
developing a long distance consultation service which makes it
Possible for physicians in remote areas to present cliallengiog
clinical prcOlems and rrreive direct consultative advise. This
firearm has been effective in reducing) expensive and potentially
life threatening patient transports.

Z. Preceptorships are available and encouraged for eedical students
in rural communities extending from the panhandle of texas in the
north to the United States-Mexico border. These programs have
been useful in encouraging students to pursue a career in rural
practice.

3. Practitioner preceptorships Short Courses are available for
practicing physicians in rural areas to return to one of our four
regional academic health centers far the purpose of refreshing

their skills and knowledoe. In same cases. effnrts are made to
provide back up for their practice from faculty members.

I. Cm Site tclecathonal Programs Individual speakers are eoceuraoed
to provide ongoing coot Meng medical education at hospitals aftif
county medical society meetings tareughout the geographic area.

S. Youth tech-ening with Seniors this program uses the health
SthRflces Center as a base of operation for a program operated
through the county extension service. Future Ocamakers of America
and 4 H. In this program. youth provide assistance to elderly
iodividuels in rural communities. Through their participation.
the youth learn about healthcare problem and the systems that are
in place to deal with these problems.

6. The School of Westin has independeotly developed a computer based
systems program to help physictans aod hospitals in rural areas
with those commater-based applications that are necessary to
manage hospitals and physicians offices.

7. The Binational Mealtlicare Program of our ft Paso campus is devoted
to the development of solutions tor healthcare problems at the
border. In maey casts, these issues and solutions relate to
mtgrant healthcaro and other rural healthcare problem.

As you can see, texas tech Miversity mealth Sciences Center ha% a long
standing and deep comiteent to the develtiomeot of medical education
programs to rural *alit/. Your comittee is to be commended for its
efforts In this area. I wish you every SUCCess in your upcoming
workshops.

Sincerely yours,

t

Nrryl Or. Williams. M.D.
Dean. School of Medicine
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Ihr tit1irf451If OF NORTM DAKOTA
fart1ti NUKE rwarTIT;Oufe PH151CIAN aSSISTANT eempam

The Uiskers:ry of ?juct?' fljlot ami fa.s5e

Prectrtkonar Pngsician Assistant FNP Pal Program is not

just anothet educational program. Cur e.pertise end rusolve
Ls titivtitete to 'nmti" g the akar-Ara.reasIng ch110,w% of
rural haalth c.ate delivery end needs oF an agtha
POPulation. We hapy umaro of Pr,persurice ih preparing
Ffe PAS to prok ado primarg haatth oat CLA laborat 10 t h

Phasirgans and attn.!, health cora prouidects. Conskrmere and

health pi ofessiona:s al hake long racogniand the need For
FNP Pan as a restsrrra to assist in Facing the many new end
COmpler challenges oF rural health cara tailor:try.

tig %aye s.occessfullg prepared 4P' clinically compe'ent
nurse prat:tit spasm ant physician assistants by tng into
connidtir st ton eot ontg past academic background but alSc.
previous wort. erParkence. We select highly motivated huT
Loith signit ar4 ptoressional nut Sing esper twice la Tib are

W111 4 to 11 re Ant oor I ih r.za1 nnd health Manpower
atiortage areati. Our gsaduates performance on national
certifying a.Anit'atiOnS arid our graduata enplogment rate
testifies tnat our program lteStge IS rUmiatstent with end
pron.:et success. Cur graduates are oel I accepted bg
consumers font arg indeed affecting the aoressibilitg to and
quality of pr ig haa;th care per,lous in rural sett trigs
and. tt, the faeselid 1,L.TeW,.ng

of alder ly C. Ct CleriC, in the region: Our comm,tmant to
st eilai trjp PA% au An err prt gup asachse to ths orgent
health concerns end preblemS of communit lea continues.

the Program's response to the primary health oaio oadS

is hat rint..JashtetC1 t rum data ant ;hail fro,. out 1988 "412

ISLA Nee to tag graduattas had at- EH; tpjri.L' g ate.
Sigelf scant frintiaga of the sur,eg are 93: are emp1Owed,

are f ohrt ten; nt; a% a,,it se pi at t it loners and 'cr Phys. c an

assistants, Sl% Ore familw praLtira. 61% are in rural
Practtra satt ings. 66% ere within the opunty pi par t

9.0i table area of n P "al Lace Nuaith aa,:o.car Snr.rage

ar elM .71"0 3in. aro :r LIMNS Des,gnat ad Meal O. ,lahpo-er Shtit tags

Al &as m Pr Wr an Faro: ty 15 e ttei>e:, gr at if .od L, I hp

trarogi apr r d:st r C tt t in of ri_r gr net.at es t o r ur n 1 pr ;hal g

tvin,t, tare t!ra...tp.-.es, and nyr daring-rent .31:41.1,41k, ,st,

'Jet' S!11Pr' S a-d :+etufV PrIVa.

OLT : t t ht : a' vg, :ss to . As. if

:Jowl:La-Vs f rim LLe,,..^1! r, -eel one as .....-g to

gut . t t'e 4 ta t2
#.1 .-.1-r!agt, 0; met, 'he fie g

1 Ater% 0 s the great ast. . the APO: p07: s pc .

W-N pi Opw ed het.. :ha ( -; a. ' V4 1! et

SaStro mwht hva"1:. t 'ctros

Tso sf ! Calf t s earn ute:r...tnd fine, T.M

p, 'if as, of -It .e% A CC. ;0".

c the Agrere. to ta t's pre: eptor . Thu Program

ad'oth. alle:'-a-"t PI oLertov tean ant Lunt ,nues to wrIf
h 170t h the student. end the preceptor to s.treautha., the

tean luint t ,[ Ough11.t thm 12.-m.re,t% Mutt l"1"m. upon

Pr our Wr. 1 tchnl Pt AU- , the COI !abr.,: at iva lean oCi.ud 10 ruht

.n the Vf act .4 Sett lag. because the M.,de 4 tn

t t hft a'N.S a c t the r 1,i: a;

"1 pet immme% 0,tg' A" t hOt Stxt t .,g. the ne. gi atLare hat a

r cgh nf rommitmerd I o pr al t ire - t nu 011.[..

Because of this ronni t 'rent p he al ad 4e.1 t he ; 'oehn:t C Ct g

t"e otr Po to CT y II r. agi

v, gt an us .0 «, . - 001 at. -

.. Cy,

1-tat.,j L., :s ..0,2CA

f tit -g st o- I C 0. .-e.c -t-' t to.

t hte t -h0"gq .! !..er .14 :If

I %iraieg, ! f .041.%
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. .a"! t I. t !q-'" fit .0' 1..4 ',re
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nee 14

UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA st:Hool. OF MEDICINE
Me al the Deo
Satin Maks! &army eatidIns
Rem. New& #91%70046re,
FAX ("0:, 114-6096

Undergraduate Medea) Student Education

Advneed Ltbe1 EA1IEIlaee in R Ih ":` Js.a moiled fun week rondos On senior
students Mad Pf-e.thenista* of lhrratia of ilae objectives debit:mad= are an

=dthe student with dm caporninizy to premise with a in a resew= MIMS NM ID
dele reknal pawn, unique so rum! based primuy cue end totem as s sub-internship fte

senior =dens. As a sub.imenwhip. imams en enceunges to use dui location as an opportunity
to Identify wen of experdse as well as gaps cr leansimi needs in their medical education.

Saida= en pLwed with primary cue physicians in multiple sins th53031iou mei and homier
Nevada. They initially negotiate a leaminiLtentrael %TM deb pleCefere and levies, a clinical slat
inventory that is used to help the sardent define wens of Wiesen andiar need thu they vish to focus
upon during the rotation. The dinical skills Minium has been dreloped fa use during the
motion only and inflects drills that we spesentative Genital primary ewe practice settings.

Swamis are required to describe *Ur percepeions of rural medicine price to the rotation and then
dewribe how the rotation has misdated or changed this Initial wp ral. With the in0 el their
reaper. widens also kleseffy a comunmity mown that the mina= in his practice and
assesses the qualisy tithe service including evaluating the eon the service.

New preceptors are marina co mad a Precepoor _Development Confluence that is awed annually
by the ichacil. This conference describes die initial MIMI pteceptor casaba= proem teaching

skills in an upholstery setting and infonnetion on bean* and embed= ln addit ion. the
dean facilitates neat based receptor development conferences sembnnuany teams issues that
are unique to the rural =Ma

Students are expected to lbw in the cannunity finr the entire month and we housed be volunteer
families in each comnswiity. Trausponation costs we the responsibility of de student.

Graduate Medical Education

Third year residents bons the Department of Family and Conentinhy Medicine spend four weeks
with a preceptor in mat Nersda. The objectives we to expose the resident to twat practice and
help them to identify clinical areas they win address in their last yew of residency training.
Housing for the tendent and their fen* is pnwided at no cost by the preceptor.

1 5 9
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. Mural Medicine is at the ease spot
M-11=1Ve rti=r12151411137veyear, ego. Jo* as really Medicine arose in
responie be a venues in Aessican Mealthaere. meal Iiellicine Ls similarly on the
rise. rimers ars defining Pmessr, describing the boundaries of the

=and eammining current and needed remourcee"rinarets, and
For eassiple. Meal Medial= farrolves eilemonier

menegament, and procedures far moth than May Itedicine. Family leedicaacetere
and mare is excluding alstetrios and procedures to aocithemodate urban and
suburban practice, especially elters and malthepecialty groups. This in tura
reeelte lit reel:dents sod stuitente who are less coudeetalea precticing the type
of radioing needed in rural mem Rural liediaine and Family Medicine are
related, but they resemble separated ateptirothere rather than offspring or
siblings.

,
gLsgszostsinfi. Many PP Smiley have never attended FP Programs. Meet
have ;lot prectired in runt towns. Family medicine acadeeicians often are or
have become career aoadirriclasei puneming the corrupt nedical education modal,
loping vainly to ober Academic -credibiLity try researching and teaching like
the specialist& They have lost the mission and origin of family medicine to
wove the putdic who crested them They ran tram grant priority to grant
priority in the aimless pursuit of spnial funding. They doubt the permanence
of Geriatrics, Rural Health, and LIDS SP funding priorities. Some nay even
feel guilty for peel:see thay may have made to goinuesents to deliver the right
kind of doztors. Family Medicire lee long and raccriesfully used the promise of
need manpower lia obtain state ani Moral funding. However, family Medicine
ban nnir been nergthelly succeseeil in doing so as inticated by Dr. Whitcomb.

Ong _a the aoes for this norainal swoop is thitt_thardlli.Litlie..it_allif
Only recently have family medicine

Seadelandalte cone to grips wIth the Seafood health policy issues at hand.
Family medicine awes abort tere task farce; to study rural issue& not lone
ter* accsailibies. PM rarely (if ever) asks for rural Security development and
rural emphasis in grants. Fortune- sly, in the past few years this has
clones& Hemmer, without the prodding of federal and state mandates and
fending, there will he no major move in this directiom

am also for healthy competition. If Rural Redick* is mentioned as a
poreithe specialty end tome moment is rads in this direction, really Medicine
will hove to Imposer to this chellenge. Some possible results of this policy:

I. family medicine will broaden their membership to include more members
(AAFP policy often excludes rural general practice doctors)

2. rarely median, will instruct residency review committees to emphasize
outcome ineality rural practice) rather than structure {numbers aed
type of faculty and specialist. heepital Mae and location, etc.)

1. Increased premise air WRVS and the terscaul of geographic differentials
that temper rural practice

4. Decreased resistance by organieed medicine to aid-levet providers
Increased rural coamittee and council structure within the orgenization.

This may mean penronent rural onsosittees or rural representation on
all committees.

e. increemed pressure on medical school curriculum committees to provide
rural and primary care experiences.

once Family Medicine saes that the rural emphasis is here to stay, it will be
more eithusisstic. ar left behind. with increased eophasis on Rural Medicine
and Family Medicine, medical actscole would be forced to pay attention as they
develop curricula, admission policies, etc.

In shot. we must find rural students, attract urban students t. prinary care
and rural careers, maintain their internist. PePare thee aceguat and reward
thew for their efforts with relief from delith aed the fair reimbursement tbat
Relive originelly promised.

The Aeuridation for ail the above is true reeibureement reform, beyond the
citewitt MOWS prop:wale. Without this, the above proposals are toeless. we
must pay more to got and keep rural doctors out there. I haat talked to a
echoolteacher tonight be/or than sly wire). we came to the decision that ive

rot really the money that schoolteachers and rural doctors want. Ws the
respect that in our Isociety in the SO's and Ws associatea with money. we

teachers arid primary COM 41:CtZai WO must be willing to respect thee for
what they de and that means better funding.

we appreciate the funding aseistance in the past. without federal Sunda our
rune programs would not exist. Help rusel faculty fulfill their ereamil of
training students for practice in rural neeraca.

Sincsersly,

Robert C. Unman, MAL
Director of Rural Programs

enclosures
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CIIMICUM. ISM= IMMO, MID MSC= =OM

Each intividual his his or tar tam 'pow arra= leun aztegastusi seal
poetics. I few ats inactianed on the Salt Solon The weed oak=
oneoribn gathetle SOW hi avoilantio thhe MOW. the oideoktees of
this training lle hi the Wed naltan. Mao dt Minim hes let parcome all
alstasdae, there we as leer oditterant qugeilamatna that gnash= can look
tor comesittse or one of Motto, Mon owns' Mott snows. Far
inetass an anew bans ad Mei don way doom a gasp Froths to addrine
cancans *at* mind liire ant pactMs.

Owns about gnaw, halstul Results er sithed
noel practice to bridge gap
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Senly Panto
Edloole
Charon
'road.

PlANS VAR ME strDilD RURAL REALTR CAREERS PA1R AT rrsu

Coal

To totroduce students tree rural. medically ondersymed rommonitiee to the
%surety sad opportunities to the health prote*alon* and t euroutage Mem to
apply to colleges to prepare for these pregroms.

Sockground

The Rural Health Career, fair. alwr called the HASH Workshop. mos the idea of

Shame Sabena. COM '01. He propooed a Workshop to promote medical careers
amigos high arbeel *cadent. from the medically modersereed empties surrounding
ETSU. Shone obtaine4 the support of the Department of family Medicine good Dean

Stanton, From Mirch of 1990 there were a series of planning sestines with
Shame, other stsdeots. Dt. Juellon Rdwarde (NUcaing). Dr. Sire Darr (Public nod
Allied Ilealth), and Drs. Dorothy Dobbins. Pamela Zaborlh. end Robert Dewman
from the College ot nedietne ETkU sponsored thi (riot HASH Workshop on

September EC 1990. Thirty-eight students fro, 10 rural high schools attendod

Targeted Students

Selected gthr. 10th. and

County
Johmeon
Unice:
Grainger
Hamblen
lancork
Jefferson
Carter

Greene
Haskins
Orate

lltb grade students from chase rural hiah Schools,
Schools

Johnsoa County Nigh School
Unica! County High School
Rutledge High & aaohliorn High School&
Horristown-Hombleo East & West High School*
Hancock County Sigh School
lettere= County High School
Cloodlaod. Mammon Sigh. Elitshethton.

Volley. A Mak* High Schools
Chackey-hodir A Vest Greene lush Schools
Chrtokar A Volunteer Higb Schools
gen thsopet Vocational a Cosby high School

nippy
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Tbe plannios comnittea meats to improve communication with the high school
peraommel eho will Oeleet the participants. aural interested seedens is the
01111 heea seggmated thee we what rural Mictireeted students from all health
B alance programs to visit the tweet oeheele. Tee porpmee will be to clarify
the criteeie to be used im siderite; *gadgets and to &Owlet', interest la the
1britsbup mons wed students who might nisi be selected be the
teechesicounnalor.

fledicel. nunsing. sad allied health stedeete fres ETU will make visite te mem,
of tbe targeted schools to stinelate so".mauts to mealy through their school
grimace departs:eat. The science department in each signet will thee *elect
able Student& who eight be appropliatelY ettmalated into heelth refeeta.

Wales
The Basal Health Career Pair vitt be held In the Culp Center go Satulday.
October 26. from gam to 4 p.m,

Corncobs

The comma ef the day's minion, will cover the college ottglesiene procese,
three tatrottoctoip weekakeps showing the satiety ot careers and skills used in
medicine. Reeling. oad 'white mod allied health. and an address by a rural
hamilitel arkeineitrstee laboring the current and projected demand for thee&
various health prefeosioeals.

IITSO students from ell three schools will Participate to pontacting and
visitimg the 'Wheals and se guides ou the day of the fair. Same of the ETSU
sgailemes. trained by the Admissions Office. will lead small group iiessions on
docent,. admiesions process.

Faculty and staff et the three schools wilt vert wit their students to develop
the three and-hutic wyrkshope on options and skills km medicine. nursing. sad
public and allied health.

Schedule

900 - 9;10 Arrinelfgeeistration/Welcome
9;50 - 1000 Speaker. Jtm Meliaatm. Murat County »mortal Wocpital
10:00 - 10:30 Me Collegm Admission, Process to be cyndwcted by C250

tudents eiteetallY prepared by the Admissions Office.
11:45 Werkshop Session: The College et Medicine. the School of

Nursing. sod the School ot Public and Allied Health will
cweduct simultmetwos workshops.

12;00 - 1:00 Lunch st the Main Meal in the Culp Centex.
115 - 2:15 Waikato* session II: Students rotate to anothei scaalan
238 - 3:30 Workshop Seasion III: Studeete rotate to another session
3;30 - 7:45 Complete and salmis evaluation forms tn third erasion
3:45 Awe

ItMILSS2

The Planning Committee mothers are:
Or. Ramey Alley. terming
lir. Bus Barr. Public and Allied Health
Max Bonek. binsias
Br. &awn C. Bowman. Family Medicine
Nettie huchattaa. SiBSIC Morel Student Interest Comp)
coalmine Coach. 509510
Brenda roster. public end Allied Wealth
Brian Byword. nosily Medicine
Or. Fairest tang. Male Medicine
Linda wwneu. reallr Nedicine
Tommy Powell. FP510. rosily Poactice student Interest simp

' next meeting of the planning room:U*1' la %radar. Seviewhet 10 at 11,10
as, Members should brume a bag leech.

Student participation - Tbili is a critical ate& Feculty tram ell departments
of &with Sciences will enlist student groups at Shell divisinte to
perticipete. As in MOO. the health science situ:Wets wilt art as guides Le the
visiting students.

I h
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Notprials Drs. Son Darr sad Hes leash sre revising last year's *Martel* toe
the M. school teschsealcolisselltos which sive the criteria ter selectiort of
partiripants. these will reflect gar desire for stedents wbo ere
people-ortemited. mho ere intaresnel la enr 01 tbese heath careers. mod she Bee
its Or Ole to Se (eele * Minnie Peen lash eckool Proms Chasm takes Of will
take the prersevielte science and geth courses).

toren and evaluation

the .91 thetabop perticiparts see Pormerid al the workshop. fhe .90 ttrkahop
pastialwats will be annoyed at tie ammo tint that applications tow the '91

liorkidtse are toeing collected. Ve ere interested in finding owt which fulmar
participants are ectoally planning to porno a health career. store they ere
planning to attend college. end whether they were influenced Wm may way by tint
day's program.

budget tor the Workshop

last pear's *sponse of $591.111 were Paid fee from the Desn's foundation
Account. this yesr Dean Stanton bas pledged DM from the College of He-dicta*.
spproximately age third ot the projected budget.

Projected Budget the 1991 Workshop tor SS *Warr

rood Service
AN (rolls sod Juice) $ 10.90

Lunch for bisb school students 499.00

Lunch tot health science stodents 100.90
Speaker 100,00

Transportation tor pre-Workshop visits to
selected schools by students end
faculty tshout 5110 *ilea)

131.90

13770

Materials and faculty tit* wt11 be provided by the divistons and are not

included in the budget.

Other resources

Michelle Delmer et Talent Search worts with program tended by the Deport-
of Education to identity end provide counselling for poor but able students
entering 12th grade iri eight ot these =untie* end Itth end lOth Peden& tO tWO
comities. She is willing to recommend participants, based on their recards
pradeots career goals sad academic standing.

Sammie Gross. Director of Upward Sound bore st ETSO, womke with Mar 12th
graders in a program to give similes commellios plus *neither/at and tutorina
to proetsiag etudtente from poor forties or tine familtes wbere neither parent
was college edecated. Ua is willing to work vith US to ideatity *twangs froe
Arcot end Carter counties to petticipate.

%Ike Pitts of the Attaseitioas Office has agreed to belp prepase ETSO students
*elected to present 'The College adstssiona Process.'

Jim AcMakin. a hospital administrator at tfticol otontY ?Smyrna Hospital ha*
accepted the imitation to addres* the stutents.
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